1328297 27/12/2004
RELAYTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RELAYTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD
B-3, UNIQUE HOUSE, CARDINAL GRACIOUS RD., CHAKALA, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400 099 MUMBAI-400 099
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT,
(A JOINT STOCK COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/12/2002
MUMBAI
RELAYS, ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, BATTERIES
1724543    25/08/2008

GIP DEVELOPMENT
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
AUTORADIOS, AUTO LOUDSPEAKERS, AUTO AMPLIFIERS, AUTO CD CHANGERS, ACCESSORIES FOR AUTORADIOS,
NAMELY CABLES FOR LOUDSPEAKERS AND POWER SUPPLY, FUSE CARRIERS, BUILT IN FRAME FOR AUTORADIOS
AND AUTO LOUDSPEAKERS, AUTO LOUDSPEAKERS CASE, ADAPTERS FOR AUTO LOUDSPEAKERS,
CONNECTORS FOR AUTO LOUDSPEAKERS, ANTENNAE AND AMPLIFIERS, CAPACITORS, INTERFACES,
AUTORADIO REMOTE CONTROL, AMPLIFIER REMOTE CONTROL, BINDERS, NAMELY BATTERY TERMINALS, SCREWS
AND SUPPORTS, MOBILE TELEPHONES, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, ANTENNAE FOR VEHICLES AS WELL AS
COMBINATION OF MENTIONED COMPONENTS; PARTS OF ALL AFORESAID GOODS
Q V C

1796554 17/03/2009

QVC, INC.
STUDIO PARK, 1200 WILSON DRIVE, WEST CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA 19380, USA.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS*, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE-
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MEMORIES; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER
PROGRAMS; FLOPPY DISKS; HARD DISKS; MODEMS; MICE; CD-ROMS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR
RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING SOUND AND/OR VIDEO AND/OR DATA AND/OR INFORMATION; RADIOS;
TELEVISIONS; TELEPHONES; VIDEO RECORDERS; AMUSEMENT APPARATUS ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION
RECEIVERS; DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS (DVD); LASER DISCS; ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; AUDIO BOOKS;
PHOTOCOPING MACHINES; ELECTRONIC GAMES; GAMES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS;
ELECTRICAL AND VIDEO AMUSEMENT APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; ANIMATED
CARTOONS; FILM STRIPS; MOVIES; MAGNETIC RECORDINGS; OPTICAL RECORDINGS; MAGNETO-OPTICAL
RECORDINGS; SOLID-STATE RECORDINGS; COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, PROGRAMS AND TAMES; PRERECORDED
DISKS; RECORDING DISKS; COMPACT DISCS; AUDIO EQUIPMENT; HOLOGRAMS, FLOPPY DISKS; SOUND
RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED DISKS; RECORDING DISKS; GRAMOPHONE RECORDS; AUDIO TAPES; TAPE
CASSETTES; VIDEO TAPES; LASER DISCS; COMPACT DISCS INTERACTIVE CD ROMS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL
THE AFORESAID GOODS; VIDEO EQUIPMENT; HEAD CLEANING TAMPS; CAMERAS; VIDEO CAMERAS; CAMERA
EQUIPMENT; FLASH BULBS; CONTACT LENSES; CONTACT LENS CONTAINERS; SPECTACLES; SPECTACLE FRAMES;
SPECTACLE CASES; SUNGLASSES; CASES FOR SUNGLASSES; CHAINS FOR SPECTACLES AND FOR SUNGLASSES;
CORDS FOR SPECTACLES AND FOR SUNGLASSES; COMPASSES; BAROMETERS; BINOCULARS; TELESCOPES;
MICROSOPES; BATTERIES; MICROPHONES; CALCULATORS; FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSPARENCIES;
ELECTRICALLY HEATED HAIR CURLERS; ELECTRIC HAIR-WAVING APPLIANCES; ELECTRIC HAIR CURLING IRONS;
ELECTRIC HAIR STYLING IMPLEMENTS, ELECTRIC MAKE-UP REMOVING APPLIANCES; ELECTRIC IRONS; SCALES AND
WEIGHTS; WEIGHING MACHINES; MEASURING GLASSWARE; FIRE ALARMS; BICYCLE HELMETS; FLOATS FOR
BATHING AND SWIMMING; WATER WINGS; SWIMMING BELTS; DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF STRAPS, RIBBONS, CORDS
OR CHAINS FOR RETAINING IN POSITION, OR FOR PREVENTING LOSS OF, SPECTACLES, EYEGLASSES OR
SUNGLASSES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS.
CAPTAIN AMERICA

2066578   10/12/2010

MARVEL CHARACTERS INC
1600 ROSECRANS AVENUE, MANHATTAN BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90266, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Manufacturers AND Merchants
A Limited Liability Company Organized And Existing Under The Laws Of The State Of Delaware, USA,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRE-RECORDED DVDS, CDS, VIDEO TAPES, AND LASER DISKS FEATURING MUSIC AND/OR LIVE ACTION PROGRAMS OR MOTION PICTURES OR ANIMATED CARTOONS; SUNGLASSES; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER GAME PROGRAM; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES OF VIRTUAL REALITY COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES; COMPUTER GAME DISCS; BICYCLE HELMETS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD AMERICA.
AVENGERS

2066586  10/12/2010

MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
1600 ROSECRANS AVENUE, MANHATTAN BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90266, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Manufacturers AND Merchants
Existing Under The Laws Of The State Of Delaware, USA,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRE-RECORDED DVDS, CDS, VIDEO TAPES, AND LASER DISKS FEATURING MUSIC AND/OR LIVE ACTION PROGRAMS OR MOTION PICTURES OR ANIMATED CARTOONS; SUNGLASSES; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER GAME PROGRAM; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES OF VIRTUAL REALITY COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES; COMPUTER GAME DISCS; BICYCLE HELMETS
BLUE NAUTE
Priority claimed from 20/04/2011; Application No. : 11 3 825 340 ;France
2222265  19/10/2011
SAGEM DEFENSE SECURITE
27 rue Leblanc, 75015 PARIS, FRANCE
A French "Société anonyme"; Manufacturers and Merchants
A FRENCH SOCIETE ANONYME,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON-122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Maritime gyrocompass systems; heading and vertical reference system
CATCH CELL

2226486    31/10/2011
DHARAMPAL PREMCHAND LIMITED
A-34/35 SEC-60 NOIDA -201301 U.P
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MOBILE PHONE AND ACCESSORIES ETC.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CELL.
SH. A.K.UPPAL
trading as ;MYSORE MARKETING NETWORK
S C O 188-189 MADHYA MARG SECTOR-8 C CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
U.S. SHARMA, ADVOCATE
E-208, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I, N. DELHI-110048
Used Since :01/01/2001
DELHI
IGNITERS, CAPACITORS, CONTROL GEAR BOXES, BALLASTS, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF AND WIRES & CABLES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MYSORE.
2300104  15/03/2012
DHIREN MAKHIJA
KANNAN KANDAPPAN
YOGESH JOSHI
trading as ;DHIREN MAKHIJA
AT NO.346, 4TH MAIN, UPPER PALACE ORCHARDS, SADASHIVANAGAR, BANGALORE-560080, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY A PERSONAL PHONE TRACKER AND FINDER SOFTWARE APPLICATION; COMMUNICATION AND PERSONAL ENTERTAINMENT DEVICES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
2316666  17/04/2012
NITIN MANGLA
trading as ;MANGLA TREADERS
13/13 SHOP NO 20 GURU NANAK MARKET KAROL BAGH DELHI 5
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHajanPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/12/2011
DELHI
MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, SUCH AS CHARGER MOBILE COVER AND MOBILE BATTERY
MURTI
2372008    30/07/2012
VINOD KUMAR JAIN
B-270 YOJNA VIHAR DELHI 110092
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDG RAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 01/04/2009

DELHI
MAIN SWITCHES, A/C BOX, MCB, MCB BOX, KIT-KAT, SWITCH GEARS, PLUG, SOCKET, SWITCH BOARD, MS BOX, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, BUS BAR, CONDUITE FITTINGS, CHANG OVER, ROTARY SWITCH, POWER STRIPS, CHANGE OVER, PAN BORDS, FUZE, ELECTRIC IRON, WIRES AND CABLES, STARTER, CAP ASTER, TUBE FITTINGS, LEADS, ELECTRIPALVVND ELECTRONIC APARATUS
TRADE MARKS

VERINDER SETHI

trading as : WAVON ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

E-3 DAIRY ROAD ADARSH NAGAR EXTN DELHI 110033

MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 10/06/2012

DELHI

INVERTER, UPS, CVT, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS, LEAD ACID BATTERIES, TV, VCR VCD, ELECTRICAL WIRES & CABLES AND ELECTRICAL FITTINGS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE & COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, PHOTOCOPIERS, TELEPHONE SYSTEMS, SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING MACHINE, LASER PRINTER SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS AS PER CLASS - 09.
2394698  12/09/2012
DUTCH TECH ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :DUTCH TECH ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
KINFRA PARK KORATTY, KERALA - 630 309
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. VEERARAGHAVAN, ADVOCATE.
NO.10, SECOND MAIN ROAD, C. I. T. COLONY, MYLAPORE, MADRAS - 600 004.
Used Since :07/07/2006
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENTS, PRESSURE VESSELS AND CCTV CAMERAS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2421753  02/11/2012
ISH IMPEX
PLOT NO 15A SEC-8B IIE & BHEL SIDCUL HARIDWAR UTTRAKHAND
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/01/2009
DELHI
LCD MONITOR, VCD, DVD PLAYERS, RADIO, GPS NAVIGATION INSTRUMENT, COMPUTER, HARD DISK, VIDEO GAMES,
MOBILE PHONES, PROJECTORS, SPEAKERS & STEREO
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
JETLIGHT
2436013  03/12/2012
KULDEEP PANCHAL
235 RAJENDRA NAGAR INDL AREA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :03/12/2012
DELHI
WIRE & CABLES
VOSPRO

2438171  06/12/2012
VOS TECHNOLOGIES (INDIA) PVT LTD
44 FIRST FLOOR NISHANT KUNJ PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRB LAW FIRM
H NO 102, BLOCK-A, GALI NO-3, SURYA VIHAR, PART-II, NEAR GAYASI LAL KOTHI, SEHATPUR FARIDABAD HARYANA 121003
Used Since :12/09/2012
DELHI
2444502  18/12/2012
NISHT SHAH
NIHAR SHAH
trading as :GLOBAL ENTERPRISE
51, MANGALDAS ROAD, LOHAR CHAWL, MUMBAI 400002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMITA SINGH
G-1-5 FLAT NO.1 RING ROAD MODEL TOWN-3 DELHI-110009
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS; VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS; LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LEDS) APPARATUS, DEVICES AND INSTALLATIONS FOR CHECKING, REGULATING AND CONTROLLING LIGHTING APPARATUS, SYSTEMS AND INSTALLATIONS, AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING APPARATUS, SYSTEMS AND INSTALLATIONS, INCLUDING SOLAR PANELS, SOLAR POWERED RECHARGING APPARATUS, SOLAR POWERED LIGHTING, INCLUDING LED LIGHTING, SOLAR POWERED GARDEN LIGHTS, INFRA-RED SENSORS, GARDEN SPOTLIGHTS, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FLOODLIGHTS WITH FITTINGS; INSTALLATIONS, AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING APPARATUS, SYSTEMS AND INSTALLATIONS.
AIRONET

2458360  10/01/2013

CISCO TECHNOLOGY, INC.,
170 WEST TASMAN DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95134, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Used Since :31/05/2000

DELHI

SPREAD SPECTRUM BASED WIRELESS LAN PRODUCTS FOR TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA; COMPUTER HARDWARE THAT ALLOWS MOBILE USERS EQUIPPED WITH PORTABLE COMPUTING PLATFORMS TO ROAM BETWEEN ACCESS POINTS WITHOUT INTERRUPTION TO THEIR ACTIVITIES; HOST CONNECT, REMOTE ACCESS POINTS AND END NODE CONNECTIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS THAT PROVIDE SEAMLESS CONNECTION TO NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS THAT ALLOW MOBILE USERS EQUIPPED WITH PORTABLE COMPUTING PLATFORMS TO ROAM BETWEEN ACCESS POINTS WITHOUT INTERRUPTION TO THEIR ACTIVITIES
2461016  16/01/2013
SANJAY SHARMA
trading as ;SATYAM SALES
271/A NEW SANJAY AMAR COLONY VISHWAS NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI 110032
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
HELMETS & HELMETS ACCESSORIES
MORE FLEX
2465566  23/01/2013
SH. KARUN SURANA
trading as ;POOJA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO 64 POCKET -I SECTOR -5 DSHDC BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI 110039
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES.
HOME LINKERS PVT LTD
S-1 HL SQUARE SECTOR -V MLU PLOT NO 6 DWARKA NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Used Since :09/05/1997

DELHI
IN RESPECT OF SCIENTIFIC NAUTICAL SURVEYINCi ELECTRIC PHOTOGRAPHIC CINEMATOGRAPHIC OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING AND SIGNALING CHECKING, LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES COMPUTER, COMPUTER PARTS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIVALENTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2495959   14/03/2013
PARMOD KUMAR MADAAN
trading as ;POONAM CABLE
D-204, SECTOR-3, DSIIDC INDL. AREA, BAWANA, DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
Used Since :20/10/2011

DELHI
P.V.C. INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES, M.C.B., M.C.B BOX, P.V.C. ELECTRIC CONDUIT PIPES IN CLASS 9
2497036  18/03/2013
TV18 BROADCAST LTD
503-504 507 5TH FLOOR MERCANTILE HOUSE 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since : 10/11/2011
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIVALENT AND COMPUTERS
ROYAL PRIDE

2497529  18/03/2013

JIL TRADING PVT. LTD
4TH FLOOR BHANDARI HOUSE 91 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 110019
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CD, DVD, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, RECORDING DISCS, SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDING APPARATUS, SOUND AND VIDEO REPRODUCTION APPARATUS, MAGNETIC TAPES, MAGNETIC DATA EARNERS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
2502177  25/03/2013
FOCUS KIDS COMMUNICATION PVT. LTD
20TH FLOOR, NIRMAL BUILDING, NARIMAN POINT, NEXT TO INOX THEATRE, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinston Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANIMATED CARTOONS; ANIMATED CARTOONS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION, NEWS, ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE IN RELATION TO EARNING AND SPENDING IN VIRTUAL WORLD; ANIMATED CARTOONS FOR MAINTAINING VIGILANCE; ALL THE AFORESAID PRODUCTS FORMING PART OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE GAME.
GOGI
2539740  29/05/2013
RX INFOTECH PVT. LTD
703, BHANDARI HOUSE, 91 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI-110019, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GURPREET KAUR ADV.,
F-2503A, ANSALS PALAM VIHAR, GURGAON-122017, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

"PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF COMPUTERS, TABLETS AND LAPTOPS; BATTERIES FOR LAPTOP, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANCE (PDA), AND MOBILE PHONES; ADAPTERS FOR USE WITH LAPTOP, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANCE (PDA), AND MOBILE PHONES; UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (U.P.S) APPARATUS (BATTERY); CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS (C.V.T); VOLTAGE STABILIZERS; INVERTER; LED ACID BATTERIES, LAPTOP LCD SCREENS; SCREEN CLEANER, SECURITY LOCKS AND STANDS FOR LAPTOPS AND TABLET COMPUTERS, LAPTOP & TABLET CARRY CASES AND BAGS"
VELTEK

2540100  29/05/2013
SURESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as :VELTEK INDIA
8/81B, NEHRU GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, DELHI 110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES; ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

2541446 31/05/2013
KONE CORPORATION
KARTANONTIE 1, 00330 HELSINKI FINLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FINLAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since: 31/12/1984
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS FOR ACCESS CONTROL, ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC REMOTE CONTROLS FOR DOORS, TURNSTILES AND GATES; ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR ADVERTIZING, SUCH AS ADVERTIZING SIGNS AND LUMINOUS SIGNS; ALL KINDS OF MEASURING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS AND THEIR COMPONENTS, PARTS AND FITTINGS IN CONNECTION WITH LIFTING AND TRANSPORTING EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS, MOVING WALKWAYS AND OTHER VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
SPARC

2541591  31/05/2013
JASDEEP SINGH NAYYAR
trading as ;NAYYAR INDUSTRIES
LANE NO 8 IGC PHASE I SAMBA 184221 J & K
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/06/2010

DELHI

SAW MIG WELDING WIRE COPPER COATED STEEL WIRE (ELECTRODE QUALITY).
EnerPlex Surfr
Priority claimed from 05/12/2012; Application No. : 85/795,481 ;United States of America

ASCENT SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
12300 Grant Street, Thornton, Colorado 80241, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS INCORPORATED INTO CHARGING CASES FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES.
BUDDYNET LEARNING

2545666  08/06/2013

NIIT Limited
Regd. Office: 8, Balaji Estate, First Floor, Guru Ravi Das Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH KUMAR MIGLANI
Prop. Worldwide Registration Bureau 60/30, New Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005
Used Since : 18/04/2013

DELHI

Computer software, hardware, interfaces, cables, terminals, components, discs, drives, data storage & retrieval systems, isolators, programs, peripherals & accessories, data processing apparatus & parts thereof, electronic & computer games, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, circulating apparatus, magnetic media for sound, visual & data processing recording, Radios, Televisions, printers, converters, voltage stabilizers, regulators, invertors.
NIIT CLOUD CAMPUS
2545675  08/06/2013
NIIT Limited
Regd. Office: 8, Balaji Estate, First Floor, Guru Ravi Das Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH KUMAR MIGLANI
Prop. Worldwide Registration Bureau 60/30, New Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005
Used Since :09/05/2011
To be associated with:
2144727, 2196775, 2262462
DELHI
Computer software, hardware, interfaces, cables, terminals, components, discs, drives, data storage & retrieval systems, isolators, programs, peripherals & accessories, data processing apparatus & parts thereof, electronic & computer games, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, circulating apparatus, magnetic media for sound, visual & data processing recording, Radios, Televisions, printers, converters, voltage stabilizers, regulators, invertors.
2561455  09/07/2013

SH. VAIBHAV GROVER
77, 2nd FLOOR, KALYAN VIHAR, NEAR-MODEL TOWN, NEW DELHI 110009

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLE, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, METER, RECORDING, ARMATURES AND VOLMETER, ELECTRIC RELAYS, THERMOMETERS, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
TELEECARE NETWORK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ZEN HOUSE, 261, KOHINOOR ENCLAVE, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAB, NEW DELHI 110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & C ASSOCIATES
101, 1ST FLOOR NILGIRI APPARTMENTS 9 BARAKHAMBA ROAD CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
2570014  25/07/2013
TELEECARE NETWORK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; TELEECARE NETWORK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ZEN HOUSE, 261, KOHINOOR ENCLAVE, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAB, NEW DELHI 110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & C ASSOCIATES
101, 1ST FLOOR NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9 BARAKHAMBA ROAD CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI
Used Since : 01/07/2013
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

2570017 25/07/2013
OPTIMEUS INFRACOM LIMITED
K-20, SECOND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-II, NEW DELHI 110024
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & C ASSOCIATES
101, 1ST FLOOR NILGIRI APPARTMENTS 9 BARAKHAMBA ROAD CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
KANSON

2572844  30/07/2013

CHITRA CABLES PVT.LTD.
8/95-96, NEHRU GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2012

DELHI

PVC WIRE AND CABLE
2574930  02/08/2013
MAHESH NARAYAN
RAJ KUMAR
trading as : ICOWN SCALES & SYSTEMS
WH-3, MAIN ROAD, MAYAPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI 110064
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 15/04/2008
DELHI
ELECTRONIC, WEIGHING MACHINE, ELECTRONIC WeIGHING SCALF.
2587709  29/08/2013
LATA GUPTA
trading as: A.S. INDUSTRIES
NEAR SECTOR-1, PART-II, URBAN ESTATE, SHAHABAD (M)-136135, DISTT. KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since: 01/09/2011
DELHI
COOLERS, STABILIZERS AND FANS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
VANI

2598668  19/09/2013
ANIL AGRAWAL
409, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/09/2013
DELHI
MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
WEYE FEYE
Priority claimed from 26/08/2013; Application No. : 4028221 ;France
2600147   23/09/2013
X-TREME VIDEO, SASU
9, RUE DE LA NEGRESSE F-64200 BIARRITZ, FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF FRANCE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, LIFE-
SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING,
SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING
DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH Registers, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS;
COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIREEXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; BOXES OF COMMAND AND CONTROL FOR CAMERAS,
REMOTELY OPERATED WIFI AND THROUGH SMARTPHONE APP, TABLET, LAPTOP OR DESKTOP COMPUTER ON AND
ON TV
GUNNU

2609302  08/10/2013

SH. PRAMOD KUMAR JAIN

trading as ;P.K. CABLES

8/22, SEHDEV GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,
STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,
FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC
CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
DINO

2618600  25/10/2013

MR. BHARAT KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;M/s. SUBHAM SAFETY ENGINEERS

SAFETY HOUSE, NO.55, MALANI COLONY, OPPOSITE ASHISH GARDEN, NEW BOWENPALLY ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500009, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Used Since :05/12/1995

CHENNAI

SAFETY HELMET, SAFETY GOGGLE, SAFETY GLOVES, FOOT PROTECTION, SAFETY JACKET, TORCHES, RESPIRATORY PROTECTION, SMOKE DETECTOR, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, MONITORING SYSTEMS, ROAD SAFETY PRODUCTS AND HARNESS
SENITOR

2620082  29/10/2013

ARUN KUMAR CHADHA
trading as ;SUPER STAR INDUSTRIES

BC-244, MANGOL PURI INDUSTRIES AREA, PHASE-11, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI

MAIN SWITCH, CHANGEOVER, R/F SWITCH, FLUSE UNIT, MCB BOX, CEILING ROSE, MULTIPLUG, HOLDER, SOCKET
AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2643823.
2638437  06/12/2013

MACC INDIA
D-312/313-D-314, GANESH NAGAR, C COMPLEX, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MOBILE ACCESSORIES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT IN CLASS 9.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
compacta
2639324 09/12/2013
KULDIP SING KALRA
trading as: BRAJINDRA BOOK COMPANY
21 CHHOTI MARKET, MODEL TOWN, KARNAL-132001
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since: 01/01/2009

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTR(C, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC
DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS INCLUDING IN CLASS 9.
2641571  12/12/2013
SANJAY JAIN
Pocket B-6, 259-260, 1st Floor, Sector-7, Rohini, Delhi - 110085
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :11/12/2013
DELHI
Switches, Sockets, Fuse, Indicators, Bells, Two way Switches, M.C.B., Wire & Cables
ELECTRO GOLD

2647109    23/12/2013

APS ADVERT INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD.
SHOP NO. 3, JALLU MARKET, VILLAGE KHICHDA, MASOORI GULAWATI ROAD, GHAZIABAD, UP
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since :20/12/2013

DELHI

ELECTRODES
ARANGECAB

2647940  23/12/2013

SHRI GOPAL KRISHAN

trading as ;SURYA CABLE INDUSTRIES

7 C, DAMODAR PARK INDUSTRIAL AREA DLISHAD GARDEN DELHI 110092

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

WIRE AND CABLE IN CLASS 9.
2647941  23/12/2013
LAVA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Registered address C-7/227, Sector-7, Rohini, Delhi-110085 and corporate office address at A-56, Sector-64, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Used Since : 23/03/2009
To be associated with:
2022933, 2023094, 2023095, 2023098, 2263397, 2367807
DELHI
MOBILE PHONE & CHARGERS, MOBILE BATTERY PACKS, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE ADAPTORS, MOBILE COVERS, MOBILE AND TELEPHONE HOLDERS AND HOLDING STRINGS, DATA CABLE, DATA STORAGE DEVICES AND BLUETOOTH DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
The Applicant wishes to claim rights in the colour RED as shown on the representation of mark as per Pantone Code- 1925C.
MADON
2647942  23/12/2013
MOHD. YUSUF
MOHD. SHARIQ
trading as ;GLOBUS INDUSTRIES
5838/6, BASTI HARPHOOL SINGH, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,
STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,
FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC
CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
MMX

2649739  26/12/2013

MAHESH KUMAR GUPTA
15A/1, 201 2ND FLOOR, PRESTIGE CHAMBER W.E.A. SARASWATI MARG KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

MOBILE PHONE & CHARGERS, MOBILE BATTERY PACKS, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE ADAPTORS, MOBILE
COVERS, MOBILE AND TELEPHONE HOLDERS AND HOLDING STRINGS, DATA CABLE, DATA STORAGE DEVICES AND
BLUETOOTH DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2650756  27/12/2013
SH. ASHISH JAIN
trading as ;AGRIM ENTERPRISES
737-A/18, SHASTRI NAGAR, NEAR ADARSH SCHOOL, ROHTAK, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,
STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,
FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC
CHOKEs, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Mark shall be used as a Label as substantially represented and filed. No exclusive right over the word Siddh Shree.
HOME QUEEN

2651374   30/12/2013
ANURADHA SHARMA
trading as ;SHREYA HOME APPLIANCES
L-139, Near Nag Mandir, Shastri Nagar, Delhi-110052
Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electric irons, Kettles, electric & electronic apparatus & instruments, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), apparatus & instruments; talking & calculating machines, electric wires, cables, switches and accessories
WOMEN'S DRIVE

2652943   01/01/2014

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :01/01/2013

MUMBAI

RECORDED EVENTS, ELECTRONICALLY OR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED VISUAL DISPLAY PANELS FOR ADVERTISEMENT & APPARATUS THEREOF; ELECTRONIC ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; PRE-RECORDED & BLANK AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES & DISCS, TAPES & RECORDS; FILMS, CINEMA-SLIDES, VIDEO GAMES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; VIDEO FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES; TELEVISION CHAT SHOWS(RECORDED); ADVERTISEMENT FILMS (RECORDED); DATA COMMUNICATION & PROCESSING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; DIGITAL, ELECTRONIC & MECHANICAL SOUND OR IMAGE REPRODUCING, RECORDING & STORAGE MEDIA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE & PROGRAMS (RECORDED).
2653481    02/01/2014
PRABHASH MITTAL
AJIT KUMAR
RAHUL DUDI
ATUL PAREEK
trading as ;ESHANI WIRE & CABLE INDUSTRIES
340/A-12 GALI NO 1A 2ND FLOOR, FRIENDS INDL. AREA, DELHI 110095
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
WINDING WIRE AND CABLE & SWITCHES ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 9.
EXKAB
2653489  02/01/2014
RAVI JAIN
9/99 SHASTRI GALI VISHWAS NAGAR DELHI 110032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLES IN CLASS 9.
TIANA
2655073  06/01/2014
SALONI CHITKARA
VISHAL CHITKARA
trading as : SALONI RETAIL LLP
C-108, NEW RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2013
DELHI
MOBILE PHONES; MOBILE INTERNET DEVICES; MOBILE PHONE PARTS & ACCESSORIES, SMART PHONES;
MICROPHONES; HEADSETS; BATTERIES; SPEAKERS; PHONE CHARGERS; CHIPS FOR MOBILES, MOBILE GAMING
DEVICE AND ACCESSORIES, PORTABLE COMMUNICATION GAZETTES & DEVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND
TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS TO ENABLE ACCESS TO DATABASES AND INTERNET; SERVERS; WI-FI ROUTERS;
TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES.
TIANA

2655074 06/01/2014
SALONI CHITKARA
trading as ;SALONI RETAIL LLP
C-108, NEW RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

To be associated with:
2655073

DELHI
ACCESSORIES ; SMART PHONES; MICROPHONES; HEADSETS; BATTERIES; SPEAKERS; PHONE CHARGERS; CHIPS
FOR MOBILES, MOBILE GAMING DEVICE AND ACCESSORIES, PORTABLE COMMUNICATION GAZETTES & DEVICES;
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS TO ENABLE ACCESS TO DATABASES AND
INTERNET; SERVERS; WI-FI ROUTERS; TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
LIVGUAD XL

2655728   07/01/2014
LIVGUARD ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
WZ106/101, Rajouri Garden Ext., New Delhi — 110027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELI
BATTERY, AUTOMOBILE BATTERY, STORAGE BATTERIES, CAR BATTERIES, AIR CRAFT BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS, RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR USE IN VEHICLES, SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR PANELS, CELLS, CVT & CFL INVERTER, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES, MOBILE PHONE CHARGER, SWITCH ACCESSORIES, PLUG, SOCKET, KIT-KAT, LAPTOP, COMPUTER, TABLET, CAMERA, VOLTAGE STABILIZER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT (PDAS), DIGITAL NOTEBOOK, NETBOOK, DTH, DVD, VCD, MUSIC SYSTEMS, MP3, MP4, HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS.
2655845    07/01/2014
Smt. Suchita Sancheti.
trading as :SALASAR SWITCH GEAR
1695/10, Ist FLOOR, MADAN LAL BUILDING, BHAGIRATH PALACE, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, MAIN SWITCHES,
CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS,
SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION
BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2656475  08/01/2014
SH. AVINASH BHARDWAJ
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI ENTERPRISES
KHASRA NO. 94, NEAR MCD DISPENSARY, KARAWAL NAGAR VILLAGE, DELHI-110094
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
HELMETS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ETGALAXY
2656483 08/01/2014
MRS. JYOTI SURANA
210/3, DOONGAR MOHALLA, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
MOBILE PHONE & CHARGERS, MOBILE BATTERY PACKS, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE ADAPTORS, MOBILE COVERS, MOBILE AND TELEPHONE HOLDERS AND HOLDING STRINGS, DATA CABLE, DATA STORAGE DEVICES AND BLUETOOTH DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 9

BENTEX MOTOR CONTROL GEAR INDUSTRIES
B-65/2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II, NEW DELHI 110028
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Used Since: 13/04/1989

DELHI

MINIATURE CIRCUIT, K.W. HR. METERS, VOLT METER, AMPIMETER, MAIN SWITCHES, CHANGE OVER SWITCHES,
MODULAR PLATE SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, FAN REGULATORS AND TRANSFORMERS, WIRES AND CABLES
[ELECTRIC] INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..932607.
ELEOTO

2657913   10/01/2014

PARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;J.S. INDUSTRIES (REGD.)

G-18/1065, MANSAROVER PARK, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS INCLUDING HORNS, ARMATURES COIL, IGNITION SWITCHES, ARMATURES, WIRING HARNESS, HORN DIPPER SWITCHES, FLASHER, BUZZERS, STARTERS, FUSES, PLUG, SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CONNECTOR TERMINALS, BATTERIES, BATTERY PLATES, ELECTRIC WIRE, SPEEDO METERS AND HELMETS.
2658313 13/01/2014
MR. JAGDEEP SINGH
H.NO. 260, STREET NO. 9, MANIMAJRA TOWN, SHANTI NAGAR, U.T, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K. C. JAIN, ADVOCATE.
3126, SECTOR 21 -D, CHANDIGARH - 160 022.
Used Since :18/05/2011
DELHI
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM, EXPOSED, FILM (CINEMATOGRAPHIC), EXPOSED FILM, EXPOSED, PUBLICATION (ELECTRONIC-), SOUND RECORDING DISCS, VIDEO CASSETES, VIDEOTAPES, MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SOUND RECORDING AS WELL AS MOVIES AND ENTERTAINMENT.
2659872   15/01/2014
CLIXXO BROADBAND PVT. LTD
130/13(20-) NEW NO.G-117 GHAZIPUR NEW DELHI 110096
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EPABX EQUIPMENTS, IP PBX, TELEPHONE EQUIPMENTS AND ITS SPARE PARTS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEPHONE EXCHANGES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, SMART TELEPHONES, PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHAISGE (PBX) AND INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2659878..
2659874    15/01/2014
CLIXXO BROADBAND PVT. LTD
130/13(20-) NEW NO.G-117 GHAZIPUR NEW DELHI 110096
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, {INDIA}

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EPABX EQUIPMENTS, IP PBX, TELEPHONE EQUIPMENTS AND ITS SPARE PARTS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEPHONE EXCHANGES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, SMART TELEPHONES, PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (PBX) AND INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUSES.
2659875  15/01/2014
CLIXXO BROADBAND PVT. LTD
130/13(20-) NEW NO.G-117 GHAZIPUR NEW DELHI 110096
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, {INDIA }
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EPABX EQUIPMENTS, IP PBX, TELEPHONE EQUIPMENTS AND ITS SPARE PARTS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEPHONE EXCHANGES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, SMART TELEPHONES, PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (PBX) AND INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2659878.
CLIXXO BROADBAND PVT. LTD
130/13(20-) NEW NO.G-117 GHAZIPUR NEW DELHI 110096
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, {INDIA }

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EPABX EQUIPMENTS, IP PBX, TELE PHONE EQUIPMENTS AND ITS SPARE PARTS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEPHONE
EXCHANGES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, SMART TELEPHONES, PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (PBX) AND
INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUSES.
2661784  20/01/2014
SANTOSH HIRAWAT
trading as : PARAS CABLES
2/109 - B, ARJUN GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, DELHI - 110032
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2010
To be associated with:
1979627, 2113315
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES IN CLASS 9.
SONNET
Priority claimed from 29/07/2013; Application No. : 86/021,959 ;United States of America
2663312   21/01/2014
MED-EL ELEKTROMEDIZINISCHE GERATE GES. M B.H
FURSTENWEG 77A INNSBRUCK A-6020 AUSTRIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF AUSTRIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUDIO PROCESSORS AND MICROPROCESSORS ADAPTED FOR USE WITH HEARING IMPLANTS.
2664422  22/01/2014
SANDEEP SINGHVI
trading as ;SINGHVI INDUSTRIES
301, Tarun Enclave, 1st Floor, Pitampura, Delhi-110034
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Used Since :30/04/2000

To be associated with:
1228600

DELHI
Opticals, Sunglasses & Frames, Contact lenses, Spectacles, Eye glasses, Goggles and Ophthalmatic Products, cases, parts & accessories thereof.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1228600.
TOUR

2669862  30/01/2014

BEATS ELECTRONICS, LLC
1601 Cloverfield Blvd, Suite 5000N, Santa Monica, CA 90404, United States of America

Manufacturers and Merchants
A limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Headphones, earphones, loudspeakers, audio speakers, audio cables, car audio speakers, media players for automobiles, digital audio players for automobiles, mobile phones, laptop computers
SHIKSHA

2672154 04/02/2014

KAMINI SURI

trading as; RAMA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES

KATRA BAGIYAN NEAR BANK OF INDIA HALL BAZAR AMRITSAR PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B, BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,

STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,

FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC

CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
GLIDER

2672320 04/02/2014
SH. MANINDER SINGH
SMT. HARJIT KAUR
trading as: HIM ELECTRONIKS TRADERS
168 D.B. GUPTA ROAD MARKET OPP P.P. JEWELLERS KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI

CAR STEREO RADIOS - CUM - CASSETTE PLAYER, SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS, WOOFERS, TWEETERS, ANTENNAS, DVD, CD AND VCD PLAYERS AND CHANGERS, CAR TELEVISION, MONITORS AND MULTIMEDIA, CENTRAL LOCKING SYSTEMS, CAR NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEMS, BURGLAR ALARMS, CAR SECURITY SYSTEMS, 2 DIN AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT INCLUDING PARTS, APPARATUS, ACCESSORIES AND INSTRUMENTS THEREOF.
LAPESAFE
2672995  05/02/2014
PRADEEP PRUTHI
trading as ;CREATIVE INFOCOM
P-43 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI 110008
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
COMPUTER MONITORS; PLASMA TELEVISIONS; LIQUID CRYSTAL TELEVISIONS; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS;
COMPUTERS, LAPTOP, IMAGE SCANNERS; DATA STORAGE PROCESSORS; DATA READERS; COMPUTER
KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER CASES, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MOUSE, INTERFACE CARDS; COMPUTER
MAIN-BOARDS; SERVERS; COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMPUTER PRINTERS; PERSONAL COMPUTERS; FLOPPY DISCS
RECORDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPACT DISCS RECORDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS HAND-HELD
COMPUTERS; PORTABLE COMPUTERS; LAPTOP ACCESSORIES, ADAPTORS, CHARGER, BATTERY & BATTERY PARTS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
OCEANIC

2672998  05/02/2014
ASHISH BHATIA
trading as ;OCEANIC ELECTRONICS
10555 VIKRANT NAGAR NEAR PRATAP NAGAR METRO STATION DELHI 110007
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
CAR STEREO, CAR SPEAKERS, WOOFERS, AMPLIFIER, SUB-WOOFERS, HOME THEATRE SYSTEM, LCD SCREEN, CAR CAMERA, BOOSTER, CAR FM, HOME DVD, CAR DVD IN CLASS 9.
2673724  06/02/2014
RAKESH MALHOTRA
D-4/32, DLF PHASE-I GURGAON 122002 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2398536, 2523383

DELHI
BATTERY, AUTOMOBILE BATTERY, STORAGE BATTERIES, CAR BATTERIES, AIR CRAFT BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS, RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR USE IN VEHICLES, SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR PANELS, CELLS, CVT & CFL INVERTER, INVERTER BATTERIES, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES, MOBILE PHONE CHARGER, SWITCH ACCESSORIES, PLUG, SOCKET, KIT-KAT, LAPTOP, COMPUTER, TABLET, CAMERA, VOLTAGE STABILIZER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT (PDAS), DIGITAL NOTEBOOK, NETBOOK, DTH, DVD, VCD, MUSIC SYSTEMS, MPS, MP4, HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS.
2673728  06/02/2014
LIVGUARD ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
WZ106/101, Rajouri Garden Ext., New Delhi — 110027
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2398536, 2523383

DELHI
BATTERY, AUTOMOBILE BATTERY, STORAGE BATTERIES, CAR BATTERIES, AIR CRAFT BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS, RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR USE IN VEHICLES, SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR PANELS, CELLS, CVT & CFL INVERTER, INVERTER BATTERIES, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES, MOBILE PHONE CHARGER, SWITCH ACCESSORIES, PLUG, SOCKET, KIT-KAT, LAPTOP, COMPUTER, TABLET, CAMERA, VOLTAGE STABILIZER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT (PDAS), DIGITAL NOTEBOOK, NETBOOK, DTH, DVD, VCD, MUSIC SYSTEMS, MP3, MP4, HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS.
2674656  07/02/2014
LOKESH KUMAR GARG
trading as : KRISHNA INDUSTRIES
36/10 DILSHAD GARDEN BEHIND ZULFE BENGAL DELHI 110095
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2010
DELHI
ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLES IN CLASS 9.
2675367    10/02/2014
MR. RAMESH KUMAR KHATTAR
MR. MOHIT MALIK
MR. RAJESH MALIK
trading as ;B.KUMAR TRADING CORP.
2076, CHAH INDARA, SONA BAZAR, BHAGIRATH PALACE, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :09/09/1998
DELHI
WIRES AND CABLES.
2681092  18/02/2014
SANJAY B. SINGHI
trading as ;SHILPA ELECTRICALS
7, DAKSHIN GANGOTRI, 224, SHUKRAWAR PETH, SHINDE ALI, AAKRAMARUTI KOPRA, PUNE - 411 002.
DEALER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
CABLES AND WIRES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
WYNPOWER

2681508    18/02/2014
MANOJ GUPTA
trading as ; KAMNA ENTERPRISES
109 BUDHA VIHAR SURAJ KUND ROAD MEERUT U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2013

DELHI

UPS INVERTER AND BATTERY, STABILIZER, SOLAR PANEL & SOLAR INVERTER IN CLASS 9.
GOLYAN EXIM PVT LTD.
4/32, 2ND FLOOR, KRISHNA MARKET, SARASWATI MARG, W.E.A KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005
TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.,
F-1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI), TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :04/02/2011

DELHI

of MOBILE PHONE, MOBILE HANDSET, MOBILE BATTERY, MOBILE CHARGER, MOBILE EARPHONE, MOBILE COVERS, MOBILE DATA CABLE, MOBILE DOWNLOAD CABLE, MOBILE SMART PHONE, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE SPARE PARTS, BEING GOODS
YMAX
2682577  19/02/2014
SHREE MANOJ KUMAR
trading as: AYUSH INTERNATIONAL
P/3 153, MANGOLPURI DELHI 110083
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI
MOBILE PHONE CHARGER IN CLASS 9.
FASTVUE

2686724   25/02/2014

MICROGENE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
806, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI 110008
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR LABORATORY & SCIENTIFIC USE INCLUDING APPARATUS FOR AGITATING,
CELL CULTURE, CHROMATOGRAPHY AND CENTRIFUGES, CENTRIFUGAL APPARATUS, DETECTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS FOR BLOOD DIAGNOSIS, LABORATORY OPTICAL APPARATUS, REFERENCE APPARATUS
USED IN LABORATORY, SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS USED IN LABORATORY, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING,
CHECKING, LIFE SAVING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR MEASURING GLUCOSE AND BLOOD PRESSURE;
THERMOMETERS IN CLASS 9.
NWAYLITE

2686730  25/02/2014

NIRMAL VASHISTHA
trading as; NIRMAL ENTERPRISES

32 B, OLD TEJAB MILL, BHOLANATH NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India / Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; WIRE AND CABLES, INVERTER, BATTER, STABILIZER TRANSFORMER, UPS, CVT, SWITCH ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, SWITCHBOARD, M.C.B., MCB BOX, JUNCTION BOX, KIT-KAT, SOCKETS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES, COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
E. G. KANTAWALLA PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO.28/1, OLD NAGAR-MUNDHWA ROAD, KHARADI, DAMODAR NAGAR, PUNE-411014 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR Parsi Fire Temple, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC WEIGHING SCALES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
BILCO
2689004  28/02/2014
MR. MOHIT MALIK
195-B, NEW COLONY, GURGAON-122001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WIRES & CABLE, CHoke FITTING, MCB, SWITCHES, MCB BOX, SOCKETS, TUBE FITTING, TOP, REGULATORS BELL,
EXTENSION CORD, KIT-KAT FUSE, EXTENSION CORD, WINDING WIRES, MAIN SWITCHES, CHANGE OVER.
NIIT Limited
Regd. Office: 8, Balaji Estate, First Floor, Guru Ravi Das Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHATK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
Used Since :03/03/2014

DELHI
Computer software, hardware, interfaces, cables, terminals, components, discs, drives, data storage & retrieval systems, Isolators, programs, peripherals & accessories, data processing apparatus & parts thereof, electronic & computer games, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, circulating apparatus, magnetic media for sound, visual & data processing recording, Radios, Televisions, printers, converters, voltage stabilizers, regulators, inverters.
SURABHI AUTOMOTIVE PVT. LTD
E-25, SECTOR-A 5 & 6, TRONICA CITY, GHAZIABAD, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
REVERSE SENSORS AND CAMERA, PARKING DEVICE IN CLASS 9.
Facebook, Inc.
1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Downloadable electronic publications, namely, journals featuring user-specified content in the field of entertainment, education, social, scientific and general interest.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018

2695712 10/03/2014

SH. RAVINDER MALIK
HOUSE NO. 1579, 1ST FLOOR, OUTRAM LINE, G.T.B. NAGAR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110009

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :09/08/2010

DELHI

IPOD & WALK MAN HANDS FREE AND HANDSETS, MOBILES HANDSETS, HANDS FREE KIT, CAR STEREOS, DVD, VCD, TV, LCD, DTH, DECK, TAPE- RECORDER, TRANSISTOR, FM PLAYER, RADIO, STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER, MP3, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, CD & DVD PLAYER, MUSIC SYSTEM, HOME THEATRE, SPEAKER, WOOFER AND AMPLIFIER INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
E TEK

2696056    11/03/2014
MRS. SALONI BIRLA
101, PARMARTH APARTMENT, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI 110018
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SOCKET, PLUG, PIN, TOP, HOLDER, CEILING ROSE, REGULATOR, DIMMER, SWITCH GEAR, M.C.B., FUSE, CONNECTOR,
WIRES AND CABLES (ELECTRIC), CHOKE, PATTI, STARTER, EXTENSION CORD, POWER STRIP, CAPACITOR,
CONDENSER, DOOR BELL ALL BEING ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS NINE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

2696994  11/03/2014
ANJU BHARTI
F-1205, Springfields, 19 & 20 Ambalipura, Sarjapura Road, Bangalore-560102
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :23/09/2012
CHENNAI
Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance, Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders, Computer hardware for IP video surveillance, Network video recording software for IP (Internet Protocol) video surveillance, Electric and electronic video surveillance installations, Electronic security and surveillance devices, namely, electronic security tags and labels, acoustic tags, magnetic tags.
2698639  13/03/2014
SH. MANIK RAI
SH. ASHOK KUMAR CHAUHAN
SMT. POMILLA RAI
trading as ;DRITEN SERVICES
SCO-263, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-32D, CHANDIGARH-160031.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/10/2011
DELHI
ELECTROMAGNETIC PRODUCTS, MAGNETIC PRODUCTS, LIFE SAVING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS IN CLASS 9.
2699130  14/03/2014
DISH TV INDIA LTD.
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10 LAWRENCE ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-35
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR
CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR
IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING
MEDIA; OTHER ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRIC EQUIPMENTS USED FOR TRANSMISSION OF TELEVISION/DIGITAL MEDIA
CONTENT TO THE END USER; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING
MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING
APPARATUS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1214373..
ALFA TRANSFORMERS
2699890 14/03/2014
ANKIT PATEL S/O PARSHOTTAMBHAII G. PATEL trading as ;M/S ALFA ENGINEERING CO.
A1/7, PANNAPARK SOCIETY,GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD,MAHAVIRNAGAR,HIMATNAGAR 383001,GUJARAT,INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading.
PROPRITERSHIP FARM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :12/07/2013

AHMEDABAD
Power and Distribution Transformers, Special Purpose Transformers, Current Transformers, Potential Transformers, Auto Transformers, Industrial Transformers, Domestic Transformers, Dry Transformers. Electrical device namely HT Consumers electric device, Power Calibration device, Multi-story Transformer, Colonizers device.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word TRANSFORMERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018

2699891  14/03/2014
ANKIT PATEL S/O PARSHOTTAMBHAJ G. PATEL
trading as ;M/S ALFA ENGINEERING CO.
A1/7, PANNAPARK SOCIETY, GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, MAHAVIRNAGAR, HIMATNAGAR 383001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading
PROPRITERSHIP FARM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 12/07/2013

AHMEDABAD
Power and Distribution Transformers, Special Purpose Transformers, Current Transformers, Potential Transformers, Auto Transformers, Industrial Transformers, Domestic Transformers, Dry Transformers. Electrical device namely HT Consumers electric device, Power Calibration device, Multi-story Transformer, Colonisers device.
ELECSO

2702534  20/03/2014
SAMEER MEHNDIRATTA
trading as ;ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
S-1/24 IST FLOOR, E BLOCK PRASHANT VIHAR DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :10/01/2012

DELHI
M.C.B., VOLT & AMPERE METERS, PANEL METERS, SWITCHES, SOCKETS, CONTACTORS, PANEL BOARDS, RELAYS, CAPACITORS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, CONNECTION LUGS & SCRAPS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
LOGISTICS FOCUS
2705871  25/03/2014
TCI GLOBAL
69 INSTITUTIONAL AREA, SEC-32 GURGAON 122001 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 26/09/2000
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND, IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, CASH REGISTERS AND CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATING WORKGROUP, COMMUNICATIONS OVER COMPUTER NETWORK, FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL, WEB SITES AND OTHER COMPUTER RELATED EQUIPMENTS & SOFTWARE AND DATA CARRYING RESOURCES, MOBILES PHONES & ACCESSORIES, MEMORY CARD, PENDRIVE, LAPTOP GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 09.
2709762  31/03/2014
SHENZHEN UGEE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.
F 3, Building 15, Fu'an Industrial Zone (phase II), 13th area, Dayang Development area, Dayang Road, Fuyong Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen City, P.R.China
Manufacturer and Merchant
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :28/03/2014

DELHI
Computers; Word processors; Electronic pens [visual display units]; Graph plotter; Films [Editing appliances for cinematographic-]; Animated cartoons; Teaching apparatus; Mouse sheath; Computer peripheral devices; Monitors [computer hardware].
RABCON

2713323   07/04/2014

SH. RAJESH BATRA

trading as ;SHIV ELECTRIC CO.

260, GALI NO. 4, NEW LAHORE, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110031

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,
STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,
FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC
CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
ULTRAMECH

2713329   07/04/2014
MR. RAJENDRA HIRAWAT
trading as; MEGHA CABLES
7/43, 1ST FLOOR, YUDHISTER GALLI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2013

DELHI
WIRE AND CABLE IN CLASS 9.
GABSON
2713334  07/04/2014
SH. RAJESH BATRA
trading as ;SHIV ELECTRIC CO.
260, GALI NO. 4, NEW LAHORE, SHAASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER,
STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS,
FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC
CHOSES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2714200  08/04/2014
CARIQ TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO 303, SADAFULI BUILDING, DSK RAANWARA, NDA PASHAN ROAD, BAYDHAN, PUNE 411021
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
CHECKING (SUPERVISION) APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; COMPUTERS, COMPUTING AND ANALYZING
DEVICES; AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2727430   29/04/2014
MOHAMMAD. KAFEEL SIDDIQUI
trading as ;SENZERI ELECTRONICS
301, ASHIRWAD INDL ESTATE, NO. 4, RAM MANDIR ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400104.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI
PA COLOUM SPEAKER, AMPLIFIER, MIKE INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2731738 06/05/2014
SAKIRBHAI HARUNBHAI MALAVIYA
trading as ;MALAVIYA DIGITAL SCALE
213, CITY POINT, 2ND FLOOR, Katalery Bazar, Upleta - Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since: 04/05/2011
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF DIGITAL WEIGHING SCALE INCLUDED IN CLASS:09
PHASORZ TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;PHASORZ TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
4B, 3RD CROSS STREET, RAJARAJESWARI NAGAR, MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600091, TN, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Legal entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHIDH PATEL
C/201, Sarjan Residency, Near Uma Party Plot, Motera, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 382424.

Used Since :23/01/2013

CHENNAI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

DHILCARE

2797633  26/08/2014

PHASORZ TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;PHASORZ TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
4B, 3RD CROSS STREET, RAJARAJESWARI NAGAR, MADIPAKKAM,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS
Legal entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRIYANKA CHOPRA, ADVOCATE
#2, GOPAL MENON STREET, NEAR DOVETON PLAYGROUND, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI-600091, T.N, INDIA.

Used Since :23/01/2013

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
GROUP M MEDIA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
COMMERCIAL, 8TH FLOOR, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS PARK, OBEROI GARDEN CITY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI 400063
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DSK LEGAL,
4TH FLOOR, EXPRESS TOWERS, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, RECORDING DISCS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS
2816899   24/09/2014

ABHIJIT CHANDRAKANT KULKARNI
trading as ; M/s. MULTI TECH ENGINEERS
4/54, Jai Hanuman Hsg. Society, Paranjpe B Scheme No-2, Hanuman Road, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 28/02/2002

MUMBAI

Measuring, signaling, checking, quality testing (equipments supervision), life saving (helmet etc.), equipments and apparatus

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Maha rashtra.
EntRainment

2825989   14/10/2014

INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION PVT. LTD.,
trading as INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION PVT. LTD.,
NO.3, 3RD CROSS ROAD, R.A.PURAM, CHENNAI 600028
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :11/11/2013

CHENNAI
PRE-RECORDED SOUND AND VISUAL RECORDINGS AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS, NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, AUDIT, TAPES, COMPACT DISCS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, CD-ROMS, VIDEOS, CASSETTES, VIDEO TAPES, VIDEO DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND DWNLS,ADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS ALL FOR INSTRUCTION IN EMOTIONAL, MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY
2834955  31/10/2014

PRICOL LIMITED
trading as : PRICOL LIMITED
CPM TOWERS, 109, RACE COURSE, COIMBATORE- 641 018, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since : 06/11/2002

CHENNAI

AUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, ACTIVE SUBWOOFER, AMPLIFIERS, FM USB DIGITAL PLAYER, DVD PLAYER WITH NAVIGATION; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD) MONITORS NAMELY TFT MONITORS; USB ROOF MOUNT MONITORS; REARVIEW CAMERAS FOR VEHICLES; ELECTRIC LOCKS FOR VEHICLES NAMELY TWO WHEELER REMOTE, PIN TYPE GEAR SHIFT LOCK; CELL PHONE BATTERY CHARGERS FOR USE IN VEHICLES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. 1154447, 1174582 and 1769682.
2836018   31/10/2014
RONAK SARDA
trading as ;GLOBAL IMPEX
KRISHNA COMPLEX, NO. 889, POONAMALLEE HIGH ROAD, ARUMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 106, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/10/2014

CHENNAI
PROTECTIVE SKINS AND CASES FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES NAMELY, MOBILE PHONES, TABLETS, LAPTOPS;
HEADPHONES; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; TELPHONE APPARATUS, DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES; MICROPHONES.

Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
CANSAS
2842881  13/11/2014
MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
G-9 JANGPURA EXTENSION NE DELHI
Used Since : 14/08/2012
To be associated with:
2527386
DELHI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of data, sound or images; Electronic telecommunications devices; Computers; Portable Computers; Wireless handheld units and devices, namely PDA, phones, mobile phones, handheld, mobile, slate and tablet computers for synchronization, transmission, recordal, storage and manipulation of data and/or voice and accessories thereof namely batteries, chargers, adapters, car kits, headphones, earphones, microphones, keyboards, computer cables; Computer Software; Mobile Internet Devices; Mobile Gaming Devices.
YU

2842883  13/11/2014

YU TELEVENTURES PVT. LTD.
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
G-9 JANGPURA EXTENSION NE DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of data, sound or images; Electronic telecommunications devices; Computers; Portable Computers; Wireless handheld units and devices, namely PDA, phones, mobile phones, handheld, mobile, slate and tablet computers for synchronization, transmission, recordal, storage and manipulation of data and/or voice and accessories thereof namely batteries, chargers, adapters, car kits, headphones, earphones, microphones, keyboards, computer cables; Computer Software; Mobile Internet Devices; Mobile Gaming Devices.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

2844485 14/11/2014
SHAKTI PUMPS (INDIA) LIMITED
Trading as: Company
401,402, & 413, Industrial Area, Sector-3, Pithampur Dist-Dhar, (M.P.) Pin-454774
Manufacturer & Merchants
Company incorporated under Indian Company Act, 1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since: 16/05/1983
To be associated with:
2727264, 2727268, 2727270, 2727273, 2727276, 2730331
MUMBAI
Electric, Electrical, cable and wire and electrical accessories for Pumps
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
BULZ

2845585   18/11/2014
K S DUSHYANTH
trading as ;BULZ

No E-1-15/2, 1st Cross, Syndicate Bank Colony, Arekere Gate, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore 560076, Karnataka
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2014

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER COMPONENTS AND PARTS, COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES; DISK DRIVES FOR COMPUTERS; MICROPROCESSORS; MODEMS; PROCESSORS [CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS] / CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS [PROCESSORS]; DISPLAY DEVICES, TELEVISION RECEIVERS AND FILM AND VIDEO DEVICES

IN USE
2853071 01/12/2014
HIREN KAMDAR
trading as ;HIREN OPTICS
71,B.R.B. ROAD,ROOM NO.A/312,KOLKATA 700001.
TRADER AND MERCHANT.
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :25/04/2012

KOLKATA
Optical Goods. Not included in other Classes.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATES OF INDIA BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM- M..
2853072   01/12/2014

HIREN KAMDAR
trading as ;HIREN OPTICS
71,B.R.B.B. ROAD,ROOM NO.A/312,KOLKATA 700001.
TRADER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :25/04/2012

KOLKATA
All kinds of Optical Goods. Not included in other Classes.
GOODS /SERVICE FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
2853073  01/12/2014

HIREN KAMDAR

trading as : HIREN OPTICS

71, B.R.B.B. ROAD, ROOM NO.A/312, KOLKATA 700001.

TRADERS AND MERCHANT

A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Used Since : 25/04/2012

KOLKATA

All kinds of Optical Goods. Not included in other Classes.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD LONDON AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATES OF INDIA BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-M..
M-One

2853919 01/12/2014

CENTRE FOR E-GOVERNANCE
Room #146, Gate 2., 1st Floor MS Building, Ambedkar Veedhi, Bangalore - 560 001, Karnataka, India

Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers

A society established by the Government of Karnataka under the Karnataka Societies Registration Act, 1960

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Mobile Applications; Computer software for use in electronic payment; mobile application software for use in making payments via smart phones and handheld electronic devices; computer software for use in electronic payment of paper and electronic invoices; computer software for the use in capturing images, gathering relevant data from such images, and automatically filling in such data into electronic forms; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, brochures, newsletters, books, research studies, and reports in the fields of education, media, arts and culture, community development, environmental issues, human health issues, economic fairness and improvement, human rights, peace and social justice;

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2853924   01/12/2014
CENTRE FOR E-GOVERNANCE
Room #146, Gate 2., 1st Floor MS Building, Ambedkar Veedhi, Bangalore - 560 001, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A society established by the Government of Karnataka under the Karnataka Societies Registration Act, 1960
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2853919
CHENNAI
Mobile Applications; Computer software for use in electronic payment; mobile application software for use in making payments via smart phones and handheld electronic devices; computer software for use in electronic payment of paper and electronic invoices; computer software for the use in capturing images, gathering relevant data from such images, and automatically filling in such data into electronic forms; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, brochures, newsletters, books, research studies, and reports in the fields of education, media, arts and culture, community development, environmental issues, human health issues, economic fairness and improvement, human rights, peace and social justice;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999..
MOBILEONE

2853929  01/12/2014

CENTRE FOR E-GOVERNANCE
Room #146, Gate 2., 1st Floor MS Building, Ambedkar Veedhi, Bangalore - 560 001, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A society established by the Government of Karnataka under the Karnataka Societies Registration Act, 1960

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2853924

CHENNAI

Mobile Applications; Computer software for use in electronic payment; mobile application software for use in making payments via smart phones and handheld electronic devices; computer software for use in electronic payment of paper and electronic invoices; computer software for the use in capturing images, gathering relevant data from such images, and automatically filling in such data into electronic forms; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, brochures, newsletters, books, research studies, and reports in the fields of education, media, arts and culture, community development, environmental issues, human health issues, economic fairness and improvement, human rights, peace and social justice;

2860692  11/12/2014

VIJAY KALANI

trading as ;SATYAM MOBILE POINT

82/B, MANSATALA LANE, (1 PLAZA MARKET) 3RD FLOOR, S-NO.18, KOLKATA - 23, WEST BENGAL.

MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT.

SOLE PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN CITIZEN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JP TRADE MARK SERVICES

"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE", 5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :13/08/2013

KOLKATA

Battery, Charger, Memory card & Mobile Accessories.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTERS "POWER" EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIONARY SHOWN..
2860945  11/12/2014
KAMLESH KUMAR M
trading as ;-:
87, SOMA SUNDERAM MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE-641009, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER, D.B. GUPTA ROAD, NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/10/2014
To be associated with:
2860944
CHENNAI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR
CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; WIRE AND CABLES, DTH BOXES, INVERTER, BATTERY, STABILIZER TRANSFORMER,
UPS, CVT, SWITCH ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, SWITCHBOARD, M.C.B., MCB BOX, JUNCTION BOX, KIT-KAT,
SOCKETS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI, AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED
2863050  16/12/2014
AMRAT
trading as :-
#101, 1ST FLOOR, BALAJI COMPLEX, A.M. LANE S.P. ROAD, BANGALORE-560002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V. I. T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :02/02/2002
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MOBILE PHONE, MEMORY CARDS.
ASHOK KUMAR .B.JAIN
trading as :ASHOK METAL CORPORATION
NO. 16, LAWYER CHINNA THAMBI STREET, KONDITHOPE, CHENNAI - 600 079.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1982

CHENNAI
WIRES AND CABLES, PLUG, SOCKET, CIRCUIT BRAKER, SWITCH GEAR, BALLAST, STARTER, CHOKE, METER,
FUSE, SWITCHES, M.C.B.DISTRIBUTION BOX, ISOLATOR AND E.L.C.B. ELECTRICAL BELL, BUZZER, HOLDER, CUT
OUT, CHANGE OVER SWITCHES, EXTENSION BOX, DIMMER, ROTARY SWITCHES, ELECTRIC FUSES, VOLTAGE
STABILIZERS, A/C BOX, KIT KAT FUSE, ELECTRIC IRON BOX, ELECTRICAL CAPACITOR, ELECTRIC CHOKE AND
SPIKE, ELECTRICAL PVC PIPES AND FITTINGS AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES.
2876687  06/01/2015
CORCOISE FILMS
B-103, Trade World, Kamala Mills, S. B. Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai-400 013
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2008
To be associated with:
2876687
MUMBAI
Photographic, cinematographic apparatus & instruments
Diptiman Ghosh
trading as ;B.G. DISTRIBUTION HOUSE
VILL.2 BANJETIA,P.O.BANJETIA,P.S.BERHAMPORE,DIST.MURSHIDABAD,PIN-742102,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK SHARMA, ADVOCATE
22,BIJAY BOSE ROAD,BHOWANIPORE,KOLKATA 700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2015
KOLKATA
weighing machines
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "X LENT" ..
2896049  02/02/2015
S.P.RAJAKUMARAN
K.RAMA
S.NALLASIVAM
trading as ;MOBITECH WIRELESS SOLUTION
NO.1/4, VENGAMEDU, ERODE ROAD, PERUNDURAI-638 052, TAMIL TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMITHA VIBHU
B1, DESIKA FLATS, 5, LUZ AVENUE I STREET, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Used Since :24/06/2010
CHENNAI
WIRELESS SOLUTION (APPARATUS FOR SWITCHING AND TRANSFORMING)
2905357  19/02/2015
MYRTLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.,
trading as ;MYRTLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.,
unit no: 103, First Floor, Ashoka Bhoopal Chambers, Begumpet, S P Road, Secunderabad-500003 Telangana
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTER DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, AND COMPUTER RECORDED SOFTWARE, MOBILE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, COMPUTERS
SAFETRACK

2916321   04/03/2015
SAFETRACK INFRASYSTEMS SISAB AB
trading as ;Safetrack Infrasystems SISAB AB
Lilla Molleberga, SE-245 93 STAFFANSTORP, Sweden
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A company existing under the laws of Sweden
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :11/08/1997
To be associated with:
2868541

CHENNAI
Electrical cables; electrical cables for heating; cathode protection material, namely electrical cables for connection to
cathode protection installations; grounding material regarding poles, rails and buildings; short circuit arrangements for
signalling systems for rails, electrical batteries; battery chargers and battery boxes.
SMARTMAKE
2917852  05/03/2015
TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED
trading as TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED
PLOT NO. 01, RAJIV GANDHI INFOTECH PARK, PHASE III, HINJEWADI, PUNE SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, PUNE 411 057, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE] FEATURING TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES USERS TO REQUEST, RECORD, CONVEY AND SHARE IDEAS, SUGGESTIONS, AND COMMENTS IN ANY FIELD OF BUSINESS OR GENERAL INTEREST; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE] FOR USE IN APPLICATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND OPERATIONS HAVING FEATURES OF MONITORING, INFORMING, ANALYSING, EVALUATING, CORRECTING, TRANSFORMING, OPERATING, REPORTING, TESTING, TRACKING AND CHECKING OF SERVICE OPERATIONS, MANAGING PERFORMANCES, CHANGES, INCIDENTS AND EXCEPTIONS, PROCESSING DATA, DETECTING ERRORS, IMPROVING QUALITY AND PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND PERFORMANCE AUDIT
2918279  06/03/2015
WALGREEN CO. (AN ILLINOIS, U.S.A. CORPORATION)
200 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, Illinois 60015, USA
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
USB cables, USB hubs, electronic card readers, electric patch cables, computer mice, keyboards; battery chargers, namely, wall chargers, car chargers, and USB chargers; AC/DC converters, USB adapters, earbuds, headphones, audio speakers; blank CDs and DVDs; flash media, namely, flash memory cards; power cables; audio and video cables and adapters, batteries and battery chargers; MP3 players and smart phone accessories, namely, headphones, signal splitters, speakers, electronic cables for syncing and charging MP3 players and smart phones, battery chargers, electronic docking stations, adapters, USB converters, and audio and video cables; cases, bags, stands, holsters, belt clips, straps, screen protectors, stylus, specially adapted for holding MP3 players and smart phones; camera accessories, namely, tripods, battery chargers, electronic cables for syncing and charging cameras, USB adapters; cases and bags specially adapted for holding cameras.
2918544  09/03/2015
SOLGEN ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;Solgen Energy Private Limited
SIDCO Industrial estate, Peringandoor (PO), Thrissur - 680581, Kerala.
Business of Solar energy and other renewable energy.
Private Limited

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Solar Panel used for the production of electricity and solar batteries
DATERA

2919376   09/03/2015
DATERA, INC. (A DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2570 W. El Camino Road, Suite 380, Mountain View, CA 94040, California, USA
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Computer hardware and software for use in the storage, transmission, processing, and management of data over computer networks within the field of data storage; computer software; computer data storage software and systems; computer software for use in data storage; computer software for use in assessing, monitoring, and administration of data centers and datacenter devices, and public and private cloud computing IT and application systems and resources; electronic publications, namely, articles, blogs, newsletters and books, in the fields of computer hardware, software, and data processing.
2922872  16/03/2015

MD. AMIRUDDIN

trading as ;M/S OSMART TRADERS

83, Mansatala Lane, Khidderpur, Kolkata - 23, West Bengal.

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JP TRADE MARK SERVICES

"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE", 5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since : 02/02/2014

KOLKATA

Mobile & Mobile Accessories

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

2926161  20/03/2015
WADHAWAN RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, HDIL TOWERS, ANANT KANEKAR MARG, STATION ROAD, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI - 400051
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATION SIGNALING, SIGNALS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC DEVICE, DISTRIBUTION BOX
Cool Mango
2935410  31/03/2015
SATHISH SELVAMANI
trading as; COOL MANGO
53G, 1ST FLOOR, W BLOCK, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI
Manufacturers and Traders
Used Since: 20/06/2014

CHENNAI
SMART PHONES; MOBILE PHONES; MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, TABLET PC ACCESSORIES, BAGS AND CASES FOR MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET PC, PROTECTION ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET PC, MOBILE WIRELESS AND WIRED HEADSETS, EAR PHONES, HEAD PHONES; MOBILE AUDIO ACCESSORIES, RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, ELECTRIC ADAPTERS, ELECTRIC BATTERY CHARGERS AND DATA COMMUNICATION CABLES; MOBILE PHONE AND MOBILE TABLET CHARGERS; HOME MEDIA SERVER; COMPUTER MEMORY CARDS AND DRIVES; COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AND CONSUMABLES, TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES AND ACCESSORIES; TELEPHONES; PORTABLE MULTIMEDIA PLAYERS; MOUSE; MOUSE PADS AND ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2941538  15/04/2015
DIGIT SECURE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DIGIT SECURE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.495/2RT, S. R. NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500038, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS
MARKET SIMPLIFIED INDIA LIMITED
trading as Market Simplified India Limited
13th Floor, Zenith Building, Ascendas International Tech Park, CSIR Road, Taramani, Chennai - 600113, Tamil Nadu, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since: 08/04/2015

CHENNAI
Downloadable computer or mobile software application in the nature of mobile applications, providing online ordering services, electronic processing of food orders for others, for take-out and delivery of food; computer software application providing information to users relating to spending recommendations, rewards, offers, discounts, feedbacks, ratings; computer software application for use in contactless and cashless transactions with merchants via mobile devices used to process mobile payments; computer hardware, namely, mobile devices.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2945923  21/04/2015
MD. SALAHUDDIN
trading as :AMIR TELECOM
82B,MANSATALA LANE,KHIDDIRPUR,KOLKATA 700023
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE",5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/04/2012
KOLKATA
MOBILE ACCESSORIES.
2949502    24/04/2015
TECHIEMINDS TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD
trading as ;TECHIEMINDS TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD
#5, 2ND FLOOR, SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PARKS OF INDIA (STPI), RAJIV GANDHI SALAI, TARAMANI, CHENNAI-600 113, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2015

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS AND ALL OTHER PRODUCTS UNDER THIS CLASS.
2955471  05/05/2015
LALIT AMRATLAL SHAH
trading as ;MONIK AND CO.
A/304, SUNSHINE CHS, SUBHASH LANE, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI - 400097
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :30/03/2015
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
CYCLE HERITAGE QUIZ

2961574   12/05/2015
N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1553, VANIVILASA ROAD, MYSORE-570 004
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY OF DIGITAL CONTENT, QUIZZES AND CONTEST, AUDIO WORKS, VISUAL WORKS, AUDIOVISUAL WORKS, COMPUTER GAMES, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF ARTICLES, DATABASES AND INFORMATION, INTERACTIVE GAMES AND QUIZZES PLAYED VIA MOBILE DEVICES, COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEVICES AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS.
2963845  15/05/2015

SANTHU DEVI

trading as :PATEL MOTORS AND PUMPS

NO.03, DATTURI RAMANNA LANE, S.P.ROAD, CROSS,BANGALORE-560 002 KARNATAKA

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.

S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Used Since :01/06/2014

CHENNAI

ELECTRICAL PVC WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL STARTERS, WINDING WIRES FOR MOTORS, INVERTERS, CAPACITORS, FUSES, SWITCHES AND RELATED SPARES

Subject to restriction with in karnataka.
MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
G-9, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since: 31/05/2014
To be associated with:
2527386, 2842881, 2972229
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT: COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TELEPHONE APPARATUS; TELEPHONES (PORTABLE-); TELEVISION APPARATUS; VIDEO TELEPHONES; HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES; HEADPHONES; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; OPTICAL DISKS; PADS (MOUSE-); ELECTRIC BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; CHIPS [INTEGRATED CIRCUITS]; COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
G-9, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since: 28/08/2014

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT: COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TELEPHONE APPARATUS; TELEPHONES (PORTABLE-); TELEVISION APPARATUS; VIDEO TELEPHONES; HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES; HEADPHONES; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; OPTICAL DISKS; PADS (MOUSE-); ELECTRIC BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; CHIPS [INTEGRATED CIRCUITS]; COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES.
MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
G-9, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs; Compact Discs, DVDS And Other Digital Recording Media; Data Processing Equipment: Computers; Computer Software; Telephone Apparatus; Telephones (Portable-); Television Apparatus; Video Telephones; Hands Free Kits For Phones; Headphones; Laptop Computers; Optical Disks; Pads (Mouse-); Electric Batteries; Battery Chargers; Chargers For Electric Batteries; Chips [Integrated Circuits]; Computer Memory Devices; Computer Peripheal Devices.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2982012    10/06/2015
T. NATRAJAN
trading as: SUTHA INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY.
H-89, TAMIRAPATHY COLONY, THIYAGARAJANAGAR, THIRUNELVELI - 627011
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since: 01/05/2015
CHENNAI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES
2994382  26/06/2015
MR. MOHANLAL RAJ PUROHIT
trading as; BALAJI PIPES (INDIA)
BALAJI PIPES (INDIA), NO.65/2, SHED NO.R-3, K C G INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KAVERIPURA, KAMAKSHIPALYA, BANGALORE-79.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL PVC CONDUIT PIPES, ELECTRICAL CASING AND CAPPING AND ELECTRICAL FITTINGS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
2999659  03/07/2015
SHIJIN.S.P.
PURUSHOTHAMAN
trading as ;SHILPA TECH
DOOR NO.CP-III-3C46, INDUSTRIAL PLOT, KSIDC, VALIYAVELICHAM, KUTHUPARAMBA, KANNUR, KERALA-670643.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :09/05/2014
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE OF CONTROL PANEL BOARDS ELECTRICAL ITEMS AND ALLIED ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Renaissance Connect

2999956  02/07/2015

SRIT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
SRIT House, # 113/1B, ITPL Main Road, Kundalahalli, Bangalore-560037, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :11/04/2007

To be associated with:
2999955

CHENNAI
Computer software.
Renaissance Health Enterprise Suite

2999957  02/07/2015
SRIT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
SRIT House, # 113/1B, ITPL Main Road, Kundalahalli, Bangalore-560037, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENDING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since :14/05/2012

To be associated with:
2999955, 2999956

CHENNAI
Computer software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

3001973 04/07/2015
SACHAR GAMING PVT. LTD.
903-904, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ABOVE SHOPPER STOP, G. M. ROAD, CHEMBUR (W), MUMBAI-400089, MAHARASHTRA
DEALERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/07/2012
To be associated with:
3001962
MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; cash registers, calculating machines, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.3001962.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

KUSHAGRA SHRIVASTAVA
SHRIVASTAVA SADAN, UDA JI KI PAIGA, NAI SADAK, LASHKAR GWALIOR-474001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURES, TRADER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, CLOSE CURCUIT TELEVISION CAMERAS (CCTV), ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS, BIOMETRIC DEVICES, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) APPARATUS, VEHICLE TRACKING EQUIPMENTS, VIDEO DOOR PHONES, CAMERA, DVR (DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING) INCLUDED IN CLASS 09

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CHEFTAIN

3004628  09/07/2015

NAVIN PANSARI
C-205, SYNTHOFINE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND VIRWANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN CITIZEN

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING, LIFESAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; DIGITAL KITCHEN SCALES, ELECTRONIC SCALES, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; OPTICAL DEVICES, ENHANCERS AND CORRECTORS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3005133 10/07/2015
HITESH ISRANI
trading as : PRIME MARKETING (HUF)
PRIME MALL GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO G-91, IRLA, VILE PARLE (WEST)- MUMBAI- 56
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/01/2015
MUMBAI
COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, PALMTOPS, MOBILE PHONES, ELECTRONIC GADGETS, DATA STORAGE DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES
3007812  14/07/2015
ASTARC MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.
ASTARC HOUSE, 76/79, TAKPADA, MAKAWANA LANE, OFF. ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400059.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :30/06/2015
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATO-GRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
3008416  13/07/2015  
DEVENDRA KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;VIHAN ELECTRICALS
MANAV-5, BEHIND GAMDEVI MANDIR, OPP. SAI SERVICE, SATIVALI VILLAGE, VASAI (EAST), THANE - 401208, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, CHOKES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL HOLDERS; MODULER SWITCHES; MODULER PLATES; ELECTRIC BELLS AND BUZZERS, SWITCHBOARDS; ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS AND CONTACT DEVICES, STARTERS, WIRES, CABLES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; FITTINGS FOR FLUORESCENT LAMP, TRANSFORMERS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3008417   13/07/2015
DEVENDRA KUMAR JAIN
trading as : VIHAN ELECTRICALS
MANAV-5, BEHIND GAMDEVI MANDIR, OPP. SAI SERVICE, SATIVALI VILLAGE, VASAI (EAST), THANE - 401208,
MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES,
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/06/2015
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, CHOKES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL HOLDERS; MODULER
SWITCHES; MODULER PLATES; ELECTRIC BELLS AND BUZZERS, SWITCHBOARDS; ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS AND
CONTACT DEVICES, STARTERS, WIRES, CABLES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
FITTINGS FOR FLUORESCENT LAMP, TRANSFORMERS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3008423   13/07/2015
DEVENDRA KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;INDER INDUSTRIES
301, SOBHNA APARTMENT, CHANDAWARKAR LANE, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/05/2002
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, CHOKES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL HOLDERS; MODULER SWITCHES; MODULER PLATES; ELECTRIC BELLS AND BUZZERS, SWITCHBOARDS; ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS AND CONTACT DEVICES, STARTERS, WIRES, CABLES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; FITTINGS FOR FLUORESCENT LAMP, TRANSFORMERS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
BHAWAR LAL KUMAR  
trading as: PRAKASH UDYOG
NO.06, BSMA BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, HURIOPETH, B.V.K, IYENGER ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE .  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since : 20/08/2000

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF MOTOR STARTERS, PANEL BOARDS, RELAY UNITS, LOW VOLT COILS, AUTO STARTERS, SWITCHGEARS, WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL PVC CONDUIT PIPES AND ELECTRICAL FITTINGS.

: THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY.
3013744   22/07/2015
MADHUKUMAR KURUP
GALA NO.1, CHUGATA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND SBI, SAKI-VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/06/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC,
OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING,
ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR
REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS
AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS,
CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 9

3018094  28/07/2015
GIRISH JAIN
trading as : GIRISH JAIN
NO.1/92, LAXMAN RAO ROAD, BALEPET CROSS, BANGALORE-53
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since : 01/07/2015

CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL PVC CONDUIT PIPES AND ELECTRICAL FITTINGS.
3025164  03/08/2015
TIMES INNOVATIVE MEDIA LTD.
A WING, 4TH FLOOR, MATULYA CENTRE, LOWER PAREL (W), MUMBAI - 400 013.
MERCHANTS & TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1381526, 1579655, 1579656

MUMBAI
SOUND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY TELECOMMUNICATION, SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONS SYSTEMS COMPRISED
OF SIGNAL PROCESSORS; AUDIO BROADCAST TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MUSIC SOFTWARE
FOR PLAYING MUSIC ON COMMUNICATION DEVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; PORTABLE LISTENING DEVICES, VIDEO
GAME DISCS, LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PANELS, DISPLAY SCREENS, DISPLAY UNITS, ELECTRONIC DISPLAY
MODULES, RADIOS INCORPORATING LIQUID CRYSTAL, LED, LCD, PLASMA SCREENS, VIDEO WALLS, MONITORS,
PROJECTION APPARATUS, CUBES & PROCESSORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
SOULVEDA
3026979  07/08/2015
N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
1553, VANIVILASA ROAD, MYSORE - 570004, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY OF DIGITAL CONTENT, ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, QUIZZES
AND CONTEST, AUDIO WORKS, VISUAL WORKS, AUDIOVISUAL WORKS, COMPUTER GAMES; ELECTRONIC
PUBLICATION OF ARTICLES, DATABASES AND INFORMATION; INTERACTIVE GAMES AND QUIZZES PLAYED VIA
MOBILE DEVICES, COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEVICES AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS.
AM ENTERTAINMENT & BROADCASTING PVT. LTD.

3026991 06/08/2015
AM ENTERTAINMENT AND BROADCASTING PRIVATE LIMITED
B-102, Dipti Classic, Suren Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400 093
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3026976
MUMBAI
Teaching apparatus and instruments, Cds & Dvds
3027539  10/08/2015
CHANDRU P. THADHANI.
trading as ;INDEL ENGINEERING
307, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL (EAST), MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/1995
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3031554  13/08/2015
CLASSIC STRIPES PVT. LTD.
ASTARC HOUSE, 76/79, MAKWANA LANE, TAKPADA, OFF. ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :03/07/2015

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATO-GRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
3035780   19/08/2015
VISHAL VIMAL KOTHARI.
SERVICE PROVIDER / TRADER / MANUFACTURER
AN INDIVIDUAL - AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :18/01/2014
MUMBAI
CASH COUNTING MACHINES, MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CALCULATING MACHINES, NOTE COUNTING MACHINE, VALUE NOTE COUNTING MACHINE, FAKE NOTE DETECTORS, BUNDLE NOTE COUNTING, LOSE NOTE COUNTING MACHINE.
3039330   24/08/2015
C-SQUARE INFO SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD
trading as ;C-SQUARE INFO SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD
NO.38,K.H.CIRCLE, OPP; LALBAGH DOUBLE ROAD, HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE-560027 KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :18/07/2002

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS.
3041450   25/08/2015
RAMESH S. BULCHANDANI
trading as ;Ramesh S. Bulchandani
1 B, Bhagwat Niwas, Peddar Road, Mumbai - 400026
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Adult Indian inhabitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :01/02/2015

MUMBAI
Sun glasses, Spectacles, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, chains for spectacles, eyewear and relating accessories,
Glasses protective, eye shades, goggles, safety spectacles, sport, sun spectacles, cases for mobile phones; cell phone covers
3044607 01/09/2015
SYNERGY IF SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
YAHAVI, 2ND FLOOR, PLOT NO.12-C, GANESH KRIPA HOUSING SOCIETY, LANE NO 10, PARAMHANS NAGAR, PAUD ROAD, PUNE-411038, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 27/03/2007
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFESAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3044991  01/09/2015
HITESH JAYANTILAL SODHA
trading as :HITESH ENTERPRISE
17C, TAVAWALA BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, 147, LOHAR CHAWL, MUMBAI-400002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/08/2015
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC WIRES, ELECTRIC CABLES, ELECTRIC FLUORESCENT CHOKES, STARTERS, SWITCHES, PLUGS, SOCKETS, BELLS AND FITTING THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

3046351 03/09/2015
CE INDIA LIMITED
AUTO CARS COMPOUND, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA-431005
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELEVISION SETS, LCD, LEOS, MONITORS AND TOUCH SCREENS; COMPUTERS, MOBILE OR TABLET COMPUTERS
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (RECORDED); ELECTRONIC; PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS; TELEPHONES,
MOBILE PHONES CELLULAR; PHONES; PLAYING OR REPRODUCING DATA, CAMERAS; FILMS, AUDIO AND VISUAL
TAPES, RECORDS AND DISCS; BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES; VOLTAGE STABILIZERS AND INVERTERS;
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES: APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; PARTS AND FIXTURES OF ALL THE
AFORESAID AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..APPLICATION NO. 396174,434263 AND 558958..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

WOW NOW

3048755  04/09/2015

JMS LOGISTICS AND EXPRESS PVT LTD
47, Anil Chambers, 9 - Samitha Complex, Andheri Kurla Road, Near Sakinaka Telephone Exchange, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400072, Maharashtra

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Software; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
KETCH
3052493  11/09/2015
BRAND STUDIO LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BRAND STUDIO LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 2/1, SY NO: 4 AND 2, WARD 13, BOMMANAHALLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BEGUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 068,
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANI.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS,
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS AND COMPUTERS, FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3055503  15/09/2015
SURESH BAID
PRADEEP BAID
trading as: ALLIED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
5, SAI ZAROKHA BUILDING, OPP. S N D T MAHILLA COLLEGE, B J PATEL ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI 400064,
STATE OF MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL FITTING, LIKE MCB SWITCHES, CHOWK PATTI, ELECTRIC IRON HOLDERS, UPS
INVERTORS, ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES
RCICAB
3055504  15/09/2015
ABUSHAHMA SIDDIQUI
trading as ;ROYAL CABLE INDUSTRIES
SHREE GANESH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND GREEN MASID NEAR PARMAR TALAV, VASAI PHATA, VASAI (EAST) DIST-THANE, STATE OF MAHARASHTRTA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL FITTING, LIKE MCB SWITCHES, CHOWK PATTI, ELECTRIC IRON HOLDERS, UPS INVERTORS, ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES
TFS SECURE

3069199  03/10/2015

ZORAWAR SINGH LUGANI

trading as ;M/s. TFS SECURE

1/12, Grace Heritage, 16th Road, Guru Nanak Park, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050, Maharashtra

DEALERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cinematographic cameras, cameras (photography), (surveillance camera)

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
SUDARSHAN

3069282  01/10/2015

GANGADHAR TALLA

trading as ;M/s. VANNEL ELECTRONICS

4018, Bhandup Industrial Estate, L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup (W), Mumbai - 400078, Maharashtra

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :01/04/1994

MUMBAI

Battery chargers
3069434  01/10/2015
AGS TRANSACT TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
601/2, TRADE WORLD, B-WING, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013
manufacturer and merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/07/2014

MUMBAI
Biometric identification apparatus and devices for identification verification and detection; Encoded magnetic cards and bracelets; Smart cards; Portable diagnostic and identification apparatus not for medical purposes; Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, cards; Readers (bar code; data processing equipment; optical characters ); Software programs; Anti-theft warning apparatus; Electronic tags; Transmitters of electronic signals; Telecommunication transmitting sets;
POWERWEAVE SOFTWARE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
POWERWEAVE HOUSE, PLOT NO. 27, ROAD NO.11, NEAR TUNGA HOTEL, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400093.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :12/09/2013

MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS WEB APPLICATION ACROSS DEVICES LIKE PC, MOBILE, TABLETS,
DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR WEB CONTENT MANAGEMENT, VISITOR BEHAVIOR
ANALYTICS AND OPTIMIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS, ECOMMERCE, INTERNET MARKETING AND SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION, MARKETING LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT, AND WEB SITE DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE APPLICATIONS
DOWNLOADABLE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES, NAMELY,
HOSTING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY OTHERS FOR USE AS WEB APPLICATION, MOBILE APPLICATION DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT.
3079408  15/10/2015

VIKASH PATEL

trading as M/s. FAST TRACK SALES CORPORATION & SERVICE CENTER

Opposite Collectrate, Old Bus Stand, Rewa - 486001, Madhya Pradesh

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

CCTV cameras, digital video recorder (DVR), IP camera, biometric attendance/access system, bulgar/security alarm, audio, video door phones, apparatus for power supply, electric lock, connectors & all security products & accessories related thereof

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..GOODS RESTRICTED TO APPLIED FOR.
BOMB SQUAD
MANISH TULSIDAS THAKKER
PIYUSH TULSIDAS THAKKER
301, Flying Colours, Near Mulund Check Naka Bus Depot, Dindayal Upadhay Marg, Above Croma, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400080,
Maharashtra
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer programs, downloadable software & recorded software
3086908  27/10/2015
TRAVEL CORPORATION (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as : TRAVEL CORPORATION (INDIA) LIMITED
TOWER B, DELTA SQUARE, M. G. ROAD, SECTOR 25, GURGAON – 122 001, HARYANA, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION OF DELHI.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since : 01/09/2015
MUMBAI
PRE RECORDED AND CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE RELATING TO COMPLETE VISA ADMINISTRATION VISA FACILITATION AS WELL AS FOR USE ON INTERNET; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRAVEL RELATED PURPOSES; AT VARIOUS TRAVEL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IMPARTING EDUCATION AND TRAINING ON VISA FACILITATION, TRAVEL AND TOURS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE SEARCHING OF DATA.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3090434  30/10/2015
YOGESH NAVARKAR
trading as ;M/s. EYE SQUARE OPTICAL
CIDCO, Nr. Pawan Nagar, Nashik-422009, Maharashtra
MERCHANTS, DEALERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :13/03/2011
MUMBAI
Instruments containing eyepieces, micrometer screws for optical instruments, optical lenses, optical goods, optical apparatus and instruments, close-up lenses, contact lenses, sunglasses.
EYE SQUARE OPTICAL

3090436  30/10/2015

YOGESH NAVARKAR
trading as ;M/s. EYE SQUARE OPTICAL
CIDCO, Nr. Pawan Nagar, Nashik-422009, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :13/03/2011

To be associated with:
3090434

MUMBAI

Instruments containing eyepieces, micrometer screws for optical instruments, optical lenses, optical goods, optical apparatus and instruments, close-up lenses, contact lenses, sunglasses.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3090434.
3090660  31/10/2015
SHANKARLAL AGRAWAL
MS. SUNITA AGRAWAL
trading as ;MANDIDEEP RUBBER PRODUCTS
PLOT NO.10-C, SECTOR-B, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MANDIDEEP-462046, MADHYA PRDESH
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Battery & Battery Playts
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Madhya Pradesh.
3091665  03/11/2015
ASUSTEK COMPUTER INCORPORATION
4F, NO.150, LI-TE ROAD, PEITOU, TAIPEI, TAIWAN R.O.C.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI,
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CAMERA STRAPS; CASES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; CASES ADAPTED FOR CAMERAS; CAMERA TRIPODS;
OPTICAL LENSES; LENS HOODS FOR CAMERAS; FLASH LAMPS; DIGITAL PROJECTORS; VIDEO CAMERAS;
CAMCORDERS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS; DASHBOARD CAMERAS; SELF-TIMERS FOR CAMERAS
3093229  05/11/2015
RISHIT R. BANSAL.
trading as ;REGA
193, GROUND FLOOR, GURUAMRUT CHS, FLAT NO.2, SECTOR-28, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARS I FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :20/10/2015

MUMBAI
BATTERIES, ELECTRIC, FOR VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3481334    13/02/2017
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LTD.
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O.BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
Manufacturers and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2501072

DELHI
Electric, electronic, facsimile, telex, telephone, telegram, data acquisition installations, apparatus and instruments; all for processing, logging, storing, transmission, display, reception, input, output or print-out of non-pictorial or graphical data; computers, computer software, computer programs, computer memories, computer screen saver software, video game software; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; telecommunication apparatus; video transmitting apparatus; recording discs; sound recordings, audiovisual recordings, audio tapes, audio cassettes, audio discs, video tapes, video cassettes, VCDs, DVDs, video films, video game programs, video game apparatus, video phones, cellular phones, mobile phones; downloadable ring tones, wallpaper, games and music via global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable television programs; downloadable audio and video recordings; electronic publications (downloadable); magnetic coded cards, smart cards (integrated circuit cards); data processing apparatus, magnetic data media, photo telegraphy apparatus; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
COLORPRO

Priority claimed from 07/03/2017; Application No.: 87/360993; United States of America
3624052  30/08/2017

CORNING INCORPORATED
One Riverfront Plaza, Corning, New York 14831, United States of America.
A corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

“Fiber optics; optical fibers”
HARMONISER

3685777   23/11/2017

DR. MANNEM MURTHYS
AURA HOUSE, PLOT NO. 31-A, ROAD NO. 10, SHANTINIKETAN COLONY, EAST MARREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500026, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
AURAL MONITORING APPARATUS, ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
DIGICAT

3743027  02/02/2018

RITESH SHARMA
78 JDA COLONY, SIRSI ROAD, BHANKROTA, JAIPUR-302026

individual

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MOBILE APP OR SOFTWARE NAME FOR IMAGE CATALOG SYSTEM
HK

3761829  23/02/2018
H.K. ENTERPRISES
C-242, Vikas Puri, New Delhi-110018
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED TV
3761830    23/02/2018
H.K. ENTERPRISES
C-242, Vikas Puri, New Delhi-110018
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHANDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED TV
3762012    23/02/2018
MULTITRADE SOFTECH PVT. LTD.
201, ASB SQUARE, OPP. MADHUSUDAN HOUSE, BEHIND GIRISH COLD DRINK, OFF C.G.ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009 - GUJARAT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMAL PRAKASHBHAI SHAH
A/702, DHANANJAY TOWER, OPP. SHYAMAL RAW HOUSE, SATELITE ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380 015, GUJARAT
Used Since :16/06/2010

AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS IN CLASS-09.
3765627    27/02/2018
BUDH PUJA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
1-5/345, RATIYA MARK SANGAM VIHAR, DELHI-110062
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
TRANSLINK

3767647  01/03/2018

RAMESH KUMAR.
No.9 Narasingapuram Street 1st Floor Nakoda Tower Chennai-600002.
An individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Sarawati Vihar Pitampura Delhi-110034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Memory cards, Memory card readers, Memory card cases, Flash memory cards, IC memory cards, Random access memory cards, Electronic labels, Electronic timers, Electronic pipettes, Electronic memories, Locks, electronic, Electronic components, Electronic plotters, Computer keyboards, Computer tapes, Computer styluses, Computer mousepads, Computer systems, Computer chips, Computer cables, Hardware (Computer -)
3768643  03/03/2018
SERVOKON SYSTEMS LIMITED
Servokon House, C-13, Radhu Palace Road, Opposite Scope Minar, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 110092
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARESH SINGH & CO.
CHAMBER NO-579 LAWYERS CHAMBERS BLOCK, SAKET COURT COMPLEX SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :01/11/2017

To be associated with:
1276890

DELHI
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, regulating, accumulating or controlling electricity; Voltage stabilizers, Servo voltage stabilizers, Transformers, UPS Systems, Built in AVR, HT-AVR, Inverter, Battery, Variac, Electrical Equipment; Electronic equipments, Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating electricity; Solar batteries, Solar cells.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

3773954 09/03/2018

JYOTI LAL

trading as ;SHIGHRA PAY

TANUSHREE HEIGHTS CHS, PLOT NO.34, SECTOR 42A SEA WOODS WEST, NAVI MUMBAI, THANE, 400706 MAHARASTRA INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES [PROGRAMS], RECORDED, COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE], COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FIRMWARE, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC AGENDAS, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, ACOUSTIC COUPLERS, ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR COMMUTATION, COMPUTER NETWORKING AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, SIGNALLING APPARATUS, MONITORING INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED ONLY IN CLASS 9
3775361  12/03/2018  
DHANLAXMI ASHIISH GANNA  
trading as ;ARCHIE ENTERPRISE  
B-1/606, ANAND LAXMI APPARTMENT, BEHIND SHANIDEV MANDIR, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD CITY, AHMEDABAD - 380004 GUJARAT INDIA  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
MOBILE ACCESSORIES.
OKAYA POWER PVT. LTD.
D-7, UDYG NAGAR, ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY SAHNI & ASSOCIATES
31/42 PUNJABI BAGH (W) NEW DELHI 110026

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094386, 1650987

DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; BATTERIES, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
3782963    20/03/2018
NITIN KUMAR S/O JAWAHAR LAL JI
M/S ARIVO ELECTRONICS, 484, BHAVANI COLONY SOSAYATI, WARD NO.39, PALI (RAJASTHAN)
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRICAL POWER STRIP, ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORD, CONVERSION PLUGS, ELECTRICAL MULTI PLUGS, ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLES, ELECTRICAL WIRE LEAD, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, ELECTRIC SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT FUSES, CHANGE OVER SWITCH, ELECTRICAL STARTER, CUT OUTS PLUGS, ELECTRIC PLUGS, ELECTRICAL SOCKETS, ELECTRICAL SURGE PROTECTOR, ELECTRICAL SPIKE GUARD, ELECTRICAL HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCH GEARS, ELECTRICAL FUSE UNITS, ELECTRICAL EXTENSION BOARD, ELECTRICAL STARTER, BELLS, BUZZERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, MAIN ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, ELECTRICAL FITTINGS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR, ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AND ELECTRICAL CONTACT DEVICES, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRICAL CHOKES, WATER TANK OVERFLOW ALARM, A.C. ADAPTER, CELL CHARGER, BATTERY CHARGER, TRAVEL MOBILE CHARGER, RECHARGEABLE EMERGENCY LIGHT, RECHARGEABLE TORCH, ELECTRICAL INSULATED BOARD, DOOR BELL, SPEAKERS, ELECTRONIC PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND MICROCIRCUITS, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION NETWORK, AND ALL RELATED PRODUCTS FALLING IN CLASS 09.
3789749    27/03/2018
PAWAN JAIN
trading as ;OM INDUSTRIES
H 34 A RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, DUNGARPUR (RAJ)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SOLAR PANEL ARRAYS, SOLAR MODULES, SOLAR CELL PANELS, SOLAR CELLS FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION
3790789  28/03/2018
PRAVEENKUMAR SRINIVAS TULI
trading as ;DHRIUV BATTERIES
AT 8, GAUTAM COMM. CENTER NEAR BOMBAY HOTEL, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT 360002 (GUJARAT)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H. HARKISHAN MODY & ASSOCIATES
RATNADEEP, 59 / B, KOTECHA NAGAR MAIN ROAD, OPP. PANCHSIL PLAZA, RAJKOT - 360 001 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF MANUFACTURE AND TREDING OF FOUR WHEELERS, BATTERIES, TWO WHEELARS BATTERIES, STORAGE BATTERIES AND AUTO BATTERIES INCLUDING IN CLASS 09.
3797505  05/04/2018
M/S. BEST IT WORLD (INDIA) PVT LTD
87, Mistry Industrial Complex, MIDC Cross Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 093,
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, and mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, fire extinguishing apparatus.
3797508  05/04/2018
M/S. BEST IT WORLD (INDIA) PVT LTD
87, Mistry Industrial Complex, MIDC Cross Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 093,
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2009114, 3771680

MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, and mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, fire extinguishing apparatus.
3799999  09/04/2018
RAJESH KUMAR
BHIWANI ROAD, SEBIA FARM, NEAR VINOD ATTA CHAKKI
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Used Since : 23/04/2007

DELHI
Goods of Inverter Battery, Solar Battery, Solar Cells, Solar Panel, UPS and Inverter
3807572  17/04/2018
JAGDISH BHAIIYA
C/o Padma Store Bohra Majjid Lane Itwari Nagpur - 440002
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric mosquito bat
AQUATEX
3807955 17/04/2018
AQUASUB ENGINEERING
THUDIYALUR POST, COIMBATORE 641 034
REGISTERD PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. DANIEL & GLADYS.
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A BUILDING, 223, N.S.C BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extingushing apparatus
RHOBOS

3808484  17/04/2018

TRIAMBAK SAHAI
116-A POCKET-12 JASOLA VIHAR NEW DELHI-110025

individual firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Speaker, Amplifier, Speaker Box, P.A. Systems, Tweeters, Compression Drivers, Booster & D.J. Equipment Telephone, Mobile Adopters & Chargers, Travel Chargers, Car Chargers, DC Chargers, Mobile Battery, Hand Free Kit, Mobile Accessories, Data Cables, Data Storage Devices, Bluetooth Devices, Software Dongles, & Mobile Accessories, Soldering & Disordering Irons, Soldering Pencils, Mobile, Computer & Computer Accessories, Headphones, HEADSETS
M/S. NOVASYS GREENENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
ROOM NO. 4, 6TH FLOOR PREMISES NO. 20B, ABDUL HAMID STREET KOLKATA Kolkata WB 700069 IN
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Photovoltaic solar modules; Photovoltaic apparatus for generating electricity; Apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; Solar panels;
ABHIPRA CAPITAL LIMITED
A - 387, DILKHUSH INDUSTRIAL AREA, G.T KARNAL ROAD, AZADPUR, DELHI - 110033
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intelec IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE, MOBILE AND COMPUTER APPLICATION
3810562  19/04/2018
DEEPAK RAWAT
1351 JANTA FLATS, GTB ENCLAVE, DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OPTICAL, SPECTACLES, GOGGLES AND SUNGLASSES.
GO-MMT
3810619  19/04/2018

MAKEMYTRIP (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III FARIDABAD HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares.
Building the Nation, Leading the World

3811647    20/04/2018

VISHAL CHANDRAKANT SANGHVI

SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SAFETY, SECURITY, PROTECTION AND SIGNALLING DEVICES; SECURITY CAMERAS; SECURITY SOFTWARE; SECURITY ALARMS; SECURITY SURVEILLANCE APPARATUS; ELECTRONIC SECURITY TAGS; AUTOMATIC SECURITY BARRIERS; SECURITY CONTROL APPARATUS; SOFTWARE FOR NETWORK AND DEVICE SECURITY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF SECURITY APPARATUS; SOFTWARE FOR ENSURING THE SECURITY OF ELECTRONIC MAIL GOODS RELATING TO DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION; DOWNLOADABLE FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES; ANSWERING MACHINES, ANTI-THEFT WARNING APPARATUS, BELL (WARNING DEVICES), FIRE EXTINGUISHER APPARATUS, LOCKS ELECTRIC; SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE. ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3811936    20/04/2018
KONDA SRINIVAS
KL COMMUNICATIONS, 12-94/2, MALLE CHETTU CHOWRASTA, HUSNABAD MANDAL, SIDDIPET-505467
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPLICATION SOFTWARE, EDUCATION SOFTWARE, GAMES SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND
COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (APPS).
3812070   20/04/2018
MR. DINESH MANDOT
VARDHAMAN HOUSE, DATTARAM LADD ROAD, KALACHOWKI, MUMBAI-400 033
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SPEAKER
3812429  20/04/2018
PRESS FIT PIPE AND PROFILE
Survey No. 127, Ghar No. 1070, Raj Rajeshwari Compound, Near Bombay Rayon, Sonale, Bhiwandi, Dist. Thane, Maharashtra - 421302
[M.S.]
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, II ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/04/1998
MUMBAI
Ducting for Electric Cables, Electrical Conduits, Electric Wires and Cables, Switchboards, Electric Switches, Plugs, Sockets and Dimmer Switches, Switch Plates, Switchgear, Surge Protectors and Continuity Testers included in class 9
3812870  21/04/2018
CENTROIDEYE TECHNOLOGIES LLP
#1556 SHANTESH NILAY OPPOSITE CHANDRA LAYOUT BUS DEPO, CHANDRA LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560040
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software and applications for mobile devices, Downloadable applications for use with mobile devices, Computer application software for mobile phones, Computer programs [downloadable software], Website development software, Computer software for use in creating and designing websites
3813780 23/04/2018
BIDYA BHUSHAN DIWEDI
trading as: ABC ENGINEERING
B-235, GROUND FLOOR, JANTA COLONY, SHIVAJI VIHAR, RAGHUBIR NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110027.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES INCLUDING SWITCHES, SWITCH GEARS, CUT-OUTS, PLUGS, HOLDERS, SOCKETS, TESTERS, BELLS, BUZZERS, REGULATORS, IRONS, WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, STARTERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, MCB, TRANSFORMERS, LIGHT DIMMERS REGULATORS, WIRE EXTENSION BOXES, LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.
3814550    24/04/2018
E. SMILE TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
5/9, W.E.A. Room No. 209, Guru Nank Chamber, Saraswati Marg, Karol Bagh New Delhi-110005
Proprietor of Trademark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile phones, mobile tablets, computers, electronic data cables, AC-DC mobile phone chargers, adapters, mobile phone accessories including spare parts, computer hardware and accessories, data cards, memory cards, pen drives, amplifiers, anode batteries, anti-theft warning apparatus, cameras, video recorders, video screens, musical stereo systems, portable media players, electric and telephone wires (not of metal).
UV1

3816059  25/04/2018

UPINDER KAUR TRADING AS COMPATIBLE CONCEPTS,
408, KAUSHAL BAZAR, 32/33, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Mobile Phone And Mobile Phone Accessories Including Mobile Phone Charger, Adaptor And Travel Charger, Battery, Tempered Glass Screen Protectors For Smartphones, Power-Bank, Mobile Cover, Memory Card, Card Reader, Handsfree Included In Class 9.
SKILLBOX

3817394  26/04/2018
SKILLBOXES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
SKILLBOXES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED B-1/125, C-BLOCK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI North Delhi DL 110052 IN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIEBENIP
293, R.P.S. FLATS, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-1 NEW DELHI 110017

Used Since : 01/01/2018

DELHI

Media Content, Downloadable music and video files, downloadable images, downloadable music and sound recordings, Software for social networking and interacting with online communities; Computer software development tools; Software for use as an application programming interface (API); Application programming interface (API) for use in building software applications; Application programming interface (API) for software which facilitates online services for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; Software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; Software for organizing events, searching for events, calendaring and managing events; Software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer the internet and communication networks; Software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Software for modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-visual content with photographic filters and augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags, hyperlinks; Software for the collection, managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and storage of data and information; Downloadable ecommerce computer software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication networks; Software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; Search engine software; Magnetically encoded gift cards; Software for use in creating, managing, measuring, and disseminating advertising of others; Ad server, namely, a computer server for storing advertisements and delivering advertisements to websites; Software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, communicating, and social networking; Software for accessing and viewing text, images and electronic data relating to conferences in the field of software development; Personal assistant software; Social assistant software; Software development tools to enable mobile software applications to access backend services, namely, data storage, push notifications, and user management; Software for mapping services; Software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations; Software for social and destination mapping; Software for making reservations and bookings; Software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; Location-aware software for searching, determining and sharing locations; Software for wireless content, data and information delivery; Software to enable accessing, displaying, editing, linking, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and information via the internet and communications networks; Software, namely, an application providing social networking functionalities; Software for creating, managing and accessing groups within virtual communities; Software for location-based searching and alerts; Software for searching and identifying employment opportunities; Software providing a virtual marketplace; Software providing, linking to, or streaming news or current events information; Software in the nature of a mobile application for creating, sharing, disseminating and posting advertising; Software for geo-location based advertising and product and service promotion; Application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access and management; Software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, audiovisual and video content, and associated text and data; Software for organizing images, video, and audio-visual content using metadata tags; Software for creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; Software for uploading, downloading, streaming, archiving, transmitting, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Interactive photo and video equipment, namely, kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing, printing and sharing digital images and video; Software that enables individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence for marketing purposes; Software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; Software for organizing events; Computer software, downloadable computer software and mobile application software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Digital media streaming devices; Software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via the internet and communication networks; Software, namely, instant messaging software, file sharing software, communications software for electronically exchanging data, audio, video images and graphics via computer, mobile, wireless, and communication networks; Software for personal information management, and data synchronization software; Software for managing social networking content, interacting with a virtual community, and transmission of images, audiovisual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, comments, advertisers, media advertising communications and information; Software for displaying and sharing a user's location and finding, locating, and interacting with other users and places; Messaging software; cinematographic; transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media.
3817770    26/04/2018
M/S.MAXISYS INDIA PVT. LTD
At-Plot No-846 E/2,Bomikhal , Po -Rasulgarh ,Bhubaneswar,Pin-751010,Odisha,India
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UTKAL TRADE MARK SERVICES
PLOT NO.349,AT-RAJENDRA NAGAR,PO.MADHUPATANA,CUTTACK-753010,ODISHA
Used Since :23/09/2015
KOLKATA
Photo copy,Copy Printer, Scanner, Currency Detector, Security Camera, Biometric Devices, Smoke Detector, Note Counting Machine, Fake Note Detector
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DHRUV ASSOCIATES
MRS. PARUL A DANDIWALA, ADVOCATE, B/24, VEDANT RESIDENCY, NEAR SUN RESIDENCY, WAGHODIA - DABHOI RING ROAD, VADODARA - 390 025, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

INDUSTRIAL TORCH, INDUSTRIAL GLOVES, INDUSTRIAL SHOES, INDUSTRIAL EYEWEAR, MASKS, REFLECTIVE JACKETS, BROILER SUITE, PROTECTION DEVICE FOR PERSONAL & INDUSTRIAL HELMET
AEROTIC
3819734  29/04/2018
AEROTIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-36/3, FIRST FLOOR, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110028
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRTI SINGHAL
FK-31, SHAHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI - 110 052.
Used Since :08/08/2017
DELHI
SPEED LIMITATION DEVICE, GPS TRACKING SYSTEM, ELECTRONIC FARE METER DULY COVERED IN CLASS 9 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
3820421   30/04/2018
AMOD ANAND
B- 921, GF, GREEN FIELDS COLONY, AMARNAGAR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA – 121003
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Solar panels, Solar batteries, Inverters used in solar power generation.
Dolatime
3836025 17/05/2018
RIDGEWAY SOURCING PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 84/1, 3rd Floor, 8th Cross, Malleshwaram, Bangalore- 560003
Beyond Digital India Concept
Private Limited Company

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the Internet or other communications network (being the priority goods); scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers and calculating machines; fire extinguishing apparatus; data processing equipment; computer software, hardware and peripherals (being the non-priority goods). 2) Computer software development tools: Computer software for use as an application programming interface (API: application programming interface (API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing data retrieval, upload, download, access and management: computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks. 3) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; electronic apparatus and devices; software; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software;
SOLARHYME
3836468   18/05/2018
KAMALDEEP CHOPRA.
B-33, 2ND FLOOR, ANAND VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
SOLAR PANEL, COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE, AUDIO AND VIDEO CONFERENCING EQUIPMENTS, P.A. SYSTEMS, SPEAKER, HOME THEATRE, WIRE AND CABLES, UPS, INVERTER, CHARGER, CCTV CAMERA, EPABX SYSTEMS, ANALOG SIGNAL BOOSTER, INTERNET PROTOCOL TELEVISIONS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3836698  18/05/2018
KULKARNI KIRTI DNYANESH
C-601, Sun Residency, Sinhgad Road, Dhayari, Pune – 411041, MH, India
Single Firm
KULKARNI DNYANESH ARUNRAO
C-601, Sun Residency, Sinhgad Road, Dhayari, Pune – 411041, MH, India
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Accepts address:
RUTUJA PRADEEP KULKARNI
1-1, 504, Amrut Ganga, Manibaug, Near Fun Time Mall, Shinhgad, Pune-411051
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer software as goods being included in Class 9
3851062 04/06/2018

SUNIL KUMAR
trading as: KHURANA TRADING
L391 BLOCK H-1, JAHANGIR PURI NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI 110033
ONLINE TRADING
proprietorship

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
all mobile accessories, speakers, batteries, headphones, landline phones, mobile stand, Bluetooth speakers, Bluetooth headphone, all type data cables, selfie stick, and mobile telephone accessories, all being goods included in class 9
3852060  05/06/2018
SHENZHEN KAISHIDA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
RM206, 2F, Gongyi Building, Zhenhua Road, Huaqiang North Street, Futian District, Shenzhen, China
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Theft alarms [exception: anti-theft alarms for vehicles, IC 012]; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Electronic and optical communications instruments and components, namely, optical transmitters; Electronic devices, namely, energy meters for tracking and monitoring energy usage; Electric cables and wires; Voltage regulators for electric power; Lightning arresters; Anti-theft locks specially adapted to personal electronic devices; Rechargeable electric batteries
3854841   08/06/2018
DELNA MANECK MOWDAWALA
Pervez Lodge, 16th Road, Khar (West) Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAKSHEE RAJESH MARATHE
B/605, Arunasmruti Co-op Hsg. Society, Post Office Lane, Nr. National Park, Shrikrushna Nagar, Borivali (E), Mumbai - 400 062.
Used Since :18/04/2018

MUMBAI
Solar panels for the production of electricity included in class 9.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

3857669 13/06/2018
GAUSSIAN NETWORKS PVT. LTD.
349 GAUSSAIN NETWORKS UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-2, SHANKAR CHOWK ROAD, GURUGRAM-122016 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VK&S PARTNERS
B-7, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, KAILASH COLONY, NEW DELHI-110048.
Used Since: 01/09/2015
To be associated with:
3138579, 3138589
DELHI
VIDEO GAMES; COMPUTER GAMES; COMPUTER AND MOBILE BASED GAMING SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS AND APPLICATIONS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3860645 15/06/2018
SKYWATER RETAIL
80-B, DHANWANTAY BUILDING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400 018.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Mobile phones; kits for mobile phones; earphones; kits for earphones; microphones; supports, hands-free sets, charging cables, charging units, charging stations, headphones, mouse devices, all being accessories for mobile phones; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; computer application software for mobile phones; computers; notebook computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; portable computers; portable media players; audio-visual accessories and cables; computer programmes [down loadable software]; downloadable computer software applications; accessories and spare parts for computers; computer peripheral devices; mouse [computer peripheral]; monitors [computer hardware]; network communication devices.
3861949  16/06/2018
DR. SHARAD GANDHI
407, MANGALDEEP COMPLEX, HIRA BAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT -395006, GUJARAT
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic & Mobile phones, Mobile accessories, & Software Applications
BIRATTY

3862535  18/06/2018

DEEPAK ARORA
HOUSE NO 19, SHIV PURI, NEW DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3862541  18/06/2018
MOHD. TOSIB PROP. OF SIDDIQUI ELECTRICALS.
OPPOSITE INDIAN PETROL PUMP, WARD NO-10, KABIR NAGAR, BILLA ROAD, RASULABAD K.K, (U.P.) 209306.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAIN SWITCHES, A/C BOX, MCB, MCB BOX, SWITCHS, PLUG, SOCKET, SWITCH OARD, MS BOX, CONDUITE PIPE & FITTINGS, CHANG OVER, ROTARY SWITCH, POWER STRIPS, CHANGE OVER, PANEL BORDS, FUZE, WIRES AND CABLES, STARTER, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, CAPASTER, TUBE FITTINGS, UPS, INVERTERSIN CLASS -9.
3862543  18/06/2018
ASHISH BANSAL PROP. OF ASHISH ELECTRICALS,
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAIN SWITCHES, A/C BOX, MCB, MCB BOX, SWITCHS, PLUG, SOCKET, SWITCH OARD, MS BOX, CONDUITE PIPE & FITTINGS, CHANG OVER, ROTARY SWITCH, POWER STRIPS, CHANGE OVER, PANEL BORDS, FUZE, WIRES AND CABLES, STARTER, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, CAPASTER, TUBE FITTINGS, UPS, INVERTERSIN CLASS -9.
ULANZI

3862608  18/06/2018
ZOU QINGQING
516, Huaxuan Pavilion, No.15 Bldg., Lihu Garden, Bulong Rd., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
The applicant is a Chinese citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Selfie sticks [handheld monopods]; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Camera tripods; Flashlights [photography]; Flash bulbs; Cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; Camera shutters; Cinematographic cameras; Electrified rails for mounting spot lights; optical lenses
3862782  18/06/2018
JITENDRAKUMAR N. PATEL
trading as ;A LIGHT PLAST
B/501, MANSAROVAR RESIDENCY OPP AKSHAR RESIDENCY NR KANAN RESIDENCY OPP LUBI COMPANY S.P RING ROAD NANACHLODIA AHMEDABAD

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ELECTRONICS, WIRE AND CABLE, ELECTRONIC LED LAMPS, SWITCHS LAMP ELECTRIC DOOR BELLS, ELECTRIC SWITCH BOARDS, ELECTRIC SWITCH BOXES, TAPE, STARTER, MCB, WIRES AND CABELES, SWTCH, STARTER HOLDERS AND ELECTRICAL PLUGS.
3862808 18/06/2018
PVR LTD.
61, BASANT LOK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMIT GAHLAWAT ADV.
1/8 L.G.F. SARVAPRIYA VIHAR NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since: 01/05/2018
To be associated with: 3769191, 3769198
DELHI
CINEMATOGRAPHIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION, REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGE.
PVR GOLD

3862815   18/06/2018

PVR LTD.
61, BASANT LOK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMIT GAHLAWAT ADV.
1/8 L.G.F. SARVAPRIYA VIHAR NEW DELHI 110016

Used Since : 01/05/2018

To be associated with:
3769191, 3769198

DELHI
CINEMATOGRAPHIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, APPARATUS FOR RECORDEING, TRANSMISSION, REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGE.
JANYU TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 105, Bluebell Commercial Complex, KT Park, Near Chinchpada Naka, Vasai(E), Palghar-401208, Maharashtra, India
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR SAJEEV KUMAR S.
GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101

Used Since : 30/06/2016

MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus, Security surveillance robots, Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence.
3863561  19/06/2018
M/S SHRI DWARKA METAL INDUSTRIES
12, Anand Dham Colony, Krishna Nagar, Mathura-281001 (U.P.)
Partnership
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL.
M/S SHAURYA REGISTRATION CO., 30-A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA 281001. (U.P.)
Used Since :09/06/2018
DELHI
Submersible Motor Winding Wire, Wire and Cables.
ROHIT SHERIKAR
#12, 3RD CROSS, 5TH MAIN, NANJAPPA COMPOUND, BANK OF BARODA COLONY, J P NAGAR 7TH PHASE, BANGALORE-
560078

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
NANTENERGY

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No.: 87727340; United States of America

3863758  19/06/2018

Nant Holdings IP, LLC
9922 Jefferson Boulevard Culver City, California 90232 USA
A limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electrical energy storage devices; electrical energy management systems; electrical energy measurement systems; fuel cells.
3863794 19/06/2018
MAYUR SINGHAL
POCKET H 33A DILSHAD GARDEN, NEW DELHI- 110095
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
SPECMAKERS OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
No: 20, KANNADASAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600017

Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
3 D Lenses, close-up lenses contact lenses, containers for contact lenses, correcting lenses [optics, electronic tags for goods,], lens hoods, lenses for astrophotography, magnifying glasses [optics], micrometer screws for optical instruments, mirrors [optics], objectives [lenses] [optics], optical lanterns / optical lamps, optical lenses, optical goods, optical apparatus and instruments, optical glass, optical character readers, optical data media, optical discs, Optical Nose pads peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors, prisms [optics], smart glasses, spectacle chains / eyeglass chains, spectacle cords / eyeglass cords, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, /, spectacle cases / eyeglass cases, spectacles / eyeglasses being Goods Included in Class 09.
3864086  19/06/2018
PARDEEP SAGGAR
HOUSE NO. 4301, SECTOR-23A, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
Individual Name

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PA SYSTEMS, MOBILE PHONE AND THEIR ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
CORMEC
3864095  19/06/2018
PARDEEP KUMAR
S/o Hukam Chand, Ward No.12, Hansi Road, Barwala, District-Hisar Haryana-125121
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ
192 C, Arjun Nagar New Delhi-29

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BATTERIES AND AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES, BATTERIES, SPARES AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT (INCLUDING WIRELESS, MEMORY CARDS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES AND MOBILE
PHONE ACCESSORIES.
STOCKHAWKERS

3864220   19/06/2018

AYUSHI JAIN
B-32 EKTA ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, PUNJABI BHAG, DELHI-110063, INDIA

PROPRIETOR-AYUSHI JAIN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

POWER BANKS, MOBILE AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE PHONE DISPLAY SCREEN PROTECTORS IN THE NATURE OF FILMS, BATTERY CHARGERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, EARPHONES, CASES AND COVERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, DATA TRANSMISSION CABLES, DATA CABLES.
EFFICIENERGI

3864273  19/06/2018

EFFICIENERGI CONSULTING PVT. LTD
1303 O2 COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, B WING, 23-24 Minerva Industrial Estate, Mulund West, Mumbai, Maharashtra, 400080, India
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since : 11/08/2014

MUMBAI

Downloadable computer software and applications for mobile devices; Thermography apparatus; Insulation resistance meters; Earthing apparatus
3864274 19/06/2018
EFFICIENERGI CONSULTING PVT. LTD
1303 O2 COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, B WING,23-24 Minerva Industrial Estate, Mulund West, Mumbai, Maharashtra, 400080, India
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since :11/08/2014
MUMBAI
Downloadable computer software and applications for mobile devices ;Thermography apparatus; Insulation resistance meters; Earthing apparatus.
SECQR

3864277   19/06/2018
EFFICIENERGI CONSULTING PVT. LTD
1303 O2 COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, B WING, 23-24 Minerva Industrial Estate, Mulund West, Mumbai, Maharashtra, 400080, India
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software; Downloadable computer software and applications for mobile devices; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable
3864378  19/06/2018
HIMANSHU MANCHANDA
6/8, Shivpuri Extension, Krishna Nagar, Delhi-110051
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used
DEHLI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
3864497  19/06/2018
JERIN JOSHY CHIRAMEL
Chiramel Kunjavu House, Rani Enclave, Priyadharshini Nagar, Lourdepuram, East Fort, Thrissur, Kerala - 680005
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

elevator control panels; motherboards; microprocessor controls; operation control panels [electric]; security apparatus for elevators; light-emitting diodes (LEDs); light-emitting diode monitors; light-emitting diode televisions; light emitting diode displays; polymer light-emitting diodes; organic light-emitting diodes; liquid crystal displays (LCDs); liquid crystal display televisions; liquid crystal display monitors; liquid crystal display screens; liquid crystal display panels; color filters for liquid crystal display; thin film transistor-liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD) panels; printed circuit boards; LCD screens; electronic security systems for home network; security alarm systems [other than for vehicles]; software to control building environmental, access and security systems; maintenance software; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of security systems; wires, electric
3864535  19/06/2018
M/S SUNGEVITY SOLAR SYSTEMS PVT LTD
Plot No. 58/A, Yellareddyguda, Kapra, Ecil Post, Hyderabad -500062,
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDIP KUMAR CHAKRABORTY
8-7-33/L, RAJA RAJESWARI NAGAR, OLD BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500011
Used Since : 20/02/2017
CHENNAI
Solar Panel, Solar Inverter, Solar Charge Controller
3864543  19/06/2018
LARSEN & TOUBRO LIMITED
L&T House, Ballard Estate P.O. Box 278, Mumbai 400001, India
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :30/04/2014
To be associated with:
1362555, 1769923
MUMBAI
Electric Switchgear and Parts Thereof; Electric Drives; Electrical and Electronic devices and systems for monitoring and controlling Mechanical, Lightning and other Safety Systems in a Building or other Constructions and installations; Electrical wiring accessories; Fuses; Electrical Panel Accessories; Electricity Meters; Electric Relays
3864550   19/06/2018
LARSEN & TOUBRO LIMITED
L&T House, Ballard Estate P.O. Box 278, Mumbai 400001, India
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Used Since :20/12/2011

To be associated with:
311128, 1769923, 1769925, 1769926

MUMBAI

Electric Switchgear and Parts Thereof; Electric Drives; Electrical and Electronic Devices and Systems For Monitoring and
Controlling Mechanical, Lighting and Other Safety Systems in a building or Other Constructions and Installations;
Electrical Wiring Accessories; Fuses; Electrical Panel Accessories; Electricity Meters; Electric Relays
Mirable Labs

3864719  20/06/2018
SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
. L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout, 1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Mirable Health
3864723   20/06/2018
SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
. L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout ,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Mirable Health Services

3864727   20/06/2018

SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
. L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102

active legal private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout ,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Humain Health

3864875  20/06/2018

SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

3864988 20/06/2018
SATYAM ANANDJEE
B-701, MANAVSTHAL TOWERS, MAHAKALI NAGAR, OFF MARVE ROAD MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI 400 095 (MAHARASHTRA) / (INDIA)

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF GOODS OR IMAGES, RECORDING DISCS, PRE RECORDED AND RECORDED AUDIO, VIDEO CASSETTES, DOWNLOADABLE SONGS, SOUND RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS
CONSYST TECHNOLOGIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
4/73 B, Biznes Avenue, Edayapuram, Aluva, Ernakulam Kerala- 683101, India
Registered

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIMMI JOSE
LAWWORDS 4TH FLOOR, EDASSERY BUILDING, BANERJI ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire extinguishing apparatus.
SESPI

3865090  20/06/2018
SHRI. MUKUNDANREGUNATHAN
12, Sneha Colony, Chikkalasandra, Bengaluru - 560061
tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Computer hardware, computer network hardware, communication servers, operating software, downloadable software,
software development tools, e-commerce software, business management software, file sharing software, data processing
equipment.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861 , 06/08/2018 Class 9

BIKRAM BATTERIES PRIVATE LIMITED
TITAS APPARTMENT, GROUND FLOOR - B, 39A NARASINGHA AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA, PARGANAS NORTH, WEST BENGAL, KOLKATA- 700074

THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
Turant

3865114  20/06/2018
RAHUL MANI
F902 Amar Ambience, Behind Empress Gardens, Ghorpadi, Pune 411 001
Individual Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
downloadable software for browsing and purchasing consumer goods, downloadable software for providing information in the field of transport, packaging and storage of goods to the customers, downloadable software for operations management at sellers/vendors to enable efficient provision of services to their customers and management of office functions including supply-chain, inventory management, scheduling of deliveries and pick-ups, management of returns and similar retail business management solutions.
3865120   20/06/2018
SPRM ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
39 SECTOR 15-A NOIDA GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR UP 201301 IN
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONICS.
ICARUS ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
C-97, SECTOR-44, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH U.P 201301
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Proposed to be Used

DELI

MOBILE APP, MOBILE APPLICATION SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS AN APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API); APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API) FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH FACILITATES ONLINE SERVICES FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING, BUILDING SOCIAL NETWORKING APPLICATIONS AND FOR ALLOWING DATA RETRIEVAL, UPLOAD, DOWNLOAD, ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE.
PLENTILAB

3865184  20/06/2018

MR. NAVEEN JAIN,
73, SFS, SHAKTI APPARTMENTS, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-III, DELHI-110052.

INDIVIDUAL NAME.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific research and laboratory apparatus included in class 9.
GPKAB
3865186  20/06/2018
MR. MANOJ KUMAR TRADING AS AUM UDYOOG.
D-247, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI-110095.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Wire And Cables, Electrical Conduit, Switch & Switches Accessories, Socket, M.C.B., M.C.B. Box, Junction Box, Joint
boxes for housing cable joints, Change Over, Capacitors, Electrical Capacitors, Condensers (Capacitor), Switchgears,
Fuse, Electric Cord, Electrical Power Extension Cord, Electrical Connectors, Multi-Plugs, Distribution Box, Electric Control
Panels, Electrical Sockets Included In Class 9.
LG Q7

Priority claimed from 28/02/2018; Application No. : 40-2018-0026655 ;Republic of Korea
3865310  20/06/2018

LG CORP.
128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07336, Korea

A corporation duly organised and existing under the Laws of Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
UNIT NO. 201D, TOWN SQUARE, NEW VIP ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE 411014

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
653579, 653581, 2152726, 3774412

MUMBAI
Smartphones; Portable communications apparatus; Software for smartphones; Batteries for mobile phones; Wireless headsets.
ANURAG RAVINDRA PATIL
562, Patil Aali, Agashi, Virar (W), Vasai-Virar City, Dist-Palghar, Maharashtra - 401301
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 01/01/2018

MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES [PROGRAMS], RECORDED, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED,
COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE], COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE,
INTERFACES FOR COMPUTERS, MONITORS [COMPUTER PROGRAMS]
M. M. MOLIYA METAL

3865511  20/06/2018
SMT. MOLIYA KANTABEN MOHANBHAI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. MOLIYA METAL
PLOT NO.80/81, PARSHURAM SOCIETY, OPP.AJAY WEIGHT BRIDGE, MANDA DUNGANR, BHAVNAGAR ROAD, RAJKOT-360003, GUJARAT, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :21/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
CASTING WEIGHTS FOR USE WEIGHTING SCALES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
3865528  20/06/2018
SAURABH TANEJA TRADING AS M/s TABSONS INDIA
PLOT NO 754, SECTOR 37, PACE CITY-2 GURGAON HARYANA 122001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SET-TOP BOXES & TELEVISION MONITORING APPARATUS, TELEVISION APPARATUS, TELEVISION ANTENNAS,
TELEVISION RECEIVING DISHES, SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVING APPARATUS, TRANSMITTING APPARATUS FOR
TELEVISION BROADCASTING, DIGITAL MEDIA SERVERS.
3865619  20/06/2018
SAI ELECTRONICS INDIA
A 203, S & P Living Spaces, Kamarajar Street, Ayanambakkam, Vanagram, Chennai - 600095
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LED televisions, Home theater systems, Speakers for computers, Display monitors, Computer monitors.
SHREEJESH KUMAR KUTTIAN
Row House 7, Ideal Enclave, Ideal Park Road, Near Orange Hospital, Bhayander East, Thane - 401105
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software applications for use with mobile devices.
Su-Lek
3865698  20/06/2018
KANTALOOP COMMUNICATIONS
8, Khatriyan Street, Kashipur, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand.
A Proprietorship firm whose proprietor is Khushboo Sachdev
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus, electronic inverters, batteries, ups systems, solar products.
3865704  20/06/2018
FIBERSTORE CO., LIMITED
Room 2702, Xinhaivy Yisibo Software Building, Haitian 2nd Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A corporation under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3279776
DELHI
Fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; branch boxes [electricity]; switchboards; radios; modems; transponders; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer software applications, downloadable; optical communication equipment; network communication equipment.
3865705  20/06/2018
FIBERSTORE CO., LIMITED
Room 2702, Xinhaiyi Yisibo Software Building, Haitian 2nd Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A corporation under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; branch boxes [electricity]; switchboards; radios; modems; transponders; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer software applications, downloadable; optical communication equipment; network communication equipment.
FIBERSTORE CO., LIMITED
Room 2702, Xinhaiyi Yisibo Software Building, Haitian 2nd Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China
A corporation under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; branch boxes [electricity]; switchboards; radios; modems; transponders; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer software applications, downloadable; optical communication equipment; network communication equipment.
3865745    20/06/2018
ABHISHEK SHAILESH KUMAR CHAUHAN TRADING AS ACCURATE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
PLOT NO. 96/A, SECTOR 19, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT- 382010
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, UPS & BATTERIES,
STRUCTURED CABLING COMPRISED OF COMMUNICATION, CABLES AND HARDWARE, MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS HANDSETS, COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SPECIFY ITEMS E.G. MOBILE
PHONES, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, NAMLEY, SOFTWARE FOR SPECIFY THE FUNCTION
OF THE PROGRAMS, E.G USE IN DATA BASE MANAGEMENT, USE IN ELECTRONIC, STORAGE OF DATA.
3865831  20/06/2018
ARIZ HASAN
43922KA/6 TAHSINGANJ, HARDOI ROAD, CHOWK, LUCKNOW- 226003
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
Mechanisms for coin-operated
3865839  20/06/2018
SUKHIA PLAST PVT. LTD.
A-57, SECTOR-63, NOIDA, U.P. - 201301
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED DISPLAYS, LED TELEVISIONS; WIRELESS SPEAKERS, SOUND BAR SPEAKERS, PERSONAL SPEAKERS, SPEAKER MOUNTING BRACKETS
3865864  20/06/2018
VIVEK BHARATBHAI SENJALIYA
A-1202, Amazing Star, Yogi Chowk, Varachha Road, Surat-395006
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHUL CHANDUBHAI MADALIA
402, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, HIRABAUG CIRCLE, OPP. ROMAN POINT, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Mobile phone batteries; Mobile phone holders; Mobile data receivers; Mobile phone cases; Mobile phone straps; Cases for telephones; Smartphones; Cellular phones; Mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Headsets for mobile phones; Keyboards for mobile phones; USB cables for mobile phones; Protective cases for mobile phones; Hands-free kits for phones; Wireless headsets for use with mobile telephones; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Flip covers for smartphones; Carrying cases for mobile phones; Hands-free devices for mobile phones; Hands-free microphones for mobile phones; Hands-free headsets for mobile phones; Cases and covers for mobile phones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Clear protective covers adapted for mobile phones; Gender changers [cable adapters] for mobile phones; Mobile phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Docking stations for mobile phones; Hands-free holders for mobile phones; Dustproof plugs for mobile phone jacks; Hands-free kits for mobile phones; Software and applications for mobile devices; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Computer peripherals and accessories; Selfie sticks used as smartphone accessories; Computer stands specially designed for holding a computer, printer and accessories; Smart wristbands that communicate data to smartphones
3865882  20/06/2018
ROHIT SAHARAN
GG-1/94-C VIKAS PURI, TILAK NAGAR S.O.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
337 A HARI NAGAR ASHRAM NEW DELHI 110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LECTRICAL SWITCHES, MCBS, SWITCH GEAR, FUSE UNIT, DB"S (DISTRIBUTION BOARDS), ELECTRICAL METERS, ALL TYPES OF MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER, ELCB(EARTH LEAKAGE CIRCUIT BREAKERS), A/C BOX (ELECTRICAL), ALL TYPES OF WIRES AND CABLES, ALL TYPES OF WIRING ACCESSORIES,
3865895  20/06/2018
INDIA FUTURISTIC MARINE PRIVATE LIMITED.
F-7 (B) First Floor, STP -III Building, Software Technology Park Complex, Verna Industrial Estate, Verna Salcete Goa – 403 722 India.
A Company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric control valves, valves (electric, controls for automatically operating), pressure gauges, electric adaptors, power adaptors, electrical and electronic components being goods included in class 09.
DAMARU NETWORK MARKETING PVT LTD
KOTHAMANGALAM ROAD, OPPOSITE BUILDING OF MARKET, WARD NO IV, ROOM NUMBER 779, KURUPPAMPADY
PO,KURUPPAMPADY-683545

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3287011

CHENNAI
Cameras,Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861 , 06/08/2018 Class 9

3865931  20/06/2018
HITESH MOHAN
195, MILANSAAR APARTMENTS, NEAR PEERA GARHI CHOWK, PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOL, PHARMACEUTICAL SOFTWARE AND RELATED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOL
3865933  20/06/2018
BEIJING SANKUAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
ROOM 507, 2/F, NO.18 SUZHOU STREET, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HUMANOID ROBOTS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE; DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATIONS FOR USE WITH MOBILE DEVICES; SOUND TRANSMITTING APPARATUS; NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS; CASH REGISTERS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; BATTERIES, ELECTRIC; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED.
3865949  20/06/2018
BEIJING SANKUAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
ROOM 507, 2/F, NO.18 SUZHOU STREET, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INTERACTIVE TOUCH SCREEN TERMINALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; CASH REGISTERS; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES; COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; POINT-OF-SALE [POS] TERMINALS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS FOR USE WITH MOBILE NETWORKS.
BODYTECH

3866012  21/06/2018
DASHRATH KUMAWAT (TRADING AS HARSHITA MARKETING)
B-31, Shyam Mitra Mandal Nagar, Road no. 05, murlipura scheme, Jaipur-302013.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANU SHARMA ADVOCATE
625, SECTOR-5, NEAR HUDA GROUND, GURGAON, HR 122001
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

weighing scales, weighing machines, kitchen weighing scales, Electrical weighing apparatus, Instruments for weighing,
Electronic weighing scales, Weighing apparatus and instruments, Weighing scales for medical use, Separation columns
for weighing purposes, Apparatus and instruments for weighing, Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use, Electronic
weighing scales for personal use, Weights for use with weighing scales and related products covered in class 9.
3866014 20/06/2018
NANIAPPAN KANAKASABAPATHY SAI KUMAR
SHOP NO:1, C-BLOCK, SREE SAI BABA ENCLAVE, KAKAGUDA, KARKHANA, TIRUMALAGIRI, HYDERABAD-500015
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEERENDRA BABU BETHA
DNO.76-5-30,JAGANATH TOERS S1,DANAVAIPETA GANUGU VEEEDHI,RAJAHMUNDRY,ANDHRA PRADESH-533103

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BATTERIES, TRACTION BATTERIES
SUMMIT ONLINE TRADE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
401, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, G. M. ROAD, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, CHEMBUR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 089, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
3866047    21/06/2018
MITUL JETANI M/S SIMPLEX ENTERPRISE
202, Wing A, Sarjan Residency Singanpor Road Ved Road Surat 395004
Individual (Proprietorship firm)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment and computers
3866180   21/06/2018
CHIRAG ARORA
B-168 NIRMAN VIHAR
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BADAL KUMAR GUPTA
B-4/9, 2ND FLOOR, RAJOURI GADEN, NEW DELHI-110027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific, electric, photographic, measuring, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment and computers, mobile, mobile accessories, mobile case cover
spotlampE
3866201 21/06/2018
9X MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
AIHP Tower, 1st Floor, Udyog Vihar, Phase 4, Gurgaon-122015, Haryana
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing audio-visual content over the Internet and other communications networks; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, signalling; Computer software for use in downloading, storing, reproducing and organizing audio, video images and data; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Electronic publications; Downloadable music and video; Downloadable applications for mobile devices;
JAMES JOYCE

3866207  21/06/2018

HARJINDER SINGH
BE-288, STREET NO 6, HARI NAGAR, SOUTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-NEW DELHI-110064
PROPREITOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR ARORA
HARI NAGAR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUNGLASSES
3866214  21/06/2018
RENUKA ENTERPRISES
GALA NO.07/08, MARATHE NIWAS, CHANDERGOVARI COMPOUND, SHANKAR NAGAR, VIRAR EAST - 401305
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GEETA RAMKISHOR YADAV
403, SANDESH CHS LTD., PAKHADI, KHAREGAON, KALWA(W), THANE-400605
Used Since :07/06/2018
MUMBAI
CHARGER, POWER BANK, WIRES & CABLES, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS, BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES & ALL TYPE OF MOBILE ACCESSORIES.
PARVEER KUMAR  
H.NO -13, VILL - KHAWA, P.O - BHARIWAS, BLOCK - TOSHAM, DISTT. - BHIWANI, HARYANA- 127043  

THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VANCHINATHAN  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated
YOPIN
3866406  21/06/2018
PRAVEEN KUMAR SONI
PLOT NO.32, FLAT NO. F-2, SK APARTMENT, SATYA COLONY, JAIPUR-302021.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
3866489   21/06/2018
ANNOVA INDIA ELECTRONIC PVT LTD
FLAT NO 1, 927, SYNAGOGUE STREET, 2A, GANGOTRI COMPLEX, CAMP, PUNE- 411001
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated
ALTERATION INNOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
209/1B/1A, TIMELESS TECHNOLOGIES BUILDING, OPP. HOTEL SYMPHONY, RANGE HILLS ROAD, BHOSALE NAGAR, PUNE-411020

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
FUEL ABC

3866639  21/06/2018

SAINT SITA RAM INNOVATION LAB PRIVATE LIMITED

#Z2-10097, Sita Ram House, Street No 3, Bibi Wala Road, Bathinda – 151001, Punjab, India.

A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRIYANK GUPTA

StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Electronic display units; Motion sensors; Alarm sensors; Gauges; Fuel gauges; Meters; Level indicators; Quantity indicators.
3866640  21/06/2018
SAINT SITA RAM INNOVATION LAB PRIVATE LIMITED
#Z2-10097, Sita Ram House, Street No 3, Bibi Wala Road, Bathinda – 151001, Punjab, India.
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3866639
DELHI
Electronic display units; Motion sensors; Alarm sensors; Gauges; Fuel gauges; Meters; Level indicators; Quantity indicators.
3866657   21/06/2018
SHAINKI BANSAL
C-45/3, GALI NO 1/5A, THANAN ROAD, BHajan PURA, GARHI MEDU, DELHI 110053
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEHA GUPTA
OFFICE NO.205/206, 3RD FLOOR, LOTUS TOWER, F-06, VIJAY BLOCK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software;
3866689  21/06/2018
ANUJ KUMAR YADAV
RZ-2683A/29 TUGHLAKABAD EXTN. NEW DELHI-110019
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Optical, weighing, measuring, checking (supervision) instrument; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
BLUNEX LIVE

3866703   21/06/2018
PURAVANKARA LIMITED
130/1, Ulsoor Road, Bengaluru - 560 042
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
‘SIVAM’ 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Scientific and electronic equipment, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; digital recording media; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; data processing equipment and computers; voice and data transmitters and receivers; voice processing software; voice-activated software; communications software; reproducing, synchronising, recording, organising, downloading, uploading, transmitting, streaming, receiving, playing and viewing television shows, films, text, images, digital media, multimedia, audio, video and data files; downloadable MP3 files, MP3 recordings, MP4 files, MP4 recordings, digital audio files, digital multimedia files and podcasts featuring music and audio books; electronic publications featuring images, photographs, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, and journals all relating to television entertainment; DVD players; DVD recorders; remote controllers for DVD recorders and players; digital audio players; audio recorders; digital video players; portable apparatus for recording and reproduction of music; portable apparatus for reproduction of video; other apparatus for reproduction of video; remote controllers for radio set; computer, electronic and video games equipment; electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; television and radio signal transmitters and receivers; game controllers; set-top boxes; television receivers and transmitters; electronic controllers; sensitive interactive video game remote control units; interactive video game remote control units; interactive television (TV), graphic images, text, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, for social networking; wireless controllers; remote controls; joysticks; computer touchscreens; downloadable audio works, visual works, audiovisual works and electronic publications; computer software for use on electronic devices, namely computer software development kit consisting of computer software development tools for the development of content and service delivery across global computer networks, computer software for use in displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic images, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data; application development computer software programs; computer software for formatting and converting content, text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works into a format compatible with portable electronic devices and computers; headphones and earphones; remote controls for portable and handheld electronic devices and computers
3866726  21/06/2018
IDAXN TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
J-805, Rohan Vasanth Apartments,Varthur Main Road, Marathahalli Bangalore, Karnataka - 560037
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :07/08/2017

CHENNAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS, RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE
Seekit

3866738  21/06/2018
PANASONIC CORPORATION
1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571-8501 Japan.
A Japanese corporation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Radio Beacons; Beacon receivers; GPS transmitters; GPS receivers; electronic devices used to locate lost articles employing the global positioning system, or cellular communication networks or blue tooth wireless networks.
ATUL

3866766  21/06/2018

CHITRA SINGLA PROPRIOETOR OF M/S ATUL INDUSTRIES
24/B-38, LUXMI PARK, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :26/12/2014

To be associated with:
671183

DELHI
WIRE, CABLES AND SWITCH BOXES.
3866789 21/06/2018
Sprocomm Technologies CO., LTD.
5D-506 F1.6 Block, Tianfa Building, Tianan Chegongmiao Ind. Park, Futian, Shenzhen, China
A corporation under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Intercommunication apparatus; electronic locks for vehicles; radios; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; wearable activity trackers; theft prevention installations, electric; locks, electric; laptop computers; face recognition device; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; data processing apparatus; sound locating instruments; portable media players; liquid crystal displays; LED display; fingerprint scanner; encoding and decoding device; coded magnetic card reader; gesture recognition software; three-dimensional scanner.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 9

Silhouette

3866790 21/06/2018
Sprocomm Technologies CO., LTD.
5D-506 F1.6 Block, Tianfa Building, Tianan Chegongmiao Ind. Park, Futian, Shenzhen, China
A corporation under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Intercommunication apparatus; electronic locks for vehicles; radios; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; wearable activity trackers; theft prevention installations, electric; locks, electric; laptop computers; face recognition device; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; data processing apparatus; sound locating instruments; portable media players; liquid crystal displays; LED display; fingerprint scanner; encoding and decoding device; coded magnetic card reader; gesture recognition software; three-dimensional scanner.
3866798  21/06/2018
TUSHAR P. JAIN PROPRRIETOR OF SURAJ LED
SHOP NO. G-12, SURAJ COMPLEX, 22 MEERAN SAHIB STREET, MOUNT ROAD, CHENNAI
proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Shenzhen LANNIU Technology Co., Ltd
1619, Building 11, Tiedong Logistics Park, Huanan City, Pinghu Street, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong, China.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600 041.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Computer peripheral devices, Navigational instruments, Cabinets for loudspeakers, USB cables, Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections], Theft prevention installations, electric, Wireless chargers, Cases for smartphones, USB flash drive, Battery chargers, Protective films adapted for mobile phone screens, Car video recorders, Headphones, Microphone, Global positioning system, Smartphones, Mobile phones, Projectors, Electric door bells, Rechargeable batteries, Solar batteries, Facial recognition apparatus, Protection devices for personal use against accidents, Batteries.
IRAH
3866852  21/06/2018
DHARMESH KUMAR
S 4A Vishwas Park, 1st Floor, Uttam Nagar
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVESH JHA
1/11, SULAHKUL VIHAR, 1st FLOOR, OLD PALAM ROAD, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110078
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
All Mobile & Car Accessories including Earphones, Chargers, USB Cables, Bluetooth Speakers, Selfie Stick, Covers, Cases, Batteries, Computers; computer hardware and firmware; computer software (including software downloadable from the Internet); software for apps; compact discs; telecommunications apparatus; computer games equipment adapted for use with TV receivers; mouse mats; mobile phone, mobile phone accessories.
TEAZAL
3866928  21/06/2018
MR. VIJAY KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S RVH SALES
DANA MANDI, BARAPIND ROAD, GORAYA, DISTT. JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELI
LED TELEVISIONS, PLASMA TELEVISIONS, HD TELEVISIONS, DIGITAL TELEVISIONS, INVERTERS FOR POWER SUPPLY,
UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY APPARATUS, ELECTRIC SWITCHES, ELECTRIC SOCKETS, CABLES AND WIRES,
LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODES), ELECTRIC LIGHT REGULATORS, LIGHTING DIMMERS, LIGHTNING RODS &
CONDUCTORS, LIGHT BOXES & MODULATORS, BLINKERS (SIGNALING LIGHTS), BATTERIES FOR LIGHTING,
STARTERS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, INDICATOR LIGHTS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, FLUORESCENT
LAMP BALLAST FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, ELECTRICAL CONDUITS, ELECTRICAL TERMINAL BOXES, SWITCH BOXES,
FUSE BOXES, TAP BOXES AND PLUG BOXES (ELECTRIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS-9.
SignEdge
3866964  21/06/2018
PANASONIC CORPORATION
1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571-8501 Japan
A company incorporated under the laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer hardware, computer software programs and applications for the operation, management, distribution, streaming, uploading, downloading and control of digital signage; Computer hardware, computer software programs and applications for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer hardware, computer software programs and applications for the design, creation, modification, editing and/or revision of the contents and/or information indicated on digital signage in text, audio, videos, graphics, still images and/or moving pictures; Digital signage; Digital signs; Electronic LED signs; Computer hardware, computer software programs and applications for the collection, gathering, detecting, watching, monitor, sending and receiving feedback, profiling and/or analysis of customer feedback; Computer software and application for queue management and customer flow management, and connected computers, including connected parts and accessories, namely printers, terminals, screens and card sensors; Computer software and application for booking management; Portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files; software for use in organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files on portable and handheld digital electronic device; Electronic and graphic display apparatus; Light emitting diode (LED) displays, Liquid crystal displays (LCD), Plasma displays.
3866972    21/06/2018
ATUL KUMAR YADAV
557/25K/7 OM NAGAR ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW-226005
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
Mechanisms for coin-operated
Next Platform

3867172    22/06/2018
FUTURISM TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
Futurism House, Survey No. 105, Opp. Sadanand Resort, Mumbai-Bengaluru Bypass Highway, Baner, Pune – 411045
PVT LTD COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :05/06/2018
MUMBAI
Downloadable software
3867173  22/06/2018
FUTURISM TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
Futurism House, Survey No. 105, Opp. Sadanand Resort, Mumbai-Bengaluru Bypass Highway, Baner, Pune – 411045
PVT LTD COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :05/06/2018
MUMBAI
Downloadable software
Ahmedabad LIO MAX

3867175  22/06/2018
SKYLIGHT IMPEX LLP
OFFICE NO.308,SHREE JALARAM CO.OP. HOUSING SOC. SILVASSA ROAD, VAPE VAISAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEDs, Led displays, LED displays, LED microscopes, LED televisions, LED drivers, LED position sensors, HD televisions,
Television antennas, Home theater projectors, Home theater systems, Liquid crystal displays [LCDs], TV monitors, TV
sets, TV antennas ,for home theaters. Television receivers [TV sets], Laptop computers, Laptops [computers], Battery
chargers for laptop computers, Keyboards for computers, Interface boards for computers, Compact disc drives for
computers, Pre-recorded data carriers for use with computers, Galena crystal detectors for use in electronics, Encoded
electronic chip cards for identifying particular users of computers and cellular phones, Multifunction keyboards for
computers, Internal cooling fans for computers [hardware], Printers for use with computers *, Computer software for use
on handheld mobile digital electronic devices and other consumer electronics, Computers, Tablet computer, Computer
joysticks, Computer servers, Computer chassis, Computer chassis, Computer chips, Computer cables, Computer cabling,
Computer keyboards, Computer tapes, Hardware [Computer -], Computer apparatus, Computers and computer hardware,
Computer peripherals, Mouse pads, Computer mouse, Wireless computer mouses, Mobile phones, Digital mobile phones,
And there accessories including class-09
3867224    21/06/2018
GIRISH KIDARNATH OPTICS PVT. LTD.
Ashoka Shopping Centre, Shop 116/117/118, 1st Basement, G. T. Hospital Complex, L. T. Marg, Mumbai – 400 001
Body Incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Sunglasses, spectacle frames, reading glasses, lenses, and optical goods.
FCL VISION (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED (REPRESENTED BY ITS DIRECTOR, MRS. SURINDER KAUR)
House No. RZ 36 A1, A Block, Bhan Nursing Home, Mahavir Enclave, Palam Village, South West Delhi, Delhi-110045
(OPC) Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since : 14/10/2016

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
MEDIONCE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP- 425, 4TH FLOOR, SILVER STONE ARCADE, SINGANPORE CAUSEWAY ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT - 395004
COMPANY - IT IS INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL RAMESHBHAI DHOLIYA
441, GOLDEN POINT, NR. FALSA WADI, RING ROAD, SURA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Computer software and mobile applications for assisting and counselling patients; computer software; apparatus and instruments for scientific research in laboratories; scientific, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.
3867410 22/06/2018
BODES TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1-3-166/2,VIDYA NAGAR BHONGIR, BHONGIR NALGONDA TG-508116
THE TRADE MARKS ACT ,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
VIACOM18 MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ZION BIZWORLD, SUBHASH ROAD-A, NEXT TO GARWARE INSTITUTE, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
A Company Incorporatd under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1665099, 1665607, 1681670, 3658365

MUMBAI
Downloadable Mobile and web-based Application For Delivering, Uploading, Streaming, Downloading, Offline Viewing, Posting, Showing, Displaying, Tagging, Blogging, Sharing And Providing Of Text, Audio, Audio-Visuals, games and Videos In Music, Comedy, Entertainment, Infotainment, Kids, And Animation Genres.
LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-721, Korea
A company existing and organized under the laws of Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Used Since :17/04/2018

DELHI

Chips [integrated circuits]; Multiprocessor chips; Integrated circuit chips for television sets; Integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for digital video compression and decompression; Integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for encoding and decoding digital video; High definition graphic chipsets.
Priority claimed from 22/12/2017; Application No. : 53577 ;Trinidad and Tobago

3867439  22/06/2018

LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-721, Korea
A company existing and organized under the laws of Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Used Since : 17/04/2018

DELHI
Chips [integrated circuits]; Multiprocessor chips; Integrated circuit chips for television sets; Integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for digital video compression and decompression; Integrated circuits, integrated circuit chips, and integrated circuit modules for encoding and decoding digital video; High definition graphic chipsets.
3867523  22/06/2018
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
FC 19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR 16A, NOIDA-201301 U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :18/06/2018
DELHI
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, SIGNALING, CHECKING, RECORDING, AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING, FILM CUTTING,
SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS; TRANSMISSION/REPRODUCTION OF SOUND/IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS; COMPACT/OPTICAL DISCS/MEDIA; DVDS & OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
AERIALS; AMPLIFIERS; CAMCORDERS; CAMERAS; ANIMATED CARTOONS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM, EXPOSED; JUKE
BOXES, MUSICAL; MAGNETIC TAPES; PHONOGRAPH RECORDS; RADIO; AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVERS/TRANSMITTERS;
RECORD PLAYERS; VIDEO CASSETTES; VIDEO RECORDERS; VIDEOTAPES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
DASCOIN
3867660  22/06/2018
DASCOIN LIMITED
14F MANNING HOUSE, 38-48 QUEEN'S ROAD CENTRAL, CENTRAL, HONG KONG
A corporation organized under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Computer software for processing electronic payments using crypto-currency used for any product or service in a scalable closed loop global network; software that provides a peer to peer operating system necessary for the use of a crypto-currency on a global computer network; software to facilitate the use of a blockchain or distributed ledger to execute and record financial transactions, including trades, in connection with the use of a crypto-currency; software for making and processing payments, cash for crypto-currency and crypto-currency for cash transactions with credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, cash, pre-paid and reloadable cards, crypto-currency, and other mobile payment forms; financial software for accepting, effecting, enabling, facilitating, processing, operating and managing virtual financial services including digital wallets and enabling exchanges for fiat currency on mobile devices; software for use in automated teller machines, other financial services systems, and financial software accessories, namely, card readers, computer software for linking payment cards, in the nature of credit, debit and prepaid payment cards, with a rewards program and also for use with virtual currency; computer software for developing, deploying, and managing applications, integrating applications, data, and services related to use of a crypto-currency; computer software for use with magnetically encoded charge cards featuring cryptocurrency that can be used and exchanged for any product or service; computer software for use with automated teller machines for accepting, effecting, enabling, facilitating, processing, operating and managing virtual financial services including digital wallets and enabling their exchange for fiat currency on mobile devices, automated teller machines, and other financial services systems.
3867711    22/06/2018
PARAS DHINGRA
9/18, Second Floor, Moti Nagar, New Delhi 110 015
INDIVIDUAL FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Water leakage and overflow detection alarms, Water level indicators, Water level detection apparatus, MOBILE accessories, Weighing Machines, Weighing Apparatus & Instruments and Weights as per class - 09
JIO EVERYWHERE CONNECT

3867719  22/06/2018
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, COURthouse, DHObI TALAO, MUMBAI- 400002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2247460

MUMBAI

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIER, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISM FOR COIN OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, MOBILE APPS
3867784   22/06/2018
JASVINDER SINGH
JD-6E DDA FLATS HARI NAGAR MAYA PURI S.O SOUTH WEST NEW DELHI-110064
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT GUPTA
513, 5TH FLOOR, KAILASH BUILDING, 26, KG MARG, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED TV, LCD TV, MONITOR
3867845  22/06/2018
SEEMA ARORA
246, SANJAY ENCLAVE OPP, GTK DEPOT, DELHI-110033.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRONICS ITEMS INCLUDES MOUSE/ KEYBOARD/ PCI CARD/ GRAPHIC CARD/ USB DONGLE/ HEADPHONE/ HDMI CABLE/ VGA CABLE/ USB CABLE/ TABLET/ CPU FAN/ WI-FI DONGLE/ NETWORKING CABLE/ SLEEVE/ LAPTOP BAG/POWER SUPPLY/ CCTV CAMERA/ CCTV CABLE/ CCTV MIC/ MOBILE COVER/ TABLET COVER/ MOBILE BATTERY/ MOBILE CHARGER/ EARPHONE/ BLUETOOTH/ SPEAKER/ POWER BANKS/MOBILE BUMPER/ OTHER ELECTRONICS PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES/ MOBILES, MOBILE CHARGER, MOBILE DISPLAY, MOBILE TOUCH, MOBILE BATTERY, MOBILE COVERS, EARPHONES, HEADPHONE, POWER BANK, CARD READER, MEMORY CARD, PEN DRIVE, SELFIE STICK, MOBILE BUMPER, USB CABLE, SCREEN GUARDS, GLASS, MOBILE/TABLET SPEAKERS, MOBILE CABLE, BLUETOOTH, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS, TABLETS, TABLET ACCESSORIES, TABLET SPARE PARTS, TABLET COVERS/ TABLET ACCESSORIES (ALL THE EXIST, UPCOMING ACCESSORIES FOR COMPUTER, CCTV, MOBILE, TABLET AND ELECTRONICS); COMPUTER AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER & MOBILE SOFTWARE, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, CABLES AND WIRES.
3867846  22/06/2018
BOBBY THAKUR
C-375, 2ND FLOOR SECTOR-10, NOIDA, G B NAGAR, UTTAR PARDESH-201301.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR PANELS, SOLAR BATTERIES, SOLAR MODLES, SOLAR WAFERS, SOLAR BATTERY CHARGERS, SOLAR CELL PLATES, SOLAR CELL PANELS, SOLAR PANEL ARRAYS, AUTOMATIC SOLAR TRACKING SENSORS, ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, SINGALING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS.
M.G.R.J

3867859  22/06/2018

VINAY AGARWAL
24 ,Ram Nagar , Hawa Sadak, Jaipur,(Rajasthan)
proprietor firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
C-12 , lal Kothi Shopping Centre, Between Laxmi mandir cinema And Hotel Jaipur Palace, Tonk Phatak jaipur (Rajasthan) -302015

Used Since :01/04/2015

AHMEDABAD

Mobile Telephone Cases, Mobile Phone Display screen Protectors in the nature of films, Display Screen Protectors in the nature of films for mobile Phones, Cases For Mobile Phones, Carrying Cases for Mobile Phones, Mobile telephone Covers, Holders Adapted For Mobile Phones, Protective Cases For Mobile Phones
BLOCK ROCKER
3867917   22/06/2018

INMUSIC BRANDS, INC.
200 Scenic View Drive, Cumberland, RI, 02864, United States of America.
A Florida Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus and equipment for storing, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; wireless indoor and outdoor systems; speaker microphones; microphones; audio video receivers, audio transmitters, radio transmitters, public address amplifiers, audio amplifiers, loudspeaker systems; radio receivers and tuners, equalizers, audio recorders, audio speakers; loudspeakers; loudspeakers with built-in amplifiers; public address systems, booster units, audio processors, audio mixers, electrical cables, power supplies, and parts and accessories for the above, software for controlling audio speakers.
TAILGATER
3867918  22/06/2018
INMUSIC BRANDS, INC.
200 Scenic View Drive, Cumberland, RI, 02864, United States of America.
A Florida Corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Apparatus and equipment for storing, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; wireless indoor and outdoor systems; speaker microphones; microphones; audio video receivers, audio transmitters, radio transmitters, public address amplifiers, audio amplifiers, loudspeaker systems; radio receivers and tuners, equalizers, audio recorders, audio speakers; loudspeakers; loudspeakers with built-in amplifiers; public address systems, booster units, audio processors, audio mixers, electrical cables, power supplies, and parts and accessories for the above, software for controlling audio speakers.
ALTO
3867919  22/06/2018
INMUSIC BRANDS, INC.
200 Scenic View Drive, Cumberland, RI, 02864, United States of America.
A Florida Corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Microphones, audio video receivers, audio transmitters, radio transmitters, public address amplifiers, audio amplifiers, radio receivers and tuners, equalizers, audio recorders, loudspeakers, audio speakers, public address systems and portable public address systems, booster units, audio processors, audio mixers, electrical cables, power supplies, and parts and accessories for the above, software for controlling audio speakers.
BLUPRO
3867974  22/06/2018
SPECSMAKERS OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.20, KANNADASAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600017
AN INDIAN COMPANY FORMED AND INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
3 D Lenses, close-up lenses contact lenses, containers for contact lenses, correcting lenses [optics, electronic tags for goods, goggles for sports, lens hoods, lenses for astrophotography, magnifying glasses [optics], micrometer screws for optical instruments, mirrors [optics], objectives [lenses] [optics], optical lanterns / optical lamps, optical lenses, optical goods, optical apparatus and instruments, optical glass, optical character readers, optical data media, optical discs, Optical Nose pads peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors, prisms [optics], smart glasses, spectacle chains / eyeglass chains, spectacle cords / eyeglass cords, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, spectacle frames / eyeglass frames, spectacle cases / eyeglass cases, spectacles / eyeglasses and sunglasses being Goods Included in Class 09.
3867975  22/06/2018
SPECSMAKERS OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.20, KANNADASAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600017
AN INDIAN COMPANY FORMED AND INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
3 D Lenses, close-up lenses contact lenses, containers for contact lenses, correcting lenses [optics, electronic tags for goods, goggles for sports, lens hoods, lenses for astrophotography, magnifying glasses [optics], micrometer screws for optical instruments, mirrors [optics], objectives [lenses] [optics], optical lanterns / optical lamps, optical lenses, optical goods, optical apparatus and instruments, optical glass, optical character readers, optical data media, optical discs, Optical Nose pads peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors, prisms [optics], smart glasses, spectacle chains / eyeglass chains, spectacle cords / eyeglass cords, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, spectacle frames / eyeglass frames, spectacle cases / eyeglass cases, spectacles / eyeglasses and sunglasses being Goods Included in Class 09.
DECINTELL
3867983  22/06/2018
DECINTELL TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT 123, SNO 16/13, PRATHAMESH PARK CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, BANER, PUNE 411045, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052
Used Since :26/05/2016

MUMBAI
Downloadable computer programs; Downloadable computer software; Computer application software for mobile phones; Software and applications for mobile devices; Internet access software; Database management software; Data processing programmes; Computer software for business purposes
3867992  22/06/2018
DECINTELL TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT 123, SNO 16/13, PRATHAMESH PARK CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, BANER, PUNE 411045, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052
Used Since :21/05/2016

MUMBAI
Downloadable computer programs; Downloadable computer software; Computer application software for mobile phones;
Software and applications for mobile devices; Internet access software; Database management software; Data processing programmes; Computer software for business purposes
3868056    22/06/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR DUBEY
10 HAT LANE MULLICKFATAK HOWRAH-711101
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-ope
3868189    22/06/2018
NBA PROPERTIES, INC.
Olympic Tower-645 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10022 United States of America
New York Corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1284390
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus; Audio recordings and video recordings featuring entertainment and information in the field of basketball; audio discs, video discs, computer laser discs, pre-recorded audio and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-recorded computer laser discs, all featuring entertainment and information related to basketball; computer accessories, namely blank USB flash drives, pre-recorded flash drives featuring information in the field of basketball; stands adapted for computers, laptops and tablet computers; computer keyboards, computer joystick peripherals, mouse pads, computer mice, computer stylus, capacitive styluses for touch screen devices, compact disc cases, computer carrying cases, protective sleeves for laptop and tablet computers, wrist rests for use with computers, all related to basketball; battery chargers for mobile phones; USB charging ports; computer programs for viewing information, statistics or trivia about basketball; computer software, namely screen savers featuring basketball themes; computer software to access and view computer wallpaper; computer skins, namely,
fitted plastic film for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier for computer devices; computer game software; video game software, video game cartridges; radios, electronic audio speakers, headphones and ear buds, wireless telephones, telephones; cell phone accessories, namely headsets, mobile phone straps, fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting cell phones, face plates and cell phone covers; electronics accessories, namely fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely MP3 players, electronic tablets and portable digital assistant devices; covers and stands for MP3 players, electronic tablets and portable personal digital assistant devices; decorative switch plate covers, video monitors, computer monitors, binoculars; sunglasses; eyeglass frames; eyewear accessories, namely, eyewear straps and chains which restrain eyewear from movement on wearer; eyeglass and sunglass cases; magnets; disposable cameras; credit cards, debit cards, cash cards, key cards and pre-paid telephone calling cards magnetically encoded; downloadable video recordings, video stream recordings, and downloadable audio recordings in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable computer software for viewing databases of information, statistical information, trivia, polling information, and interactive polling in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive video games and downloadable trivia game software provided over the Internet; downloadable computer software for use as screensavers and wallpaper, to access and display computer browsers, for use in viewing data on the Internet, for use in creating avatars for playing games over the Internet; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, coloring books, game schedules all in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable catalogs provided over the Internet featuring an array of basketball-themed products; downloadable greeting cards provided over the Internet; downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring emojis, stickers, badges, characters, clothes and accessories for use in electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports; mouth guards for sports.
3868206   22/06/2018
LUMOTIVE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
B/101, GARIB NIWAS,VASIST VIHAR COLONY,ANISABAD, PATNA - 800002
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :17/11/2017

KOLKATA
Batteries & Inverters - Solar & Electrical, Television & Monitor -LED, LCD, Scanning & Projecting Devices
3868294  22/06/2018
PREETI GOEL PROPRIETOR SIDDHI CREATIONS
F19, F2, East Jyoti Nagar, Shahdara, Delhi 110093
Trading or Importer for Bluetooth, Wifi, Computer devices and related accessories
Legal
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobiles, Mobile accessories, Mobile parts, Sim cards, Wired and wireless landline phones, Tempered glass, Cases and covers, Chargers and USB cables, Computer, Computer parts, Computer accessories, Computer software, Electric and electronic devices, Speakers wired and Bluetooth, Bluetooth devices, Headphones and earphones, USB devices, WiFi devices, Electronic toys and keychains, Power adapters, Powerbank, Mp3 players and mp3 devices, Camera wired and wireless and wifi, Spycams and cctv, Camera door bells, Led lights and bulbs, Electronic mobile accessories and all items mentioned in Class 9.
3868347  23/06/2018
RAJESHKUMAR CHAMPALAL JAIN.
ROOM NO.5, JAGDISH NAGAR, VILLAGE ROAD, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, BHANDUP WEST, MUMBAI-400078.
 Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIMANGINI VISHAL SHAH
1102, MICRO SRUSHTI TOWER, L.B.S. ROAD, BHANDUP(W), MUMBAI-400078.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTS, COMPUTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, MOBILE ACCESSORIES AND LOUD SPEAKERS
BARNALA RDS

3868401    23/06/2018

SOM NATH
#207, St. No. 10, Harpal Nagar, Bathinda
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO-4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

Loud speakers, High fidelity sound systems, Music systems, Speakers included in Class 09.
3868407    23/06/2018
ANKITKUMAR CHIMANLAL PATEL S/O CHIMANLAL PATEL
3, Momai Complex 1st Floor, Nr, Tejendra Vihar-1, Opp. Ambica School, Viratnagar Road, Ahmedabad
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
Electric capacitors, Condensers [capacitors].
QwertyWorks
3868461  23/06/2018
ANANT S URALA
A-302, Regency Park, Chandivali Farm Road, Opp Oritel Hotel, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400072
LED Bulbs
Proprietor

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Control apparatus and computer software programs for lighting systems; electronic ballasts for lighting purposes; light emitting diodes (leds), organic light emitting diodes (oleds), laser diodes and zener diodes; “solid state” lighting and electronic lighting components, in particular led modules consisting fully or partially of integrated leds, oleds, polymer emitting diodes; optical control apparatus, thermal control apparatus, electronic circuits for light control systems and light management systems.
3868581   23/06/2018
TEYEN INDUSTRIES.
FLAT NO.-15-D, SKYLARK APARTMENT, GHAZIPUR, DELHI-110096.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :20/09/2011
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES.
3868588  23/06/2018
COLLECTION INDIA ENTERPRISES
Shop No.1114/B/1., Opposite Dhanasuthar Pole. Near Bank of India, Relief Road Ahmedabad. Pin -380001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Mobile Software, Mobile Telephone cases, Mobile Phone cases, Mobile Telecommunications Apparatus, Mobile Hard Drives, Mobile Telephone Batteries, Mobile Application software, Mobile Accessories
ASHOK PANDEY PROPRIETOR OF APCL INSTRUMENTATION
D27/25, MOLARBAND EXTN. BADARPUR
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Electronic control instruments, Pressure controllers, Electronic time control instruments
MR. NIPUN GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF NIRMAL WELDING AIDS
3564/32, RAVI RAJ MARKET, STREET HAKIM BEQUA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI-11006
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Used Since :22/04/2013
DELHI
WELDING CABLES AND SAFETY HELMETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
YASHASHVI

3868660  23/06/2018

NILESH RAMESH BHURE
201, Bangashree Tower, Daji Ramchandra Road, Charai, Thane (W), Thane - 400601, Maharashtra, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Used Since :16/07/2002

MUMBAI

Distribution boxes for electrical power, Electrical power distribution units, Electrical power distribution blocks, Electricity distribution consoles, Distribution boards [electricity], Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity.
CARAMBOLA
3868663  23/06/2018
CARAMBOLA CREATIONS LLP
1, Koteshwar Niwas, Subhash Road, Vile Parle East, Mumbai-400057, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :02/01/2018

MUMBAI
Cinematographic films (exposed), audio/video cassettes, video screens, audio/video cd's.
3868668  23/06/2018
CARAMBOLA CREATIONS LLP
1, Koteswar Niwas, Subhash Road, Vile Parle East, Mumbai- 400057, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cinematographic films (exposed), audio/video cassettes, video screens, audio/video cd's.
3868739  23/06/2018
M/S REXON ENERGY & COMPANY
ADHARSH NAGAR, H.B. ROAD, KOKAR, P.S. KOKAR, RANCHI, JHARKHAND - 834001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :06/03/2018

KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRIC METER
RISHIL WORLD

3868762   23/06/2018

BUDHI SINGH
HOUSE NO 2040 VILLAGE BURAIL, UT CHANDIGARH

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHAJVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES; MOBILE HANDSETS; PORTABLE COMMUNICATION GAZETTES & DEVICES; MOBILE INTERNET DEVICES; CELL PHONE PARTS, ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENTS; SMART PHONES; MICROPHONES; HEADSETS; BATTERIES; SPEAKERS; PHONE CHARGERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3868768   23/06/2018
D-TECH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. K-66 SITE-V, UPSIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SURAJPUR, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201306.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Optical lenses, Home and office automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, controlled devices, and software for lighting, HVAC, security, safety and other home and office monitoring and control applications; Electronic security systems, Aviators night vision devices, Electric and electronic security apparatus and instruments, Closedcircuit television systems (CCTV).
3868794   23/06/2018
SUCHISMITA ROY CHOU DHURY
FLAT NO-108, SAIVILLA APARTMENT, B-WING, WINDMILL VILLAGE SOCIETY, AFTER AMBROSIA HOTEL, BAVDHAN, PUNE - 411021

THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
HOFOONES
3868875  23/06/2018
NITIN PAHWA
330, NEAR NATH HALWAI, SHIVAJI COLONY, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES, CHARGERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, DATA CABLES, EARPHONE, SPEAKERS,
WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES, WIRELESS CHARGERS, MEMORY CARDS, POWER BANKS, CELLPHONE
AUXILIARY CABLES, STRAPS AND CASES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONE, DATA STORAGE DEVICE INCLUDING PEN DRIVES,
CABLES AND WIRES
PROJUNX
3868876  23/06/2018

VIMMY SHARMA
WZ-2196, RAJA PARK, SHAKUR BASTI, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110034

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MOBILE TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES, CHARGERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, DATA CABLES, EARPHONE, SPEAKERS,
WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES, WIRELESS CHARGERS, MEMORY CARDS, POWER BANKS, CELLPHONE
AUXILIARY CABLES, STRAPS AND CASES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONE, DATA STORAGE DEVICE INCLUDING PEN DRIVES,
CABLES AND WIRES
3868904    23/06/2018
M/S. INNOVENT SPACES PRIVATE LIMITED
Careernet Campus, Plot #53, Bellandur Post, Devarabisanahalli (Next to Intel Junction Flyover), Outer Ring Road, Bangalore - 560103, Karnataka, India
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L.
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR,NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since :01/02/2015

CHENNAI
Animated cartoon; Downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; Downloadable mobile applications for the management of information; Computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile devices; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application, Computer Software product
3868910    23/06/2018

M/S. INNOVENT SPACES PRIVATE LIMITED
Careernet Campus, Plot #53, Bellandur Post, Devarabissahalli (Next to Intel Junction Flyover), Outer Ring Road, Bangalore - 560103, Karnataka, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR,NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHEL PALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since :10/05/2018

To be associated with:

3785648

CHENNAI

Animated cartoon; Downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; Downloadable mobile applications for the management of information; Computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile devices; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application, Computer Software product.
3868922  24/06/2018

LALIT RANGA
PLOT NO. 1, KHASRA NO. 768/1, SIRASPUR, DELHI - 110042.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MEMORY CARDS, SELFIE STICKS, HEADPHONES, EARPHONES, POWER BANKS,
MOBILE CHARGERS, MOBILE COVERS, FLIP COVERS, MOBILE TEMPERED GLASSES, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES.
SS SAFETY SURAKSHA

3868957  24/06/2018
MR.RAVINDRA KUMAR
M/S ANUSHIKA SAFETY WORK,H.No-04 ,Gali No-1 ,Vill-Sherpur,Karawal Nagar Delhi-110094
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FINCENTURION CO.
U-55 A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Safety life belts., welding transformers, welding goggles, welding helmets , welding marks as per class-09
WILLGROW

3868971  24/06/2018
MR.KAMAL SINGH MALU
M/S ALLIED ELECTRICALS,453, SAMTA COLONY, RAIPUR (C.G) - 492001/S.C.O 1-656 ALFA-2, GREATER NOIDA,(U.P)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FINCENTURION CO.
U-55 A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pvc wire, & cable, multi strand wire, flexible multi round, flat cable, coaxial wire, single aluminium core, twin core cable, three core cable, Pvc conduit pipes for electrical use, armoured cable, underground armoured cable, switchgear all size single pole, double pole MCCB, electrical meter single &3 phase, change over switches, phase changer, rotary switches and all types of switches, sockets, lamp, holder, angle batten holder, ceiling rose Moulder & non modular switches, bells, door bells, extension cord, moulder box, MCB box(Metal & PVC),tube holder
KOSAKI

3869005  24/06/2018
MR. JAHANGIR ALAM TRADING AS KOSAKI

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LED TV, LCD TV, TV, HOME THEATRE, SATELLITE APPARATUS, SATELLITE DISHES, SET-TOP BOXES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR SET-TOP BOXES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
RAMAVISION

3869012  24/06/2018

MR. JAHANGIR ALAM TRADING AS KOSAKI

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LED TV, LCD TV, TV, HOME THEATRE, SATELLITE APPARATUS, SATELLITE DISHES, SET-TOP BOXES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR SET-TOP BOXES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3869053  25/06/2018
SHASHI BHUSHAN PRASAD
Q 169, SUNDAY MARKET, NEAR JUICE CORNER, VIKAS VIHAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110059
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :10/08/2017

DELHI
IKMS Biotech

3869227  25/06/2018
SUDESH KUMAR S/O SH INDER SINGH
H.No. 151-B, Shanti Kunj, Opp The Aryan School, Kaimari Road, Hissar, Haryana - 125001
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAIZEN IP ATTORNEYS
C-149, Industrial Area, Phase-7 (Sector 73), Mohali - 160055, Punjab, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
Pikkme
3869231  25/06/2018
HIMANSHU PAL
trading as :PIKKME
B-101, ARJUN PARK, NAJAFGARH NEW DELHI 110043
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE & CAMERA ACCESSORIES.
MAKEMY
3869251  25/06/2018

MAKEMYTRIP (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027.
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/07/2012

To be associated with:
3328456

DELHI
Downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares.
3869426  25/06/2018

MOHAN RAM
P. No. 2, Gawariya Colony, Baba Ramdev Road, Masuriya, Jodhpur, Rajasthan – 342 001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SWEETY VINOD AGRAWAL
B-702, Domain Heights, Near Bakeri sonnet Opposite Kenyug Apartment, Shyamal Cross Road, Ahmedabad - 380015
Used Since: 18/01/2017

AHMEDABAD

Copper Wire and Copper Cable included in the class 9.
3869427  25/06/2018
OM PRAKASH MALI
Maliyo Ki Dhani, VPO – Mokalpur, Teh-Merta, Dist: Nagaur, Rajasthan – 341 510
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWEETY VINOD AGRAWAL
B-702, Domain Heights, Near Bakeri sonnet Opposite Kenyug Apartment, Shyamal Cross Road, Ahmedabad - 380015

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Copper Wire and Copper Cable included in the class 9.
NEERAJ BAJAJ, PROPRIETOR, ATLUS TECHNO
3rd floor, Mahalaxmi Complex ,S Maharani Road, Indore- 452018 (M.P.)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Consumer Electronics Devices.
HD Buy

3869557 25/06/2018
DEEPAK KUMAR SHARMA
trading as; HD BUY
RZF-222/51A, STREET NO.31 SADH NAGAR PALAM COLONY NEW DELHI-110045
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBIL PHONE, MOBILE, MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, MEMORY CARDS, DATA CABLE, LAPTOP AND LAPTOP ACCESSORIES, AND ALL OTHER GOODS OF CLASS 09.
3869574  25/06/2018
AREM ADVENT PRIVATE LIMITED
B-9/6483, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR JAIN & ASSOCIATES
C/O VINOD KUMAR SHARMA, NEAR BANK OF BARODA MAIN ROAD, MURADNAGAR, GHAZIABAD 201206

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trading, manufacturing, Import, export, assembling, design & development of electronic devices, components, PCBs, electronic items, software development & allied accessories and all other good included in class 9
MR. RAHUL VIJAY ABNAVE TRADING AS: RAHUL ARTS
490, NAVAJEEWAN SOCIETY, SAHAKAR NAGAR NO. 01, PADMAVATI, PUNE- 411009, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Used Since: 01/04/2007

MUMBAI

ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS, NAMELY, DIGITAL SIGNAGE, DIGITAL SIGNAGE DISPLAY PANELS
VenomVendor

3869718   25/06/2018

YOGANANDH D
Flat No.402, Sai Green Homes, No.37/1, 3rd Main Road, Shridi Sai Layout, Sheegenahalli, Behind K.R.Puram RTO, Bangalore – 560049, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :06/04/2010

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3869769  25/06/2018
DHARMESH
HOUSE NO-16/913, BLOCK-H, BAPA NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, CENTRAL DELHI-110005
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY JAIN
ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, 307, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computers, their peripherals, software, scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, weighing, measuring, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and data
processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus
LIVEFIT

3870081  25/06/2018
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
3870140  25/06/2018
SALMAN KHAN.
3 Galaxy Apartments, B J Road, Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; E-commerce software, Digital telephone platforms and software, Recorded content, Media content, Audio and video recordings, 3D animation software, Video films, Cinematographic films, Downloadable films, fashion sunglasses, spectacles and eyeglasses, listening devices for monitoring, educational software for children, protective helmets, cases spectacles, eyewear, spectacles; computer software concerned with children’s education, computer software for monitoring the use of computers and the internet by children, glasses, frames for glasses; headphones, USB drives, dongles, tablets, eyeglass cases & eyeglass chains, data card; telecom products, parts & accessories; carry case for ipod; bluetooth devices; telephone, electric & electronic goods, parts & accessories; computers, computer programmes, computer packages, floppies, disks, computer software, hardware, parts & accessories, mobile application software, application software for mobile phones being goods included in class 09.
3870409  26/06/2018
USN RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHINGHA COMPLEX,2ND FLOOR, OPP. JOGINDRA COOP BANK RAJGARH ROAD SOLAN Solan HP 173212 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA PRAKASH
B-2/37, Bharat Vihar, New Delhi-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PVC ELECTRIC WIRES, CABLES, PVC CONDUIT PIPES, SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, MULTI PLUGS, COIL HOLDERS, BELLs, BELL PUSH, CHOKES, STARTERS, ELECTRIC FLAT IRON, CEILING ROSE, FUSE KIT KAT, FUSE UNITS, ADOPTERS, PENDANT HOLDERS, ANGLE HOLDERS, D. P. SWITCH, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC JUNCTION BOX AND BEND, M.C.B, L.C.B., E.L.C.B, MIKES, SPEAKERS, AMPERE AND VOLT METERS, ELECTRIC METERS, DISTRIBUTION BOARD, M.C.B. BOXES, CAPACITORS, VOLTAGE, STABILIZERS, CASING & CAPPING (ELECTRIC), JUNCTION BOX (ELECTRIC), THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE ELECTRICAL PURPOSE.
3870479  26/06/2018
QF APPARELS SDN BHD
No. 18, Jalan Bukit Permai Utama 3, Taman Industri Bukit Permai, 56100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
A company incorporated under the laws of Malaysia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles / eyeglasses; field glasses; sunglasses; spectacle frames / eyeglass frames; spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses; spectacle cases / eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; all included in Class 9.
3870507  26/06/2018
A1FONZZ PRIVATE LIMITED
34/9A APPOSITE TO KARAVALI RESTAURANT NEAR INDIAN ACADEMY COLLAGE HENNUR CROSS BANGALORE KA - 560043
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
OnePot

SUMATHI SOURIRAJAN
3870515 26/06/2018
Sumathi Sourirajan, 3, G.G.Avenue, 1st street, Bharathiyar University Post, Vadavalli Coimbatore - 641046, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3870591   26/06/2018
MANISH KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;MANISH KUMAR SINGH
A-820 MADIPUR COLONY PASCHIM VIHAR WEST DELHI DELHI INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRONIC SIGNAL TRANSMITTER, EARPHONES, BATTERY, BATTERY CHARGER, BATTERY CABLE, SPEAKERS, MOBILE SPEAKERS, SOUND BAR SPEAKERS, AUDIO VIDEO RECEIVER, MOBILE POWER SUPPLY, SMART PHONE, VIDEO PHONE, MOBILE PHONE COVERS, WIRELESS HANDSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES.
3870620  26/06/2018
MARSHAL EXPORTS INDUSTRIES
406/377, A-ASHRAFABAD, JAJMAU, KANPUR-208010
A Partnership Firm under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
Ashoka House, 8 Central Lane, Bengali Market, New Delhi - 110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3551394

DELHI
LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; LIFE NETS, LIFE BELTS, LIFE-BUOYS, LIFE JACKETS, DUST MASK, EAR PLUGS, GOGGLES, RIVERSE SIREN, SAFETY HELMETS, SAFETY BELTS, SAFETY GLOVES, SAFETY WORK WEAR, SAFETY EYE WEAR, SAFETY SHOES; FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE, FIRE ALARMS, FIRE BEATERS, FIRE ESCAPES; PARTS AND FITTINGS OF APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
3870634  26/06/2018

4MUSKMAN ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
H-120, SECTOR-63 NOIDA GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UP 201307
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
CAMERAS, DTH, SETUP BOX, SET TOP BOX, SPEAKERS, DISPLAY DEVICE, TELEVISION RECEIVER
3870735 26/06/2018
MOTI INDUSTRIES
101/103, AJAHARA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR SHARP INDUSTRIES, WALIV, VASAI(E), PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA-401208

PROPREITORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY JAIN
ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, 307, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Motorcycle Helmets, Bicycle Helmets, Skateboard Helmets, Hockey Helmets, Catcher's Helmets, Diving Helmets, Riding Helmets, Sports Helmets, Football Helmets, Protective Helmets for Children
3870855    26/06/2018

MR. NAVEEN P. JAIN
5th Main Road, Opp. Sri Srinivasa Kalayana Mantapa, Chamarajpet, Bangalore-560018.
Proprietor of : MEECO PUMPS AND MOTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wires & Cables, electrical Fittings, Relay, Coil, Switches, Switch Board, Plugs, Sockets, Chokes, Capacitors, Fuses And Fuse Wires, Electric Convecors, Transformers and Electric Resistances.
3870883  26/06/2018
BOZZILE ECOMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO-12, SAI UDYAN, PLOT NO-25, SECTOR-14, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400709
The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
3870933    26/06/2018

AKASH KHANDEJA
7, Malviya Road, Laxman Chowk, Dehradun – 248001 Uttarakhand
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Computer application software for mobile phones, Software and applications for mobile devices.
3870973  26/06/2018
SHRIRAM VERITECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1603928

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
MANISH KUMAR
743/12 SHIV PURAM MOHKAMPUR MEERUT UP 250001
sole proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CELLULAR AND CELLULAR PHONE ACCESSORIES
3871312   27/06/2018
HINDUSTAN SCIENTIFIC GLASS INDUSTRIES
Near B.S Siakrwar College Chaughan Road, Chhalesar, Agra
Scientific Laboratory Glass Instruments
Partnership Firm

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
GLASS BEAKER, MEASURING CYLINDER, CONICAL FLASK, TEST TUBE, FUNNEL, VOLUMETRIC FLASK, F.B FLASK
AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY GLASSWARE INSTRUMENTS UNDER IN CLASS 9
3871387 27/06/2018
DONGGUAN JIALIWANG INTELLIGENT ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
District C,5th Floor,Building A,Jiangnan Industrial Park,No.88 Jiangnan nan Street, Xiagang Community,Chang'an Town,Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, China
A limited liability company incorporated under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Batteries, electric; battery chargers; headphones; computers; electricity mains (Materials for -) [wires, cables]; smartphones; mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; electrical adapters; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones.
3871460  27/06/2018
ATHAMY ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
J-502, PAN OASIS, SEC-70, NOIDA - 201301
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
3871508  27/06/2018
PRIYANK HANSRAJ BHAI VEKARIYA
trading as ;MARUTI ENTERPRISE
SHIVDHARA RESIDENCY SHOP NO. 1 NR TAPAN SCHOOL MAVDI RAJKOT - 360001 GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS, CAMERAS AND ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS INCLUDING CLASS 9, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ITEM INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3871532   27/06/2018
SAVALIYA SAGAR DINESHBHAI
trading as :I KHODAL ENTERPRISE
AT HALENDA, AT RAJKOT DIST RAJKOT GUJARAT 360025 GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS, CAMERA AND ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS INCLUDING
CLASS -09, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ITEM
INCLUDED IN CLASS -09
3871692  27/06/2018
AADTHAKKAR PART VIJAYBHAI
trading as; RAMDEV ENTERPRISE
AT KUVADVA TA RAJKOT DIST RAJKOT GUJARAT 360023 GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS, CAMERA AND ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS INCLUDING CLASS -09, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ITEM INCLUDED IN CLASS -09
3871695  27/06/2018
MAYURKUMAR BAVANJIBHAI SARDHARA
trading as ;GURUKRUPA INFOTECH
TAL - KALAWAD KHAREDI DIST JAMNAGAR, GUJARAT 360540 GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS, CAMERA AND ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS INCLUDING CLASS -09, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ITEM INCLUDED IN CLASS -09
3871696   27/06/2018  
SUSHIL KUMAR  
trading as ;VISHALAKSHI ENTERPRISES  
B-1/388, FIRST FLOOR, JANKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058  
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MOBILE PHONES CHARGERS, SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF AND ALL ITEMS PRESENT IN MOBILE PHONE AND MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES SHOW IN 9th CLASS.
3871738    27/06/2018
INCREIBLE RIDES LLP
SR NO 76/2 G K ROYALE HILLS, FLAT NO C/703 MUKAI CHOWK, RAVET, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA - 412101.
A Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3733340
MUMBAI

Downloadable computer software and mobile application with respect to providing of car pool services included in class 9.
3871958   27/06/2018
VENKATA SATYA GNANESWAR GANTA
Door no:-3-7/1, Adarsanagar, Old dairy form, Post office line, Visakhapatnam- 530 040 AP, India
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Downloadable Software
MB TAK
3871969  27/06/2018
ASHOK BAJAJ, PROPRIETOR TRADING AS MANOJ TRADERS
New Sabji Mandi, Katni (M.P.)
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Mobile telephone cases, Mobile phone covers, Mobile telecommunications apparatus, Mobile phone batteries, Mobile telecommunications devices, Mobile computers, Mobile phones, Software for mobile phones, Chargers for mobile phones, USB cables for mobile phones, Headsets for mobile telephones & Audio electronic apparatus, Downloadable ring tones and graphics for mobile telephones, USB card readers, Chip card readers, Electronic card readers, Memory card readers, Card readers, Tempered glass screen protectors for smartphones, Power banks, Memory cards, Selfie sticks.
3871983  27/06/2018
MR. UMESH SINGHARIA
11883/11, SAT NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110005, INDIA
Manufacturer
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
I. P. CAMERA, ACTION CAMERA, CAMERA FLASHES, CAMERA LENSES, CINE CAMERA, PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA, T.V.
CAMERA, SECURITY CAMERAS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMERA, IOT PRODUCTS, HOME AUMATION, SMART HOME
DEVICES, SMART DOOR BELL, SMART PET FEEDER CAMERA, CAMERA ACCESSORIES, ELECTRONIC GADGET,
ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES.
3872429  27/06/2018
AJAY SHARMA
80/94, NEAR GOVT. SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAMALPUR, KARNAL, HARYANA-132114
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
225, Friends Enclave, S.P. Road, Nangloi, Delhi-110086.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER & PROCESS INSTRUMENTS
3872430  27/06/2018
AJIT SINGH
80/94, NEAR GOVT. SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAMALPUR, KARNAL, HARYANA-132114
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
225, Friends Enclave, S.P. Road, Nangloi, Delhi-110086.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MECHANICAL WATER METER
3872558  28/06/2018
KANTALOOP COMMUNICATIONS
8, Khatriyan Street, Kashipur, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand.
A Proprietorship firm whose proprietor is Khushboo Sachdev

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3865698

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus, electronic inverters, batteries, ups systems, solar products.
3872630  28/06/2018
MADHVIBEN KIRITBHAI KOTAK
trading as :XENON APPLIANCES
GROUND FLOOR, TALUKA MANADAVAR, CHIKHLODRA, JUNAGADH, GUJARAT 362650 GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC GOODS, CAMERA AND ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS INCLUDING CLASS -09, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMNT AND COMPUTERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ITEM INCLUDED IN CLASS -09.
3873262  28/06/2018
MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, California 91521, U.S.A.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1704460, 2066603

DELIH
Audio discs; audio recordings; audio and video recordings; audio speakers; binoculars; calculators; camcorders; cameras; CD-ROMs; CD-ROM drives (as part of the computer); CD-ROM writers (as part of the computer); cellular telephones; cellular telephone accessories; cellular telephone covers; chips containing musical recordings; face plates for cellular telephones; compact disc players; compact disc recorders; compact discs; computer game programs; computer game cartridges and discs; computers; computer hardware; computer keyboards; computer monitors; computer mouse; computer disc drives; computer software; cordless telephones; decorative magnets; digital cameras; digital video and audio players; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable software applications for mobile devices; DVDs; DVD players; DVD recorders; digital versatile discs; digital video discs; electrical and optical cables; pre-recorded optical and magneto-optical discs; optical and magneto-optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; electronic personal organizers; eyeglass cases; eyeglasses; flotation vests; graduated rulers for office and stationery; headphones; karaoke machines; microphones; MP3 players; modems (as part of a computer); mouse pads; motion picture films; musical recordings; pagers; personal stereos; personal digital assistants; printers; protective helmets for sports; radios; snorkels; swimming goggles; swim masks; sunglasses; telephones; television sets; video cameras; video game cartridges; video game discs; videophones; video recordings; walkie-talkies; wrist and arm rests for use with computers.
KBD JUNIORS

3873437  28/06/2018

STAR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Star House, Urmi Estate, 95 Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel - West, Mumbai - 400 013, Maharashtra, India
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :27/07/2017

Mumbai
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Television software and program; computer software namely software for use in downloading, storing, reproducing and organizing audio, video, still and moving images and data; Audio CDs, VCDs, DVDS, films, tapes, cassettes; Downloadable electronic publications supplied on-line from databases and on the internet;
3873442  28/06/2018
STAR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Star House, Urmi Estate, 95 Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel - West, Mumbai - 400 013, Maharashtra, India
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :27/07/2017
MUMBAI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
Television software and program; computer software namely software for use in downloading, storing, reproducing and
organizing audio, video, still and moving images and data; Audio CDs, VCDs, DVDS, films, tapes, cassettes; Downloadable
electronic publications supplied on-line from databases and on the internet;
HOUKS

3874015  29/06/2018
GULSHAN KAPOOR
40/17, BLOCK NO.-4, GOVIND NAGAR, KANPUR (U.P), INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES INCLUDING, INVERTER, UPS, BATTERY, BATTERY CHARGER, STABILIZER, SOLAR PANEL, (SOLAR CELLS, BATTERY & CHARGER), WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES & PHATTI, ELECTRIC TAPE, CONDUIT PIPE, VIBRATION SENSORS FOR INSTALLATION IN WINDMILL HOUSINGS.
2415931  22/10/2012
RECKITT BENCKISER BRANDS INVESTMENTS B.V.,
SIRIUSDREEF 14, 2132WT HOOFDDORP NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, ORTHOPAEDIC, ORTHOTIC, CHIROPODY, FOOT CARE, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; APPARATUS FOR FIXING OF ARTIFICIAL LIMBS; SUTURE MATERIALS; INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS FOR HYGIENE, ORTHOPAEDICS AND FOR THE TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE FEET AND SKIN; CUSHIONS FOR CARE OF THE FEET; AIDS FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE FEET INCLUDING SUPPORTS FOR THE ARCH OF THE FOOT; APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARATION AND THE STRAIGHTENING OF THE TOES; PROTECTIVE APPARATUS AGAINST THE HARDENING OF AREAS OF SKIN CALLUSES AND INFLAMMATION OF THE TOES; CUSHIONS FOR THE HEELS, UNDER-HEELS; PROTECTION FOR METATARSAL CUSHIONS; BOOT INSERTS; FOOT RINGS AND FOOT SUPPORTS; SHOE INSOLES; ORTHOPAEDIC INSOLES; DISPOSABLE INSOLES, DEODORIZED INSOLES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR; COMPRESSION HOISIERY; GRADUATED COMPRESSION HOISIERY; MEDICAL SUPPORT HOISIERY; ORTHOPAEDIC AND THERAPEUTIC HOISIERY; HOISIERY FOR MEDICAL, SURGICAL AND/OR PROPHYLACTIC PURPOSES; MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SOCKS; STOCKINGS FOR VARICOSE VEINS; APPARATUS FOR EXERCISING THE FOOT; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR PLACING BANDAGES; APPARATUS FOR THE FIXING OF FINGERS AND TOES; ELASTIC BANDAGES FOR JOINTS, ELASTIC GAITERS, ELASTIC KNEE JOINTS, ELASTIC BANDAGES, BANDAGES FOR THE WAIST, BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC PURPOSES; APPARATUS FOR MEASURING, EXAMINING AND TAKING IMPRESSIONS OF THE FEET; BODY MASSAGERS; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED MASSAGERS; FOOT MASSAGERS; THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES FOR MASSAGING AND/OR BATHING; CONDOMS; CONTRACEPTIVE OR PROPHYLACTIC DEVICES; MASSAGE APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC MASSAGE APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES; BODY MASSAGERS; PERSONAL MASSAGERS; VIBRATORS; VIBRATING RINGS; MARITAL AIDS; SEX TOYS; SEX AIDS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION. Pink and White.
2461960    17/01/2013
PRAVEEN GARG
NARESH GARG
KEWAL GARG
SHASHI GARG
ANIL GOYAL
SUNIL GOYAL
AJAY GOYAL
SHOBIT GOYAL
trading as ;ALEX PANELS
999 CENTRAL HOPE TOWN JAMANPUR ROAD SELAQUI INDUSTRIAL REGION DEHRADUN 248197 UA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLE; SUTURE MATERIALS.
RES CARE

2561939  09/07/2013
ROMSONS SCIENTIFIC & SURGICAL INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
63 INDL ESTATE NANHAI AGRA UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI

MEDICAL, SURGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS & APPLIANCES, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-10
MOMENTUM

Priority claimed from 18/02/2013; Application No. : 2653150 ;United Kingdom
2571844   29/07/2013
BLATCHFORD PRODUCTS LIMITED,
LISTER ROAD, BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE RG22 4AH, UNITED KINGDOM,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROSTHESES; ORTHOSES; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS; ARTIFICIAL KNEES, FEET, ANKLES AND SKIN COVERING; PROSTHETIC LINERS AND SOCKS; PROSTHETIC SOCKETS; ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR; PROSTHETIC AND ORTHOTIC FOOTWEAR; ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS.
2655737    07/01/2014
SH. MANISH AGGARWAL
SH. MEENAL AGGARWAL
SMT. USHA RANI
SH. NITIN GUPTA
SMT. INDIRA GAUPTA
trading as: GANPATI COTEX
6TH MILESTONE VILLAGE NAWAN NAG MAJITHA ROAD AMRITSAR PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, SURGICAL BANDAGES, EAR PICK, EAR BUDS, ABDOMINAL BANDAGES, ABDOMINAL BELTS.
HARI RAM GAMBIHR, trading as J J INDIA
F-803 PEARL COURT, RAMPRASTHA GREENS POCKET-10 SEC-7 VAISHALI EXTN., GHAZIABAD U.P 201010
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL & VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS (INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL TEETH, LIMBS, AND EYES) SURGICAL GLOVES, VETERINARY SUBSTANCES. OSTOMY POUCHES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLE; SUTURE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 10

2666803 27/01/2014
MS. SADHNA NAYYAR trading as; HANSRAJ NAYYAR MEDICAL INDIA
L8, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
DUOCARE
2686009  25/02/2014
SH. NARENDER LUGANI trading as : ULTRATECH SURGICAL INDUSTRIES
B-28, WEST CHANDER NAGAR, STREET NO. 1, DELHI-110051
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL & VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS (INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL TEETH, LIMBS, AND EYES) SURGICAL GLOVES, VETERINARY SUBSTANCES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLE; SUTURE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
SPIRIT

2686028   25/02/2014

SH. NARENDER LUGANI trading as ULTRATECH SURGICAL INDUSTRIES
B-28, WEST CHANDER NAGAR, STREET NO. 1, DELHI-110051
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL & VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS (INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL TEETH, LIMBS, AND EYES) SURGICAL GLOVES, VETERINARY SUBSTANCES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLE; SUTURE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
FASTVUE

2686723 25/02/2014
MICROGENE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
806, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI 110008
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; diagnostic apparatus & testing kits for medical purposes; blood glucose measuring apparatus for medical use, lancets, blood testing apparatus, testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes, surgical and medical machines and apparatus; clinical thermometers; electro cardiographs; blood pressure measuring apparatus; body-fat monitors; medicinal diagnostic devices.
2693639  07/03/2014
TAJ TRADE MARK PRIVATE LIMITED
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA (U.P.)
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials.
2698641   13/03/2014
SH. MANIK RAJ
SH. ASHOK KUMAR CHAUHAN
SMT. POMILLA RAI
trading as : DRITEN SERVICES
SCO-263, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-32D, CHANDIGARH-160031.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/10/2011
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES;
MOXIBUSTION APPARATUS, PHYSIO THERAPY APPARATUS, HEATING CUSHIONS [PADS], PADS (HEATING-) FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES, VERTEBRAL ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS, PHYSICAL EXERCISE APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES, BVANKETS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, CUSHIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MASSAGE APPARATUS,
THER MO THERAPY APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, ULTRA SHORT WAVE THERAPY AND APPARATUS,
ULTRASONIC THERAPY MACHINES AND APPARATUS, LOW FREQUENCY THERAPY MACHINES AND APPARATUS FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSE.
REDISPARCER

2775060  16/07/2014
DR. REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED,
trading as :DR. REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED,
8-2-337, ROAD NO.3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
2793560  20/08/2014
MERIL ENDSURGERY PVT. LTD.
Survey No.135/139, Bilakhia House, Muktanand Marg, Chala, Vapi 396 191 Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2573475, 2573476, 2573477, 2793549, 2793550, 2793559

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "CAESAR KIT".
2793561  20/08/2014
MERIL ENDOSURGERY PVT. LTD.
Survey No.135/139, Bilakhia House, Muktanand Marg, Chala, Vapi 396 191 Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2573476, 2573477, 2793560
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "SECTION KIT".
2793562  20/08/2014
MERIL ENDOSURGERY PVT. LTD.
Survey No.135/139, Bilakhia House, Muktanand Marg, Chala, Vapi 396 191 Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2573476, 2573477, 2793559, 2793560, 2793561
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "ABHY KIT" this is the
short form of "Abdominal Hysterectomy Kit".
SURESH JAIN  
trading as :A-care Serves Health  
No.113,Nyniappa Naicken Street, Park Town, Chennai-600003,Tamil Nadu  
Manufacturer and Merchants  
Proprietor  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA  
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; ELASTIC STOCKINGS FOR SURGICAL PURPOSES / ELASTIC STOCKINGS [SURGERY]; ORTHOPEDIC AND MOBILITY AIDS; ORTHOPAEDIC (ORTHOPEDIC) BELTS / ORTHOPAEDIC BELTS / ORTHOPEDIC BELTS; ORTHOPAEDIC SOLES / ORTHOPEDIC SOLES; KNEE BANDAGES  

Proposed to be Used
2875746  05/01/2015
M/S VIKRAM HOSPITAL BANGALORE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S VIKRAM HOSPITAL BANGALORE PRIVATE LIMITED
112/113,1st FLOOR,EMBASSY CENTRE,CRESCECNT ROAD,BANGALORE - 560001,KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHAEDEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR -
380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :27/02/2009
To be associated with:
2785491, 2861892

CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; sutures materials.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE
AREA TO "KARNATAKA" ONLY.
2887960    21/01/2015
INDUS MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Indus Medical Instruments Pvt. Ltd.
344/5 NSC Bose Road. Kolkata 700047, India
Manufacturing of Goods
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT KUSHWAHA
BL-36,SECTOR-2,SALT LAKE CITY,KOLKATA 700091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :02/05/2004
KOLKATA
Medical Devices
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2904395  18/02/2015
S. P. Pande
403, DES COMPLEX, 202/4, BAJAJ NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440010
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BL Dag, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/06/2014

MUMBAI
CONDOMS
BLOOMBABY

2916391  04/03/2015

LAXMI ELECTRONICS MOULDS AND PRECISION ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.81, EPIP, Whitefield, Bangalore, Karnataka, pin, India 560066
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :25/02/2015

CHENNAI

Feeding bottles, nipples for feeding bottles, baby soothers and teats, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, (including artificial limbs, eyes and teeth), air pillows, nursing appliances, breast pumps, suckling appliances, atomisers for curative and surgical purposes, suckling appliances
2957098 06/05/2015
MICROFLOW STERILE CONCEPTS (I) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: MICROFLOW STERILE CONCEPTS (I) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.52, 1ST CROSS STREET SABARI NAGAR PORUR, CHENNAI-600116
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 23/10/2009
CHENNAI
CLEAN ROOM EQUIPMENTS CONTAMINATION CONTROL EQUIPMENTS STERILIZATION EQUIPMENTS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS.
EQUITRON CLASSIC SERIES

3006477    10/07/2015

HEMANT S SHAH
trading as ;Medica Instrument Mfg. Co.
105, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Lower Parel (West) Mumbai-400 013
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Used Since :01/01/2011

MUMBAI
Manufacturers of autoclave and medical instrument

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..528265.
StarGlove

3009865  15/07/2015

M/S. VIJAYALAKSHMI HEALTH & SURGICALS PVT LTD.
trading as ;VIJAYALAKSHMI HEALTH & SURGICALS PVT LTD.

Flat No.202, Plot No.22/2, Opp. ICICI Bank Lane, Vivekananda Nagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500 072, Telangana State
Manufacturer and Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn
Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,

Used Since :13/02/2015

CHENNAI

SURGICAL & EXAMINATION GLOVES, FACE MASK, SURGICAL CAPS, HIV KITS, SURGICAL DISPOSABLE ITEMS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3010836  17/07/2015
APOLLO HOSPITALS ENTERPRISE LTD
trading as ;APOLLO HOSPITALS ENTERPRISE LTD
NO.19, BISHOP GARDENS, RAJA ANNAMALAIPIRAM, CHENNAI - 600 028, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :14/07/2011

CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/ WORDS SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION. SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3045402  02/09/2015
APOLLO HOSPITALS ENTERPRISES LTD
trading as; APOLLO HOSPITALS ENTERPRISES LTD
NO.19, BISHOP GARDENS, RAJA ANNAMALAI PURAM, CHENNAI - 600 028, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 20/06/2015
To be associated with:
2700347, 2840915, 2848691, 2848696

CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
EQUI-VAC
3076808  13/10/2015
MENA DINESH THAKKER
SUDHA CHANDRESH THAKKER
JAYANA MUKUND THAKKER
JAY MUKUND THAKKER
M/S. CHERYL LABORATORIES LIMITED
TANAY CHANDRESH THAKKER (MINOR)
trading as : KRUPA LABEQUI
PERSIAN APARTMENT, PLOT - 434, GR. FLOOR, V.P. ROAD, ANDHERI-WEST, MUMBAI-400058, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since : 01/07/2015
MUMBAI
BLOOD COLLECTION APPARATUS (UNDER SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT.
3520386  06/04/2017
ERGOS LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ERGOS LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO.29-33, ANCILLIARY INDUSTRIAL PLOTS, GOVANDI, MUMBAI 400043
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai

DESCRIPTION: SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
DIKSHA ARORA
SHOP NO-7 MCD MARKET SHAKTI NAGAR, RED LIGHT, DELHI-110052
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS & TESTING KITS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; STETHESCOPE; BLOOD GLUCOSE MEASURING APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL USE, LANCETS, BLOOD TESTING APPARATUS, TESTING INSTRUMENTS FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL MACHINES AND APPARATUS; CLINICAL, THERMOMETERS; ELECTRO CARDIOGRAPHS; BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS; BODY-FAT MONITORS; MEDICINAL DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES. IN CLASS 10
3796247  04/04/2018

NAVIN ALBERT MONTERIO
going as ;GLOBEOX INDIA

1A, 62, NEW BHANDUP INDUSTRIAL PREMISES, AGARWAL COMPOUND, QUARRY ROAD, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A INDIAN NATIONAL

Used Since :05/01/2018

MUMBAI

SPARES AND MACHINERY FOR OXYGEN PLANT, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
V-FIX

3813969  23/04/2018

SUTURE PLANET
7 3RD MAIN ROAD 2ND STAGE, YESHWANTHPUR INDUSTRIAL SUBURB, BANGALORE - 560022

Proprietary - Name of Proprietor - ABHIJITH SAGAR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth orthopaedic articles; suture materials
IRILLIC
3842148  24/05/2018
IRILLIC PVT. LTD.
#76, 29th Main, 10th Cross, 1st Phase, J P Nagar, Bangalore-560078
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :20/03/2017
CHENNAI
medical devices
SPACIO
3847264  30/05/2018
AMSON BIOMED PRIVATE LIMITED
Upper Level No 20, Harekrishna Complex Co Op Prop, Pritamnagar, Paldi, Ahmedabad
Manufacturing of Medical Devices, equipment, product, component, etc
Private Limited Company
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing of medical devices, equipment, product, components and services thereto and its accessories made from the requisite raw materials used in direct, indirect treatment in hospital, dispensaries, medical care centers, health care.
SMART SLIDE

3847267    30/05/2018

AMSON BIOMED PRIVATE LIMITED
Upper Level No 20, Harekrishna Complex Co Op Prop, Pritamnagar, Paldi, Ahmedabad
Manufacturing of Medical Devices, equipment, product, component, etc
Private Limited Company

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Manufacturing of medical devices, equipment, product, components and services thereto and its accessories made from the requisite raw materials used in direct, indirect treatment in hospital, dispensaries, medical care centers, health care.
3861950  16/06/2018
DR. SHARAD GANDHI
407, MANGALDEEP COMPLEX, HIRA BAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT -395006, GUJARAT
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments
3862657  18/06/2018

MS. SAPNA CHAUDHARY
BASEMENT, P-70, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI, - 110019
A National of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
Ashoka House, 8 Central Lane, Bengali Market, New Delhi - 110001.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
ELLA SURE

3863253  18/06/2018
RAJAT MEHRA
1054 U.F. APARTMENTS, PLOT NO.9, SECTOR-6, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

THE TRADE MARKS ACT -1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; Orthopedic articles; Suture materials; Therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; Massage apparatus; Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; Sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles
SPRINT
3863654    19/06/2018
Vishwadeep and Akash Saharan
H. No. - 75 R, Model Town, Rohtak, Haryana - 124001 and H. No - 163, VPO Singhpura Kalan, Rohtak, Haryana- 124001
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials.
GELWIN
3863893 19/06/2018
WINBRI LIFE SCIENCE
401, 4TH FLOOR, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, UNAPANI ROAD, LALDARWAJA, H NO-7/279/A/1/18, SURAT - 395003
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHUL CHANDUBHAI MADALIA
402, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, HIRABAUG CIRCLE, OPP. ROMAN POINT, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Surgical sponges; Surgical saws; Surgical catheters; Surgical clips; Surgical staples; Surgical gowns; Surgical bougies; Surgical sponge; Surgical drills; Surgical mirrors; Surgical needles; Surgical retractors; Surgical splints; Surgical gloves; Surgical perforators; Surgical thread; Surgical sutures; Surgical knives; Surgical blades; Surgical pliers; Surgical forceps; Surgical drapes; Surgical compressors; Surgical headlights; Surgical caps; Surgical staplers; Surgical scissors; Surgical masks; Surgical robots; Elastic stockings for surgical purposes; Disposable gloves for surgical purposes; Electric scalpels for surgical purposes; Dressing forceps for surgical purposes; Lasers for surgical purposes; Orthopaedic or surgical splints; Surgical scrub suits; Cases for medical and surgical instruments; Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; Lenses [intraocular prostheses] for surgical implantation; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Surgical mesh comprised primarily of artificial materials; Surgical instruments for use in orthopaedic and spinal surgery; Surgical drill bits; Surgical shoe covers; Surgical cutting instruments; Drills for surgical applications; Surgical staple removers; Bone substitutes for surgical purposes; Medical imaging apparatus; Medical apparatus; Medical procedure tables; Medical procedure chairs; Surgical apparatus.
WINBRI LIFE SCIENCE
401, 4TH FLOOR, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, UNAPANI ROAD, LALDARWAJA, H NO-7/279/A/1/18, SURAT - 395003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHUL CHANDUBHAI MADALIA
402, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, HIRABAUG CIRCLE, OPP. ROMAN POINT, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Surgical sponges; Surgical saws; Surgical catheters; Surgical clips; Surgical staples; Surgical gowns; Surgical bougies; Surgical drills; Surgical mirrors; Surgical needles; Surgical retractors; Surgical splints; Surgical gloves; Surgical perforators; Surgical thread; Surgical sutures; Surgical knives; Surgical blades; Surgical pliers; Surgical forceps; Surgical drapes; Surgical compressors; Surgical headlights; Surgical caps; Surgical staplers; Surgical scissors; Surgical masks; Surgical robots; Elastic stockings for surgical purposes; Disposable gloves for surgical purposes; Electric scalpels for surgical purposes; Dressing forceps for surgical purposes; Lasers for surgical purposes; Orthopaedic or surgical splints; Surgical scrub suits; Cases for medical and surgical instruments; Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; Lenses [intraocular prostheses] for surgical implantation; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Surgical mesh comprised primarily of artificial materials; Surgical instruments for use in orthopaedic and spinal surgery; Surgical drill bits; Surgical shoe covers; Surgical cutting instruments; Drills for surgical applications; Surgical staple removers; Bone substitutes for surgical purposes; Medical imaging apparatus; Medical apparatus; Medical procedure tables; Medical procedure chairs; Surgical apparatus
Mirable Labs

3864720  20/06/2018
SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekananda Road, HBR Layout,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
Mirable Health
3864724 20/06/2018
SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout, 1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
Mirable Health Services

3864728  20/06/2018
SIGTUPLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
L-175, Sanjeevini Building, H.S.R Layout, 6th Sector, Bangalore, Karnataka, 560102
active legal private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekananda Road, HBR Layout, 1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
3865457    20/06/2018
SHENZHEN VAKOM ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD.
A Company Incorporated under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Esthetic massage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Medical apparatus and instruments; Vibromassage apparatus; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Traction apparatus for medical purposes; Physiotherapy apparatus; Condoms; Contraceptives, non-chemical; Love dolls [sex dolls].
3866306   21/06/2018
NAMRATA TEJASBHAI MODI - M/S. PRIME DISPO.
22/SF SHALIN COMPLEX FATEHPURA PALDI - 380007 AHMEDABAD GUJARAT INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/06/2018

AHMEDABAD
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
NOVODERM

3867640   22/06/2018

POLYNVO BIOMATERIALS PTY LIMITED
Level 2, 320 Lorimer Street, PORT MELBOURNE, VICTORIA 3207, AUSTRALIA

A company incorporated under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515 - B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector - 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Biodegradable prostheses; surgical grafts and implants (made from artificial materials); biodegradable surgical grafts and implants (made from artificial materials); surgical grafts and implants (made from artificial materials) which are porous; surgical grafts and implants (made from artificial materials) in the form of foam, sheet or mesh; surgical mesh; surgical foams; surgical slings; surgical grafts and implants for use in the repair and treatment of hernia; hernia mesh; biodegradable porous devices for hernia repair and treatment; devices for use in hernioplasty; surgical grafts and implants for use in soft tissue reinforcement and augmentation; artificial skin; artificial skin for surgical purposes; artificial skin replacing membranes.
3867907  22/06/2018
NANZ MED SCIENCE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
RAMPURGHAT, PAONTA SAhib, DISTT. SIRMOUR, HIMACHAL PRADESH- 173025
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIGITAL THERMOMETERS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; OTHER MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR STUDIES OF TEMPERATURE; PULSE METERS; HEART RATE MONITORING APPARATUS; ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
ROMINO

3868054  22/06/2018
ROHITBHAI KANTILAL VORA
ROMINO ENTERPRISE, 3RD FLOOR, A-301, AXARDEEP APPT., LIMBACHA FALIYU, KATARGAM, SURAT - 395004
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

BODY MASSAGER, BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT APPARATUS, THERMOMETERS FOR MEDICAL USE, NEBULIZERS FOR MEDICAL USE, STETHOSCOPES, ELECTRIC HEATING PAD FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, WALKING AIDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, HEARING AIDS, PHYSIOTHERAPY APPARATUS, MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES, MEDICAL SUPPORTS FOR THE BODY, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS, ABDOMINAL BELTS [FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE]
GLENMARK IFIN

3868656  23/06/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI – 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
478298, 2846314, 3510880

MUMBAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, spirometer medical device, inhaler, nebulizer, anesthetic apparatus, condoms, orthopedic articles, suture materials, contraceptives–non chemical, diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes
JEEVOLINE

3868730  23/06/2018
ARUN PASRICHA
CB-44A, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KESWANI
29/135 West Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING BLOOD PRESSURE APPARATUS, STETHOSCOPE, THERMOMETER, FOOT SUCTION AND OTHER SURGICAL ITEMS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
3869662  25/06/2018
SINDHOORI SURGICALS
Shop No 15, Ground Floor, 6-3-666/B/6, Gokul Towers, Punjagutta, Hyderabad - 500082, Telangana, India.
Sole Proprietorship Firm, Proprietor Name is: N. ARUNA SREE REDDY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :14/06/2014
CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles. retention belts.
LIVEFIT

3870082  25/06/2018
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; Orthopedic articles; Suture materials; Therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; Massage apparatus; Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; Sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles.
BEING LITTLE

3870161    25/06/2018
SALMAN KHAN.
3 Galaxy Apartments, B J Road,Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Feeding bottles, Feeding bottle nipples, feeding bottle teats, Feeding bottle valves, Pacifiers & Teethers, Air pillows
[medical purposes], Air mattresses, for medical purposes, Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants, surgical,
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; Orthopedic articles; Suture
materials; Therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; Massage apparatus; Apparatus, devices and articles
for nursing infants being goods included in class 10.
3870583    26/06/2018
BIOGEN LABORATORIES (INDIA ) PVT. LTD
D-2, 16TH ROAD, MIDC, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SURGICAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 10

La-vac
3870809  26/06/2018
MAYANK LAKHANI
N-15, 3rd Floor, Panchsheel Park, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi -110017
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fifi

3870810 26/06/2018

MAYANK LAKHANI
N-15, 3rd Floor, Panchsheel Park, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi -110017
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ISHWARLAL MOURYA TRADING AS M/S. ARCHANA ENTERPRISES
501, ALAKNANDA, SAI MANSAROVER COMPLEX, PLEASANT PARK, MIRA BHAYANDER ROAD, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE-401107
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 01/05/2018

MUMBAI

Cool ice bag, hot gel packs, cold gel packs, gel knee pad and gel cool pad
3871169   26/06/2018
M/S YOSTRA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
M/S YOSTRA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED, 20, 2ND CROSS, 1ST BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BENGALURU - 560034

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Used Since :04/08/2014

CHENNAI
Medical instruments and apparatus.
3871171   26/06/2018
M/S YOSTRA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
M/S YOSTRA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED, 20, 2ND CROSS, 1ST BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BENGALURU - 560034
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical instruments and apparatus.
ORALLA

3871517  27/06/2018
SHANDONGHUGE DENTAL MATERIAL CORPORATION
NO. 68 SHANHAI ROAD DONGGANG DISTRICT, RIZHAO CITY, SHANDONG PROVINCE, 276800, P.R. CHINA SHANDONG CHINA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL TEETH, PINS FOR ARTIFICIAL TEETH, ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES, DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, TEETHING RINGS, SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISED OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS, GALVANIC THERAPEUTIC APPLIANCES, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS.
FetoScope – 2020

3871959 27/06/2018

SANDEEP KUMAR ROY
1/413 Civil Lines Power House Road, Civil Lines, Bhadohi – 221401, Uttar Pradesh

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; THERAPEUTIC AND ASSISTIVE DEVICES ADAPTED FOR THE DISABLED; MASSAGE APPARATUS; APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES FOR NURSING INFANTS; SEXUAL ACTIVITY APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES
RAVI HASMUKHBHAI KAKDIYA
trading as : MEDSPACE
Survey No. 4661, B702, Palash Pearl, Opp. Sadbhav Residency, Nr. Parth Residency, M.G Road, Nikol, Ahmedabad Gujarat. India 362350

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ORTHOPEDIC AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1MILE HEALTHCARE
1ST FLOOR, GALAXY MARKETING, NEAR GAMBHIR HOSPITAL
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, SHEARS SURGICAL INSTRUMENT, SURGICAL CUTTING INSTRUMENTS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, SURGICAL BYPASS DEVICES, ULTRASONIC CLEANSING INSTRUMENTS FOR SURGICAL, ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTICS INSTRUMENTS FOR SURGICAL USE, SURGICAL INSTRUMENT FOR USE IN SPINAL SURGERY, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY, SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTAL FOR DENTAL USE, SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT FOR MEDICAL USE, SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT FOR VETERINARY USE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 11

Priority claimed from 27/10/2010; Application No.: 85/162,681; United States of America

2135529 26/04/2011

ENTEGRIS, INC.
129 CONCORD ROAD, BILLERICA, MASSACHUSETTS 01821 - 4600, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Gas and liquid purification/filtration, contacting and delivery equipment and technology for commercial and industrial use, namely, gas and liquid purification and delivery systems, excluding water delivery; polymeric and metallic membranes and cartridges for filtering/purifying liquids and associated manifolds; polymeric and metallic membranes and cartridges for filtering/purifying gasses; metallic and organic media and cartridges for filtering/purifying liquids and gasses including air; gas diffusers; filters for removing large particulate matter; gas/liquid membrane contactors; heat exchangers for high purity fluids; and purifiers and filters for removing contaminants from slurries.
equo
2161769 17/06/2011
KONCEPT TECHNOLOGIES, INC
2570 CORPORATE PLACE, SUITE E101 MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754-7634 USA
MANUFACTURER TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND OPERATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LIGHTING LAMPS.
2164377  23/06/2011
MR. TARUN N. PUROHIT
trading as ;M/S. MILAN APPLIANCES
D-16, SHIV BHOLE , LAL BAHADUR, SHAASTRI MARG, OPP-247 PARK, HOME TOWN, VIKHROLI (WEST) MUMBAI-83
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/03/2007
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
OCEANDRIVE

2226396  29/10/2011
OSRAM GMBH
Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6, 80807 München, Germany with effect from March 05, 2013
Manufacturers and Merchants
A German Joint Stock Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Installations and apparatus, all for lighting; electric lamps and luminaires; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all included in Class 11.
DAYAL

2244452   30/11/2011

SRI KRISHAN KANT GUPTA
Loha Mandi Railway Ganj, Hardoi - 241001

Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TMGURU
A-9 DSIDC COMPLEX PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

WATER PURIFIER ELECTRIC CHIMNEY, HOBS, COOK TOPS, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, DISHWASHERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
BRANDON
2410301  12/10/2012
BEST CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1204 BLK C 560 KING S ROAD HONG KONG
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BAKERS OVEN, BARBECUES, BREAD TOASTERS, COOKERS, DEEP FRYERS. ELECTRIC, GRIDDLES [COOKING APPLIANCES], GRILLS [COOKING APPLIANCES], HEATING BOILERS, TOASTERS, ROASTERS, KITCHEN RANGES [OVENS].
2469824   31/01/2013
MR MANOJ KUMAR
trading as ;M.K. PRODUCTS
84, GALI NO. - 08, SAMAYPUR, DELHI-110042
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :03/07/2012
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES TAPS COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, WASH BESIN, ANTI COCKROACH TRAP, TOILET SEAT, BATHROOM MIRROR, STAINLESS SINK, C.P. TOWEL ROD & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES, AS PER CLASS 11.
2472670    05/02/2013
LIXIL CORPORATION
trading as ;LIXIL CORPORATION
1-1, Ojima 2-Chome, Koto-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
Manufacturers, Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDESHNA BANERJEE
K&S PARTNERS, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19 "A" Main, HAL II Stage (Ext.), Bangalore-560038, Karnataka, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.

Translation: SAFE TOILET
SH. ROHIT GARG
SMT. RUCHI GARG
trading as: BHARAT ILLUMINATIONS
4-A/ 27 IST FLOOR TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 110018
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, HEATERS, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, FANCY LIGHT, LED LIGHT, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC AND LPG GAS STOVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
2492800    11/03/2013
ENERGYNOMICS GREENTECH PVT.LTD
A-110 SURAJMAL VIHAR DELHI 110092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :02/01/2013

DELHI
LIGHTS, ELECTRIC LIGHTING, SOLAR ENERGY BASED COOLING APPARATUS, SOLAR - POWERED ALL-WEATHER LIGHTS
2494383  13/03/2013

SARVESH CHADDHA
trading as ;MANIK SOLAR INNOVATION
ADDA BASTI ROAD, NEAR RAJA HOSPITAL, JALANDHAR
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :01/07/2006

DELHI

SOLAR EQUIPMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS / DEVICES INCLUDING SOLAR COOKERS, SOLAR RETAINED HEAT COOKER, SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR DAYLIGHT, SOLAR STEAM COOKER SOLAR LIGHT, SOLAR PANELS AND SOLAR TROUGH, INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
LUX

2509230  08/04/2013
HARJINDER PAL SINGH
JASVINDER PAL SINGH
GURPREET SINGH
trading as: JK INTERNATIONAL

M-50, SECTOR-3, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 110039
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FANS & GEYSERS.
2548048  13/06/2013
G F G FIBRE COOLERS PVT. LTD
N-9/3 GALI NO 15 BRAHM PURI NEW SEELAMPUR DELHI 53
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEETAL PRAKASH & CO.
116-A, TOP FLOOR, VIKAS MARG, SHAKAR PUR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 12/10/2002
DELHI
FIBRE COOLER, AIR COOLER, WASHING MACHINE, FOUNTAIN & OTHER COOLER, FAN, MOTORS & ITS PARTS
INCLUDING IN CLASS - 11
El Espectaculo
2573875  01/08/2013
USHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING 19 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LIGHTING APPARATUS INCLUDING LED, CFL, HALOGEN INCANDESCENT, FLOOD AND SPOT LIGHT, FLUORESCENT LIGHTS, HID LIGHT BULBS AND FITTING & FIXTURES
2595645   13/09/2013

JASPREET SINGH
BHUPINDER SINGH UPPAL
trading as :OSMO SOLUTIONS
#4, PHASE 1, MOHALI, 160055, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :15/04/2013

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY, SANITARY PURPOSES, WATER CHILLER PLANTS AND RO SYSTEM IN CLASS 11
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AQUA.
INTELLY

2614596   18/10/2013
LUMINOUS POWER TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
C-8 & C-9 COMMUNITY CENTRE, JANAKPURI NEW DELHI 110058
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, EMERGENCY LIGHT, SOLAR LIGHT, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM GENERATING INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2645732  19/12/2013
PRADEEP GUPTA
trading as ;LORD KRISHNA LIGHT HOUSE
1880/6 MAHALAXMI MARKET, BHAGIRATH PALACE CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Used Since :01/01/2005
DELHI
HALOGEN LAMP. CFL. LED LAMP. BULB. LED PANEL. LED STRIP LIGHT. FAN. HEATERS. ALL TUBE LIGHT INCLUDING
IN CUSS 11.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2656479  08/01/2014
KHURSHEED AHMAD
P-185, GALI NO. 10, BIHARI COLONY, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
AIR COMPRESSOR.
2657344  10/01/2014
BENTEX MOTOR CONTROL GEAR INDUSTRIES
B-65/2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II, NEW DELHI 110028
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since: 13/04/1989
DELHI
FANS, BULBS, TUBES, GEYSERS AND INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOKING AND VENTILATING INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
PAWANAAKASH

2667146   27/01/2014
SH. PAWAN KUMAR KHATRI
SH. AAKASH KHATRI
trading as : AAKASH TUBE LITE
U 91 VIJAY NAGAR NARELA DELHI 110040
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI
LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, INCLUDING TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL, LED, LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
KITCHAT
2668861  29/01/2014
SUDHIR GUPTA,
trading as ;SHRI RAGHUNATH ENTERPRISES
21/1369, IIND FLOOR, NAIWALA KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110005
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM
GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS; TOASTER, GEYSERS,
ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT,
NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD
LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS
LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC AND LPG GAS STOVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
SIAN

2680621 17/02/2014
SANDEEP BHUTANI
trading as; SIAN INDUSTRIES

213, LALJOTI APPARTMENT, SECTOR-9, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOLING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING,
VENTILATING PURPOSES INCLUDING LED LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR USE IN DISPLAY, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL,
RESIDENTIAL AND ARCHITECTURAL ACCENT LIGHTING APPLICATIONS, LED LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR INDOOR AND
OUTDOOR LIGHTING APPLIANCES, LED LIGHT BULBS AND LED LUMINARIES, LED AND LED PRODUCTS, TORCHES,
CFL, LAMPS, TUBE LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, BULBS, TORCHES, GSL LAMPS, SOLAR LIGHT, FANS,
COOLERS, GEYSERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2682619  19/02/2014
DASH ELECTRO POWER INDIA (P) LTD.
B-97, STREET NO. 2/5, WEST NATHU COLONY, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :10/10/1997
DELHI
FANS, DESERT COOLER, FIBER COOLER, AIR CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC FANS, CEILING FANS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
ANUPAM

2686734   25/02/2014

GARG SONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
87, HSIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-I, KUNDLI, DIST SONEPAT, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY Duly INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1990

To be associated with:

1360523

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, ALL TYPES OF WATER HEATER AND PARTS THERE OF, WATER PURIFIER AND PARTS, OVEN, BULBS, WATER DISPENSERS, FRIDGE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
GRECO

2686736  25/02/2014
ELECTRON APPLIANCES PVT. LTD
5/40, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, ALL TYPES OF WATER HEATER AND PARTS THERE OF WATER PURIFIER
AND PARTS, OVEN, BULBS, WATER DISPENSERS, FRIDGE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2690290  03/03/2014
SH. DHARAM CHAND
trading as; SHREE ANAND TRADING COMPANY
946, PAN MANDI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/2005
To be associated with:
1949814
DELHI
INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING PARTICULARLY BULBS, LAMPS, BULB HOLDERS, ALUMINUM CAP BEING PARTS OF BULBS, ENERGY SAVING COMPONENTS, CFL LAMPS, ENERGY SAVER & ENERGY SAVING LAMPS, LED LIGHTS, TUBES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2693640  07/03/2014
TAJ TRADE MARK PRIVATE LIMITED
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA (U.P.)
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
2694181  07/03/2014
SHRI G.D. GUPTA
trading as ;G.D. TRADING CO.
45, SARASWATI SONI MARG, LAXMAN CHOWK, DEHRADUN-248001, UTTARAKHAND
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1996
DELHI
ELECTRIC BULBS, CFL, FLOURSCENT TUBE LIGHTS, LED LIGHT, LED ACCESSORIES, FANS COOLERS, GEYSERS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE, OVEN, MICROWAVE, HEATERS, HEAT CONVECTORS, ROOM HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTINGS, HEATINGS, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING AND SANITARY PURPOSES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
BLUE APPLE

2697723   12/03/2014
MOHIT SINGLA
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI TRADERS
RAILWAY ROAD, TOHANA, DISTT. FATEHABAD, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
SANITARY INSTALLATIONS AND BATHROOM FITTINGS, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
CISTERN TANKS, FLUSHING CISTERN, TOILET SEAT COVERS & PARTS THEREOF, TAPS AND COCKS, WASH BASIN,
SOAP DISH, ANTI COCKROACH TRAP, WASTE JALI AND TOWEL ROD, BATHS, SHOWERS AND SHOWER
INSTALLATIONS; SHOWER AND BATH CUBICLES; FAUCETS; TOUCHLESS FAUCETS, KITCHEN SINK, WATER TANK
INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
ROVEX

2712714 04/04/2014
SH. ANKIT JAIN
trading as ;RISHABH SANITATION
B-33, JAGATPURI, MANDOLI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI
SANITARY HISTALLATIONS AND BATHROOM FITTINGS, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING CISTERN TANKS, FLUSHING CISTERN, TOILET SEAT COVERS & PARTS THEREOF, TAPS AND COCKS, WASH BASIN, SOAP DISH, AIITI COCKROACH TRAP, WASTE JALI AND TOWEL ROD, BATHS, SHOWERS AND SHOWER INSTALLATIONS; SHOWER AND BATH CUBICLES; FAUCETS; TOUCHLESS FAUCETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
INVERLAST GOLD

2712718   04/04/2014
LUMINOUS POWER TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
C - 8 C - 9, COMMUNITY CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

To be associated with:
2614602

DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, EMERGENCY LIGHT, SOLAR LIGHT HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING,
VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM GENERATING INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, ELECTRIC OVEN,
HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS,
TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT,
GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
RABCON
2713322   07/04/2014
SH. RAJESH BATRA
trading as ;SHIV ELECTRIC CO.
260, GALI NO. 4, NEW LAHORE, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
MERCHATNS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC AND LPG GAS STOVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
GABSON

2713324  07/04/2014
SH. RAJESH BATRA
trading as ;SHIV ELECTRIC CO.
260, GALI NO. 4, NEW LAHORE, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM
GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR
CONDITIONERS, TOASTER OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER
BOILER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES,
BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT
PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC AND LPG GAS STOVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
MR. RAMESH KUMAR KHATTAR
C-72, GROUND FLOOR, SURAJMAL VIHAR, NEAR CROSS RIVER MALL, DELHI-110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HEATING ELEMENTS, FANS
2720267  17/04/2014
SUMMER COOL HOME APPLIANCES LIMITED
D-41/1, MEERUT ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITE-3, GHAZIABAD, UP
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A Company duly Regd. Under Companies Act. 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1986
To be associated with:
661767, 1447282
DELHI
FANS, COOLER, EXHAUST FAN, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER, WATER BIOILER, GEYSERS,
IMMERSION ROD, ELECTRIC CATLE, GAS CABINET, HEATER, GAS GEYSER, HOT PLATE, HEAT CONVECTORS, TABLE
LAMP, INDICATION COOKER, CFL, OVENS, DRYING VENTILATING INCLUDING IN CLASS-11
SUMMER COOL HOME APPLIANCES LIMITED
D-41/1, MEERUT ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITE-3, GHAZIABAD, UP
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
A Company duly Regd. Under Companies Act. 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1986

To be associated with:
661767, 1447282

DELHI
FANS, COOLERS, EXHAUST FAN, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER, WATER BIOLER, GEYSERS,
IMMERSION ROD, ELECTRIC CATLE, GAS CABINET, HEATER, GAS GEYSER, HOT PLATE, HEAT CONVECTORS, TABLE
LAMP, INDICATION COOKER, CFL, OVENS, DRYING VENTILATING

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 661767, 1447282.
SUMMER COOL HOME APPLIANCES LIMITED
D-41/1, MEERUT ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITE-3, GHAZIABAD, UP
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
A Company duly Regd. Under Companies Act. 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/1986

To be associated with:
661767, 1447282

DELHI
FANS, COOLERS, EXHAUST FAN, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER, WATER BIOLER, GEYSERS, IMMERSION ROD, ELECTRIC CATLE, GAS CABINET, HEATER, GAS GEYSER, HOT PLATE, HEAT CONVECTORS, TABLE LAMP, INDICATION COOKER, CFL, OVENS, DRYING VENTILATING

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1447282 and 661767.
GAMABLUE

2787180  06/08/2014

MR CHANDER KUMAR KARIRA
FLAT NO 125 GANGOTRI APARTMENTS F BLOCK VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 110018
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, HIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.

Used Since :01/01/2000

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOLING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, STEAM GENERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, WATER PURIFIER, INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
2803513   03/09/2014

S.SASIKUMAR
trading as :M/s. WATER PURE SYSTEMS
NO.40, SENGUTHAPURAM MAIN ROAD, KARUR - 639 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :04/08/2014

CHENNAI

APPARATUS FOR WATER PURIFICATION, CLEANING, SANITARY PURPOSE, WATER SUPPLY, WATER FLOW SYSTEMS AND WATER FILTER SYSTEMS
SANJAY GAULECHHA
trading as ;TRILOK TEX CHEM
210, VANJiya BHAWAN, KANKARIA, AHMEDabad - 380022, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING

proposed to be Used

AHMEDabad

LED LIGHT INCLUDED IN CLASS 11

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2807072  11/09/2014
PRAKASH CHAND PATAWARI
trading as :SRI VIKAS TRADING CO.,
5-2-12, HYDERABASTHI, OPP. JABBAR COMPLEX, NEAR BIBLE HOUSE, R.P. ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500 003
(TELANGANA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :30/11/1990

CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES,
KAKERIYA
2831416  23/10/2014
ANEES BABU
trading as ;KAKERIYA
KAKKERI, KAVANOOR P.O, KAVANOOR VILLAGE, ERANAD TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN- 673 639, STATE OF KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WATER CLOSETS FLUSHING AND BATH INSTALLATIONS WASH BASINS PEDESTALS EUROPEAN INDIAN WATER CLOSETS URINALS CLOSETS CISTERN S BIDETS SINKS URINALS BATH ROOM ACCESSORIES TOILET BOWLS TOILET TANKS LAVATORIES BATH TUBS SHOWER STALLS AND FITTINGS LIKE C.P., FANCY, CISTERN GLASS-CERAMIC HOB PLATES KITCHEN RANGES HOTPLATES HEATING APPARATUS LIGHTING HEATING STEAM GENERATING COOKING DEVICES FAN EXHAUST FAN AIR CONDITIONER WATER PURIFIER SOLAR ELECTRIC LAMPS LANTERNS FOUNTAINS TAPS TOILET SEATS TOILETS PORTABLE WATER FLUSHING INSTALLATIONS WATER-PIPES FOR SANITARY JACUZZIS.
NICOLA

2831420  23/10/2014
KAKKERI ANEES BABU
JASNA EDAVALATH
trading as ;NICOLA CERAMICA
37/ 1093A, CHANGAMBUZHA (P.O), SOUTH KALAMASSERY, ERNAKULAM, KERALA, PIN- 682033
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :01/10/2014

CHENNAI
WATER CLOSETS FLUSHING AND BATH INSTALLATIONS WASH BASINS PEDESTALS EUROPEAN INDIAN WATER
CLOSETS URINALS CLOSETS CISTERNs BIDETS SINKS URINALS BATH ROOM ACCESSORIES TOILET BOWLS TOILET
TANKS LAVATORIES BATH TUBS SHOWER STALLS AND FITTINGS LIKE C.P., FANCY, CISTERN GLASS-CERAMIC HOB
PLATES PANELS FOR HOTPLATES LANTERNS FOUNTAINS TAPS TOILET SEATS TOILETS PORTABLE WATER
FLUSHING INSTALLATIONS WATER-PIPES FOR SANITARY JACUZZIS.
2840579    11/11/2014
JASWANTH RAJ
TULSI SADAN, 180/A, 4TH MAIN, III RD BLOCK, III RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 79
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V. I. T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :07/04/2014
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LED LIGHTS, LED FIXTURES, COMMERCIAL LIGHTING AND FANCY LIGHTS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICTED THE AREA TO ""KARNATAKA"".
2843444   12/11/2014
ANJALI GUPTA
184, Bhupalpura, Main Road, Udaipur - 313001, Rajasthan
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
LED and HID light fixtures, LED light bulbs.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "LED ECO Friendly and DEVICE OF BULB."
2845932  20/11/2014
ADITYARAM PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :ADITYARAM PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.50, EAST COAST ROAD, ADITYARAM NAGAR, PANAYUR, CHENNAI-600119
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861 , 06/08/2018  Class 11

2849519  25/11/2014
SK TELESERVICES PVT LTD.
trading as ;SK TELESERVICES PVT LTD.
MIG-II-6214,HOUSING BOARD COLONY,CHANDRASEKHARPUR,BHBANESWAR-751016,ODISHA,INDIA.
Manufacture(s), Merchant(s) & Trader(s).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK ASSOCIATION
SRIMAA LANE,MADHUPATNA,KALYANI NAGAR,CUTTACK-753013
Used Since :10/11/2014

KOLKATA
Lamps, Lampshade holders, Tube lights, Fan, Water filters, Water supply installations, Water filtering apparatus and water purification installations included in class-11.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2852483 01/12/2014
SHIHAB K.C
KUNNEL HOUSE, PAIMATTOM, KOTHAMANGALAM, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Used Since: 25/10/2014

CHENNAI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, LIGHT BULBS (LED) AND COOKERS (INDUCTION); WATER HEATERS (SOLAR-).
E-MAGIQ
2863412  16/12/2014
E-MAGIQ
trading as ;M/S.MEERAS EXIM CO
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM - DIST,KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER ADVOCATE,
ROLL NO: K/ 1000 /2003, TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA-676 121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL TYPE OF ELECTRICAL GOODS INCLUDING SOLAR PRODUCT LANTERN AIR CONDITIONERS COOLER GEYSERS FANS LED LIGHT GENERATING DEVICES GARDEN LIGHT FANCY LIGHT TORCHES EMER-GENCY LIGHTS BULBS CHOKES TUBE LIGHTS COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS REFRIGERATOR MAGNETIC INDUCTION COOKER MIXTER AND GRINDER GAS/ELECTRIC COOKER COOKING UTENSILS PRESSURE COOKER SAUCEPANS STOVE AND PARTS HOBS AND HOODS, BURNERS AND CHIMNEY GAS LIGHTERS OVEN HAIR DRIERS WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS HEATER IRON BOX SWITCHES STABILIZER UPS GENERATOR TRANSFORMERS SOLAR EQUIPMENTS.
2878493    03/01/2015
ANITA JAIN
trading as ;M/s. SURYANSH ENERGY
ORANGE BUILDING, KIRTI STUMBH, NAMAK MANDI, LAJPATPURA WARD, SAGAR-470002 (M.P.)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :14/07/2010
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
AKBAR SHAIKH trading as ;NOOR AQUA SERVICES
B/201, KUSUM GARDEN, NEAR SUNDARAM SCHOOL, MAHIM ROAD, PALGHAR-THANE-401404
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :07/01/2007

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER IN WATER PURIFIERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2906035  20/02/2015
MOHAMMED AZIM RAINE
trading as ;ROYAL MARLETING
SHOP NO.3. FIRST FLOOR, KHERANI ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400 072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
AIR COOLING AND FAN ELECTRICAL PERSONAL USE, INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-11
2915785    02/03/2015

THIRUPURANTHAKAM SURESH KUMAR
Sri Venkateswara Kalyana Mandapam, Goods Shed Road, Near SHAR Bus Stand, Sullurpeta, Nellore Dt. Andhra Pradesh, Pin-524121
Manufacturers
Used Since :21/07/2010

CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes and all goods and products included in class 11.
2918483  10/03/2015
VISHAL KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;GLOBAL MEXICO LED LIGHTING CO
1 ST FLOOR, SRINIVASA TEMPLE STREET, OLD TOWN, MANDYA-571 401 KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :07/02/2015

CHENNAI
LED LIGHTING BULBS, FIXTURES, CFL, FLUORESCENT LAMPS AND FITTINGS, GEYSERS, IRON BOXES, FANS, TOASTER, MICRO-OVEN, GAS LIGHTERS AND GAS STOVES, ELECTRIC WATER PURIFIER.

no exclusive right over the descriptive matter.
2921990   16/03/2015
AMIT AGARWAL
trading as ;A A INTERNATIONAL
8D,KRISHNA LAHA LANE,KOLKATA 700012
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2010

KOLKATA
SANITARYWARE.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2936112  07/04/2015
ROCA BATHROOM PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :ROCA BATHROOM PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, K G N TOWERS, 62, ETHIRAJ SALAI, EGMORE, CHENNAI-600 105, STATE TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :17/03/1995
CHENNAI
BATHROOM INSTALLATIONS, WATER CLOSETS, BATH FITTINGS, BATH LININGS, BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES, BATH TUBS, FLUSHING TANKS, FLUSHING APPARATUS, ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS, HEATERS, SHOWERS, SHOWER CUBICLES, SPA BATH, TAPS, FAUCETS, TOILETS (WC), PORTABLE TOILETS, TOILET SEATS, TOILET BOWELS, URINALS, WASHBASINS, WASH ROOMS, WATER HEATERS, WATER PIPES FOR SANITARY INSTALLATIONS, WHIRLPOOL JET APPARATUS, SANITARYWARE AND BATHROOM FITTINGS, SANITARYWARE LINE CLOSETS, PEDESTALS, BIDETS AND ACCESSORIES
2950363  27/04/2015
V. MOHAMED RAFIQ
V.P.HOUSE POOKKAYIL (P.O), MALAPPURAM (DIST) KERALA-676107
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :28/01/2009
CHENNAI
INSTALLATIONS, FITTINGS, FIXTURES & APPARATUS FOR - PLUMBING, WATER SUPPLY, SANITARY, HEATING, LIGHTING & REFRIGERATING, BRACKETS FOR FURNACES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 11

DAIICHI

2968961 21/05/2015
LEE KIICHAREONSEANG CO., LTD. (A LIMITED COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THAILAND)
29/22 Moo 3 Rama 2 Rd., Nadee, Muang, Samutsakorn 74000, THAILAND
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Lamps; fluorescent lamps; Compact fluorescent lamps; Light bulbs; Luminaire; Apparatus for lighting.
2972019    26/05/2015

DHAVALBHAI B. BODA
NIKUNJ B. BODA
GHANSHYAM M. BODA
BALVANTBHAI T. BODA

trading as ;M/S. DAYLIGHT TECHNOLOGY

6, NEW NEHRUNAGAR, OPP. LAXMI STEEL AHIR CHOWK, ATIKA(SOUTH) RAJKOT - 360 002, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/10/2014

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF LED LIGHT, SOLAR STREET LIGHT, STREET LIGHT, LED BASE EMITTING STREET LIGHT, LED
STREET LIGHT, SOLAR FLASHER BLINKER, LED BASE EMITTING BULB - LAMP, TUBE LIGHT AND LIGHT - LAMP,
BULB - LED, JHUMAR (CHANDELIER) INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DAYLIGHT.
2996044   29/06/2015
BALAKRISHNA.R
trading as : APOLLO LUMINARIES
NO.230, 5TH B MAIN, 2ND STAGE, 3RD BLOCK, BOVICOLONY, BASAVESHWARANAGAR, BANGALORE-560079.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 11/11/2014
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, STREET LIGHTS, CHOKES, AND LIGHTING FIXTURES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3003717 07/07/2015
DIVYASHAKTHY TECHNOLOGIES
MOLLUGU BHARRATH
MOLLUGU UMA
trading as; DIVYASHAKTHY TECHNOLOGIES
H.No.,7-1-621/103/104, Flat No.304, Swastik Plaza, Above Himalaya Book World, S.R.Nagar, Hyderabad - 500 038
Manufacturer and Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,
Used Since :05/02/2013

CHENNAI
Water Purification installations, Water Purifying apparatus and machines.
3009753  16/07/2015
CASCADE ELECTRO THERMICS PVT LTD
trading as ;CASCADE ELECTRO THERMICS PVT LTD
NO:03, CASCADE LAY--OUT, LUNA NAGAR, COIMBATORE - 641 025, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :01/04/2010
CHENNAI
WATER HEATERS AND PARTS THEREOF
LYTE MASTER LIGHTING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
KP 111/955, SHEETHAL MANSIONS, NEAR UDIYANNOOR SIVAN TEMPLE, NALANCHIRA P.O., TRIVANDRUM - 695015, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :22/05/2013

CHENNAI
LED LIGHTS, SOLAR LIGHTS
3016716  27/07/2015

R.ARAVINDAN

trading as ; MAHA CAUVERY EXPORTS

NO. 373, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI - 600 098.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.

NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Used Since :01/04/2015

CHENNAI

'GAS STOVES, WICK STOVES, PUMP STOVES, COOKING RANGES, ELECTRIC ROTI HEATER, COFFEE PERCOLATOR, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER, ETC., GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.'

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3023273  03/08/2015
SHIVRAJ INDUSTRIES
204, MAYUR NAGAR, MUSAKHEDI, INDORE - 452001, MADHYA PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3024383   04/08/2015
RAKESH SAHU
trading as ; PRAGYA SALES
3 , MTH COMPOUND , INDORE (M.P.)
Trader and Merchants
Sole Prop. firm through Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Used Since : 20/04/2013

MUMBAI
FANS, LIGHTING, TUBE LIGHTS, HEAT CONVERTOR, IMMERSION ROD, AIR CONDITIONERS, HOUSE HOLD APPLIANCES, WATER HEATER, WATER PURIFIER, COOLER, ELECTRIC CATTLE, CHOPPER INDUCTION COCKERS, GAS GEYSERS, RECHARGEABLE TORCH, LED, TOASTER, LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS.
CHANDRU P. THADHANI.
trading as ;INDEL ENGINEERING
307, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL (EAST), MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/1995

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3033666 17/08/2015

MOHSIN KHAN

trading as ;NEW ICON OVEN MANUFACTURES

PLOT NO. 40, A, SHOP NO.6, ROAD NO. 13, SHASHTRI NAGAR, BAIGANWADI, GOVANDI, MUMBAI-400 043

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Used Since :01/01/2013

MUMBAI

BAKING MACHINES, OVENS

for use in the state of Maharashtra only..
3039335  24/08/2015
S.SRIDHAR BABU
trading as ;JAI ENTERPRISES
NO. B-120, 3RD MAIN, 2ND STAGE, PEENYA INDUSTRIAL AREA, KARNATAKA,INDIA - 560058
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :23/06/2013
CHENNAI
LIGHTS, LUMINARIES AND ACCESSORIES
3041733    27/08/2015

BVG INDIA LIMITED
BVG HOUSE, PREMIER PLAZA, PUNE-MUMBAI ROAD, CHINCHWAD, PUNE-411019
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV KULKARNI
N-15, SNEH PARADISE, RAMBAUG COLONY, PAUD ROAD, KOTHrud, PUNE-411038.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3047355    03/09/2015
DARPAN JAIN
trading as ;CRYSTAL COOL AGENCY
25, CHANAKYA COMPLEX, MALWA MILL, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE ( M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :13/05/2013
MUMBAI
WATER COOLER, DEEP FREEZER, WATER PURIFER, R. O., INDUCTION COOKER, CEILING FAN, AIR
CONDITIONER, AIR COOLING APPARTUS, HEATING APPARTUS ELECTRIC, REFRIGERATING APPARTUS &
MACHINES, WATER OR GAS APPARTUS & PIPES, WATER SOFTENING APPARTUS AND INSTALLATIONS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
KUSHAL B. JAIN  
FLAT NO 206, SRI VATSA RAJGURU APARTMENTS, CHOCKAMPUDUR, COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU, INDIA  
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE  
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES  
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 11

3072145 07/10/2015
K.VIKRAM trading as ;SATTVA ENTERPRISES
NO: 38, AECS LAYOUT, 1ST STAGE, GEDDALAHALLI, SAN JAYNAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 094, KARNATAKA, INDIA MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :05/10/2015

CHENNAI
WATER PURIFIERS AND RO SYSTEMS
POURNIMA

3080341  17/10/2015
RAJENDRA JAYRAM BHOIR
trading as ;M/s. POURNIMA INDUSTRIES

Gala No. B-14, Apurva Indl. Complex, N. H. No. 03, Manas Mandir Road, Asangaon (w), Thane - 421601, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :06/01/2014

To be associated with:

2655220

MUMBAI

Water purification installations, water filtering apparatus, water purifying apparatus and machines.
METRO GANGL

3096544    11/11/2015

PAKKU DEVI

trading as ;METRO APPLIANCES

NO:10/4, 1ST FLOOR, M.S.LANE, NAGARATHPET CROSS, BANGALORE-560002.

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :07/10/2005

CHENNAI

WATER PURIFIERS, WATER FILTERS & PARTS THEREOF, FANS, GEYSERS, IRON BOX, MICROWAVE OVEN, TOASTER, GAS LIGHTER
3596329  21/07/2017
BHA VESH UDAY RUDRAWAR TRADING AS KRISHNA ELECTRICAL AND REFRIGERATION
Opp Harsh In Hotel, Old Bus Stand Road, Parbhani- 431401, Maharashtra, India
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
R O Water Purifier
3634909  14/09/2017
KLAIRON TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
G-5, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNI LEGAL
A-5, SUNLIGHT COLONY-II, ASHRAM, NEW DELHI-110014
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3582454
DELHI
Air deodorizing apparatus, air purifying apparatus and machines, air sterilizers.
3752081  13/02/2018
SHUBHAM BANSAL
99-100, POCKET-A2, SECTOR-11, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA SINHA ADV.,
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, HOUSING SOCIETY SOUTH EXTN PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :10/06/2014
DELHI
WATER PURIFIER SYSTEM (INCLUDING R.O. SYSTEM), AIR PURIFIERS THEIR SPARE PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "NEXUS" AND EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3191230
3777704  14/03/2018
MEETABEN KIRANBHAI SHAH

trading as: SHRIJI SALES CORPORATION

1ST FLOOR, 27/317, AKASHGANGA APARTMENT, SOLA ROAD, NR GHATLODIA POLICE STATION, AHMEDABAD

Used Since: 07/12/2017

AHMEDABAD

ALL RO FILTER, R O PARTS DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL RO, WATER COOLER, DVATER DISPENSOR, SOLAR WATER HEATER INCLUDING IN CLASS 11.
3794839   03/04/2018
LALIT MOHAN
B BLOCK 292, GROUND FLOOR G.T. ROAD, BHATIA MORE, NEAR PANCHWATI COLONY, GHAZIABAD-201001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since 11/07/2017
DELHI
WATER PURIFIER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 11

3800656  09/04/2018
ABDUL RASHID KHAN TRADING AS ALPINE IMPEX
QUEEN HOUSE, FATEH KADAL, SRINAGAR, KASHMIR - 190002.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING INCLUDING ELECTRIC COOKER, INDUCTION COOKER, RICE COOKER, KETTLES, COOKING APPLIANCES, APPLIANCES FOR HEATING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3802937  11/04/2018
T.G. SUPPLIERS
1716, BASS ROAD, VPO PETWAR, HISAR HARYANA-125033
T.G. SUPPLIERS (PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
K-2/7, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN 2, NORTH DELHI, DELHI 110009
Used Since :05/01/2012

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF FANS, EMERSON ROD, TABLE LAMPS, GYSERS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE DRYING PLANT, DRYING APPARATUS, DRYING CABINETS, DRYING DEVICES, APPARATUS FOR DRYING FODDER & FORAGE, VENTILATING INSTALLATIONS, VENTILATING APPARATUS, VENTILATING FANS, VENTILATORS & PARTS THEREOF, VENTILATING PLANTS & STEAM PRODUCING PLANTS, AIR CONDITIONING PLANT, HOT AIR OVENS, HOT AIR APPARATUS & APPLIANCES, HUMIDIFIERS PARTS THEREOF, HEAT ACCUMULATORS, GAS BATH HEATERS, HEAT EXCHANGERS, APPLIANCES FOR HEATING AIR, HEATING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENTS, HEATING FRAMES, HEATING INSTALLATIONS AND HEATING MATERIALS, HEATING PLATES, HEAT RADIATORS (NOT PARTS OF MACHINES) AND HEAT REGENERATORS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
SATVIK SURYA
3807103  16/04/2018
ALABHAYA TYAGI
A-71, VIVEK VIHAR PHASE-I,DELHI 110095
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LP GAS STOVE AND APPLIANCES ITEMS, COOKING & HEATING, SANITARY ITEMS, WATER SUPPLY ITEMS IN CLASS-11
3811725   20/04/2018
ABHISHEK GOYAL
43/3, TIBBA COLONY, WARD NO. 13, RATIA, FATEHABAD-125051, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARYWARE, SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS
3812430  20/04/2018
PRESS FIT PIPE AND PROFILE
Survey No. 127, Ghar No. 1070, Raj Rajeshwari Compound, Near Bombay Rayon, Sonale, Bhiwandi, Dist. Thane, Maharashtra - 421302
[M.S.]
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/04/1998
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC HOLDERS AND CEILING ROSES, FANS AND REGULATORS, NIGHT LAMPS, ELECTRIC INDICATORS,
SANITARY AND BATHROOM INSTALLATIONS, PLUMBING FIXTURES, REGULATORS, ELECTRIC GEYSERS, HEATERS
OVENS, IRON, ELECTRIC INDICATORS, PART AND FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3814698  24/04/2018
PEARL TECHNOCRAT LLP.
C-219, Rajlaxmi Society, Nr. Abs Tower, Old Padra Road, Vadodara, 390007, Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF AIR CONDITIONERS, AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, REFRIGERATORS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, WATER HEATERS, WATER PURIFIERS, WATER FILTERS, WATER AND AIR COOLERS, APPARATUS FOR COOKING, LED LIGHTS, ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBS FLUORESCENT LAMPS TUBE, TUBE LIGHTS, TORCHES, CLOTH DRYER (ELECTRIC), ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES OF ALL KINDS, BATHROOM FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES. KITCHEN CHIMNEY AND GAS AND ELECTRIC STOVE. PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF. INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3814715    24/04/2018
PLUSS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
101, ANUPAM APARTMENTS, M.B. ROAD, DELHI - 110068
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus for heating, drying including Solar dryer, Solar heating apparatus included in Class - 11
3814799  24/04/2018
MRS. ANU NAGPAL, W/O. RAJEEV NAGPAL
FLAT NO. 9, HOUSE NO. 2, FIRST FLOOR, UNDER HILL LANE (BANSI DHAR GUPTA LANE), CIVIL LINES, DELHI - 110 054, INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAIR-DRIERS, APPARATUS FOR STEAM GENERATING AND DRYING; DEPILATORY WAX HEATERS
3816695   26/04/2018
SPERON CERAMIC
CERAMIC PLAZA - 1, SHOP NO. 15, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OPP. ASTRON CERAMIC, MORBI - 363642, GUJARAT
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SANITARYWARE PURPOSE INCLUDING SHOWERS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILET SEAT COVERS, CISTERN FITTINGS, FLUSHING CISTERN (NON-METALIC), WASH-HAND BOWLS AND WASH-HAND BASINS, SHOWER CUBICLES, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, CONCEALED CISTERNs PARTS AND FITTINGS THERE OF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
WOODLAND

3817571  26/04/2018

AERO CLUB
Gurdwara Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005, India
A FIRM ESTABLISHED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301
Used Since :04/11/2015

DELHI
3818575     27/04/2018
NOUFAL N.
ABN Agencies, Asram Ward near Leo XIII English Medium Central School, Avalukkunnu, P.O., Alappuzha, Kerala-688006
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, burners for lamps, ceiling lights, fairy lights for festive decoration, heating and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages, electric lamps, lanterns for lighting, light bulbs, electric, lighting apparatus and installations, safety lamps... etc
3819508  28/04/2018
MR. KAILASH R GOYAL PROPRIETOR OF UMESH TRADING CO
PLOT NO. 252, WARD- 12/B, GANDHIDHAM- 370201, GUJARAT, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV ASSOCIATES
MRS. PARUL A DANDIWALA, ADVOCATE, B/24, VEDANT RESIDENCY, NEAR SUN RESIDENCY, WAGHODIA - DABHOI RING ROAD, VADODARA - 390 025, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRESSURE GAUGE
3819895    30/04/2018
VIKAS CHOUHARY (PROPRIETOR)
PLOT NO.19C, AMAR NAGAR, SANSKAR SCHOOL ROAD NEAR KHIRNI PHATAK, KHATIPURA JAIPUR RAJASTHAN PIN 302012
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARIMA GOYAL
SHOP NO 1, 2ND FLOOR, ABOVE VODAFONE STORE, MANSAROVAR LINK ROAD, MAIN RIDDHI SIDDHI CHOURAHA, GOPALPUR ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN 302018
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RO WATER PURIFIER AND ITS RELATED PARTS, ITEMS USE IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE, FAN COOLER, GENERATOR, SOLAR AND ELECTRONIC ITEMS, HOME APPLIANCES
AMFIVE
3819906  30/04/2018
MANISH C SINGHI
C-302, Krishna Regency, Near Dalmiya College, Behind Sunder Nagar, Malad (West), Mumbai 400 064
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
KOLORS
3848272   31/05/2018
COSMO ELECTRO INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
522, Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/04/2009
To be associated with:
2691179
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
LILY WHITE

3850530  02/06/2018
G.C ENTERPRISES (PROP: GURPREET SINGH BAINS)
1ST FLOOR LUXMI CINEMA MARKET, BUS STAND ROAD, HOSHIARPUR
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GURVINDER SINGH
SN - 34C, SHASTRI NAGAR, BACKSIDE HOTEL DOWNTOWN, NAKODAR ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY - 144001
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS, WATER FILTERING APPARTUS.
EQUAL

3858399  13/06/2018

ARADHANA SHARMA, PROPRIETOR OF UNIQUE POWER TECHNOLOGIES
H-321 A, RII CO INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITAPURA, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
proprietor and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAHA
245, OPPOSITE LIBERTY SHOWROOM, MAIN MARKET, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3029280

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
E-FAB
3858948  14/06/2018
NEW ERA TRADERS
NEW ERA ENCLAVE, NO.9, PAPPAMMAL LAYOUT,P.N. PALAYAM, COIMBATORE - 641037.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :01/11/2001
To be associated with:
660544
CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, Cooling & Cooking Appliances, Geysers, Room Heaters, Toaster, Hot Plates For Cooking, Gas Lighters, Emergency Light & Fluorescent, Electric Tandoor, Electric Pressure Cookers, Electric Oven, Bulbs, Bulbs Holders, Fans, Lamps, Lighting fixtures
3859503  14/06/2018
CONTOSO NATURA PVT. LTD.
J-41, SOUTH CITY, RBL ROAD, NEAR CITY SCHOOL, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH - 226025
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM Dahiya
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Solar light; solar and electric street lights
ANITA PATIDAR, PROPRIETOR, SHRI VALLEY INDIA IRRIGATION
01, Talawadi Road, Kukshi, Dhar (M.P.)-454331
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Drip irrigation systems & Irrigation sprinklers.
MR. SANJAYBHAI GHANSHYAMBHAI CHAVDA, TRADING AS: SARJU ENTERPRISE
SAHJANAND INDUSTRIAL AREA, STREET NO. 1, 8-B NATIONAL HIGHWAY, B/H. MURLIDHAR WAY BRIDGE, RAJKOT – 360 002 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Proprietorship Firm

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
TRADESIFLE
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

**Proposed to be Used**
AHMEDABAD
C. P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, BATH INSTALLATION, BATH ACCESSORIES AND SANITARY PARTS AND FITTINGS.
3862480  18/06/2018
VIPAN KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF AQUAZAR INTERNATIONAL
Rattan Nagar, Near Shaheed Babu Labh Singh Nagar, Gulab Devi Hospital Road, Jalandhar
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4,GURGAON
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary installations and apparatus; Taps; Bath fittings; Cp bathroom fittings & accessories; valves & cocks
3862552  18/06/2018
MANISH BEHAL PROP. OF M/S KOMAL ENTERPRISES.
E-4, AJAY ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110018
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
L E D LIGHTS, L E D LIGHTS FITTINGS AND L E D LIGHTS CHAINS.
LIVO FRESH
3863538 19/06/2018
SUSHIL KUMAR GUPTA
11-CHEEMA NAGAR EXTENSION, MITHAPUR ROAD-JALANDHAR, PIN-144001
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS, WATER COOLER, ELECTRIC GEYSER, Ultraviolet sterilization units [water treatment equipment] 11
Chemical sterilization units [water treatment equipment] 11 Ionization apparatus for the treatment of water, ROOM
COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONER, ELECTRIC FANS, ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR COOKING
3863649   19/06/2018
SH. RAJESH KUMAR GUPTA TRADING AS L. M. SANITATION.
3748/A, GROUND FLOOR, GALI CHARAN DASS, HAUZ QAIZ, DELHI-110006.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bathroom and Sanitary fitting including Sinks, Kitchen Sink, Cistern, Flushing Cistern for Water Closet, Toilet Seat, Taps, Cocks for Pipes, Water Closet, Wash Hand Basin (parts of sanitary installations), Baths, Bathtubs, Bath Installations; Showers and Shower Installations; Shower and Bath Cubicles; Faucets; Touchless Taps, Pressurised water tanks, Water purification tanks, included in Class 11.
MURICKENS

3864136   19/06/2018

GEORGE G. MURICKEN
MURICKEN HOUSE, KADUTHURUTHY, KOTTAYAM, KERALA - 686604.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since :15/03/1990

CHENNAI
OUTDOOR SOLAR LIGHTS; SOLAR LIGHTS.
3864218  19/06/2018
BABU RAM GUPTA
345, GALI NO. - 1, BAGH KARE KHAN, KISHAN GanJ, MALKA GanJ, DELHI 110007
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
3864241   19/06/2018
HARSUKHLAL A. DESAI PROPRIETOR OF HONCON INDUSTRIES
35, SHALIN COMPLEX, OPP. HOTEL JASMINE, FATEHPUR, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380007, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE INCLUDING SHOWERS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILET SEAT COVERS, CISTERN FITTINGS, FLUSHING CISTERN (NON-METALIC), WASH-HAND BOWLS AND WASH-HAND BASINS, IRRIGATION SYSTEMS, SOLAR WATER HEATER, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS INCLUDING IN COCKS, ANGLE VALVES, TAPS, BOTTLE TRAPS, BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER CUBICLES, CONCEALED CISTERN PARTS AND FITTINGS THERE OF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3864250  19/06/2018
M/S. RAPID ENTERPRISES
37, Hawa Mansion (Ahmed Mansion), Pinjara Street, Crawford Market, Mumbai – 400 003
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIG VIJAY SONETA
03 GHOGHAR, REWA (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating and drying
3864332  19/06/2018
KARTIK GANESH MUDALIAR
354, MULAY I SQUARE, OPPOSITE SIEMENS, MIDC AMBAD, NASHIK-422010
THE TRADE MARKS ACT -1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3864592  20/06/2018
M/S. MP’S TRADING CORPORATION
Door No. PP, 11/366C, First Floor, V.P. Complex, Poovattuparamba, Kozhikode District, PIN- 673 008, Kerala, India represented by its Managing Partner ABDUL KAREEM, K
Partnership firm duly represented by its Managing Partner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :24/05/2010
To be associated with:
1972020, 3662731
CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, LED luminaires, LED hand lamp, Rechargeable LED lamps, Electric flashlights, Back-up lights for land vehicles, torch, electric light bulbs, Lanterns for lighting, Lamp bulbs, Light bulbs, Halogen light bulbs, Miniature light bulbs, Fluorescent light bulbs, Electric light bulbs, Incandescent light bulbs, Compact fluorescent light bulbs [CFLs], LED lights, LED lighting apparatus, Light-emitting diode [LED] light bulbs, Solar lights, Lighters, Light fittings, Light diffusers, Light shades, Light panels, Light fixtures, Light projectors, Wall lights, Ceiling lights, Vehicle lights, lamps, Discharge lamps, Lampshades, Lamp fixtures, Lamp reflectors, Lamp fittings, Lamp bases, Outdoor lamps, bath plumbing fixtures, sanitary apparatus, sanitary installation, water purification machines, pipes being parts sanitary installations, taps (cocks, spigots) for pipes, shower, water closets, air conditioners, water cooler, refrigerator, electric cooker, fans wash - hand basins, sink, toilets, flushing apparatus, toilet cistern, electric heaters, electric food steamers, induction cooker, electric pressure cooker, electric cooker, gas stove, cooking stove, cooker hood, hood driers, chimney blowers, chimney flues, lamp chimneys, burners, hair driers, electric kettle, micro ovens, chest freezer
3864789    20/06/2018
Shri. Kallepalli Soma Sekhar Raju, Trading as M/s. SPACE INTERIORS INDIA
Showroom 101 & 102, Ashish My Space, Chandanagar, Hyderabad, Telangana – 500050, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since: 10/04/2018

CHENNAI
Sanitary Apparatus; Sanitary Installations; Portable Urinals For Outdoor Activities [Sanitary Installations]; Wash-Hand Basins [Parts Of Sanitary Installations]; Wash-Hand Bowls [Parts Of Sanitary Installations]; Apparatus For Lighting, Heating, Steam Generating, Cooking, Refrigerating, Drying, Ventilating, Water Supply And Sanitary Purposes; Urinals [Sanitary Fixtures]; Clean Chambers [Sanitary Installations]; Pipes [Parts Of Sanitary Installations]; Water-Pipes For Sanitary Installations; Waste Pipes For Sanitary Installations; Showers; Shower installations; Shower towers; Shower cabinets; Shower bases; Shower enclosures; Shower heads; Shower fittings; Handheld showers; Electric showers; Mixer showers; Power showers; Taps; Taps for pipes and pipelines; Taps for wash-hand basins; Bidet taps.
ADORATION CERAMICA PRIVATE LIMITED
Survey No. 43, At: Virpar, Tal. Wakaner, Morbi, Rajkot - 363621, Gujarat, India.

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FEFAR JAYKISHAN KANJIBHAI
Office No.3, Third floor, Akshar Tower, Opp. SBI SSI Branch, B/h.IDBI Bank, Kanya Chhatralaya Road, Morbi-363641.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY WARE PRODUCT.
NAVWILSONPLUS
3865281   20/06/2018
VIVEK KUMAR GOEL
841, KUCHA PATIRAM, BAZAR SITARAM, DELHI-110006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary and bathroom installations and plumbing fixtures, Taps, Faucets, cocks [plumbing fittings], Bib cocks, Flushing apparatus, Flushing cisterns for water closets, Showers, Hand showers, Stainless steel sinks, sinks, Pipes [parts of sanitary installations], Toilet seats, Toilet bowls, Bath fittings, Bath linings, Bath plumbing fixtures, Bath tubs, Urinals [sanitary fixtures], Waste pipes for sanitary installations, Waste pipes for bath tubs, Safety fittings for water pipes, Flushing tanks, Ornamental fountains, Bathroom Wash Basins, Wash basins [parts of sanitary installations, safety fittings for gas pipes, valves [plumbing fittings], Ball valves, Safety valves for water pipes, Self regulating heaters in the form of flexible bands, Flexible pipes being parts of wash-hand basin plumbing installations, Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations, Fixed Burners For Use In Fusion Connections, Apparatus for Water supply, fittings for the draining of water, Apparatus for sanitary purposes, Sanitary installations and apparatus, Apparatus for the supply of water for sanitary purposes, Bathroom installations for sanitary purposes, Fittings for sanitary purposes.
Jinzidan

3865481    20/06/2018

WAN YAN
Room1001, Building5, Wangzu Jinyuan, Jiangdong Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province 322099, China

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Light bulbs; lamps; electric torches; lighting apparatus and installations; fairy lights for festive decoration; luminous
house numbers; searchlights; street lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines;
electric fans for personal use; bath fittings; heaters for baths; light-emitting diode [LED] light bulbs; fog machines; soap
bubble generators for entertainment purposes; stage lighting apparatus; fans [air-conditioning]; hair dryers; taps.
SILLAGE

3865564  20/06/2018
ISH PRABHAKAR
1 BLOCK 864 PALAM VIHAR GURGAON
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CA RISHABH AGGARWAL
455/2 ADARSH NAGAR GURGAON HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Appliances, Lighting, Heating, Sanitary Installations
3865584    20/06/2018
RAJ KUMAR PANDEY
H.No.14, Hume Pipe, Gawala Basti, Sakchi, Jamshedpur, Purbi Singhbhum, Jharkhand, India 831001
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE VED PRAKASH SINGH
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :13/12/2017

KOLKATA
Cooking Appliances, Gas Cooking, Appliances, Electrical Appliances for Cooking, Cooking Apparatus, Microwave Ovens, Food and Beverage Cooking, Heating, Cooling and Treatment Equipment, Ceiling Fans, Ceiling Lights, Hanging Ceiling Lamps, Pedestal Lamps
Su-Lek

3865699  20/06/2018

KANTALOOP COMMUNICATIONS
8, Khatriyan Street, Kashipur, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand.

A Proprietorship firm whose proprietor is Khushboo Sachdev

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
3865896   20/06/2018
INDIA FUTURISTIC MARINE PRIVATE LIMITED.
F-7 (B) First Floor, STP -III Building, Software Technology Park Complex, Verna Industrial Estate, Verna Salcete Goa – 403 722 India.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for water apparatus, safety valves for water apparatus, pressure controllers [regulators] for water pipes; water control valves, safety valves for water pipes, temperature control valves (parts of water supply installations) being goods included in class 11.
3865945  20/06/2018
NISHA HITESH SHAH
100 HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA-700025
LPG STOVES GAS OVENS BURNERS AND KITCHEN APPLIANCES
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
High pressure and low pressure LPG Stoves, canteen burners, kitchen appliances and appliances
QRAX

3865980  21/06/2018

SUNRAY CERA
BESIDE SMRUTI CERAMIC, NAVAGAM ROAD, NAVAGAM, THANGADH-363530, DIST:-SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING SHOWERS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILET SEAT COVERS, CISTERN FITTINGS, FLUSHING CISTERN (NON-METALIC), WASH-HAND BOWLS AND WASH-HAND BASINS, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER CUBICLES, CONCEALED CISTERNs, PARTS AND FITTINGS THERE OF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3866019  21/06/2018
SUMMIT ONLINE TRADE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
401, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, G. M. ROAD, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, CHEMBUR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 089,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861 , 06/08/2018 Class 11

3866209 21/06/2018
M/S SAINTLEY SONNE INDIA (P) LTD
M/S SAINTLEY SONNE INDIA (P) LTD., 267/5, NEAR GOSWA, MASIHA GANJ, SIPRI BAZAR, JHANSI (U.P.) PIN 284003
PVT. LTD. CO.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OM PRAKASH GUPTA ,ADVOCATE
NEAR BOMBAY BAKERY, DAL BAZAR, GWALIOR (M.P.) - 474 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOLAR WATER HEATERS- DOMESTIC & INDUSATRIAL, SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS, SOLAR LANTERN, SOLAR STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR POWER PACK, SOLAR COOKERS AND SOLAR COLLECTORS
3866404  21/06/2018
NARENDRA
153(A), 5TH FLOOR, TOWER A, THE CORRENTHUM, SECTOR 62, NOIDA-201309 (U.P)
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3816255

DELHI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3866433    21/06/2018
JITENDRA KUMAR JAIN PROP. OF J.J. ENTERPRISES
146, R-1, PARAS HOTEL KE PICHE, SHANTI NAGAR, COLONY TIKAMGARH, MADHYA PRADESH-472001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, ceiling fans, table fans, cooler pump, water coolers, exhaust fan, air conditioners and sanitary purposes.
SPOT REPEL

3866529  21/06/2018

KOHLER CO.
444 Highland Drive, Kohler, Wisconsin, United States of America.
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India

Proposed to be Used:
DELHI
Baths and bath installations; showers; shower trays, shower doors, shower heads; shower and bath enclosures; water heaters; water diverters; basins; bidets; lavatories; toilets; toilet bowls and seats; water closets; sinks; sinks pedestals; taps; faucets; thermostatic, infrared, radar or electronic faucets; strainers and stoppers for sinks; bath spouts; valves for faucets and showers; urinals; bathroom fittings; saunas; sanitary apparatus and installations; slighting fixtures and fittings; in Class 11.
3866551  21/06/2018
M/S SHRI BANKEY BIHARI TRADERS THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR REETA GUPTA
126 Gali No.12, Adarsh Nagar, Firozabad, Uttar Pradesh - 283203
OWNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA
B 332, MOHAN GARDEN, NEAR DWARKA MOR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110059.
Used Since :18/05/2018
DELHI
FAIRY LIGHTS FOR FESTIVE DECORATION, AQUARIUM LIGHTS, ARC LAMPS, CARBON FOR ARC LAMPS, CEILING LIGHTS, CHRISTMAS TREES (ELECTRIC LIGHTS), CURLING LAMPS (LIGHTS), DIFFUSERS (LIGHT), DISCHARGE TUBES (ELECTRIC LIGHTING), FILAMENTS FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS, FLASHLIGHTS, HANGINGS FOR LAMPS, LAMP CASINGS, LAMP GLASSES, GLOBES (LAMP, LIGHT), SHADES (LAMP, LIGHT), LANTERNS FOR LIGHTING, LIGHT BULBS AS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
3866722   21/06/2018
SHERFUDEEN SIRAJIMRANAJA, PROPRIETOR TRADING AS MISHAAN INTERNATIONAL
1ST FLOOR, 115/227, W.B. ROAD, TRICHY - 620008, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2,NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA
Used Since :26/10/2017

CHENNAI
BATH TUBS, BATH TUBS FOR SITZ BATHS, BATH INSTALLATIONS, BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES, BATH FITTINGS, HEATERS FOR BATHS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
3866727    21/06/2018
PARAS DHINGRA
9/18, Second Floor, Moti Nagar, New Delhi - 110 015
INDIVIDUAL FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electric kettles, Kettles, electric, Tea kettles [electric], Electric kettles [for household purposes], Hair dryers, Travel hair dryers, Electric hair dryers, Hand held hair dryers, Hand-held electric hair dryers, Warm air dryers for use in drying hair, Electric sandwich makers, Hot sandwich toasters, Electric sandwich toasters, Sandwich makers [toasters], Torches for lighting, Electric torches for lighting, Emergency lights, Emergency lighting apparatus, Battery powered incandescent emergency lighting units, Battery powered fluorescent emergency lighting units, Fluorescent lights, Ceiling lights, Electric lights, Pocket search lights, Electric holiday lights, Electric lights for festive decorations as per Class-11.
JONEEL
3866875  21/06/2018
SELFIE CERAMIC AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, NR. EAGLE CERAMIC, NAVA JAMBUDIYA, MORBI - 363642. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SANITARYWARE, SANITARY INSTALLATION, SANITARYWARE FITTINGS, SANITARY COVERS FOR
TOILET SEATS, URINALS (SANITARY FIXTURES), BATHROOM INSTALLATIONS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES, SANITARY
AND BATHROOM INSTALLATIONS AND PLUMBING FIXTURES, APPARATUS FOR THE SUPPLY OF WATER FOR
SANITARY PURPOSES, SINKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
3867270  22/06/2018

ZUBIN NAGPAL
B-21, SECOND FLOOR, KIRTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINGSINGH LEGAL CONSULTANTS
3 VEER SAVARKAR MARKET, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI -110031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
Granito India Bath Store

3867334   22/06/2018

GRANITO INDIA
No.130, G-01, Infantry Court, Infantry Road, Bengaluru – 560 001
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY H SETHIYA
Level One, No.25, NS Iyengar Street, Kumara Park West, Bengaluru - 560 020
Used Since :01/04/2006

CHENNAI
Sanitary Ware Products, Glazed Tiles, Ceramic Tiles, Ceramic Wall Tiles, Sanitary Ware, Bathroom Tiles, Elevation Series Matt Ceramic Tiles, Toilet Stains & Rings With A Pumice, Bathroom Fittings & Sanitary Ware, Imported Kitchen Tiles, Porcelain Tiles, Floor Tiles, Building Material And Construction Equipment, etc.,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 11

3867544  22/06/2018
RAMESH KUMAR KHEMKA
CAPITAL ELECTRONICS, SADAR PARA, BARAKAR ROAD, PURULIA, PIN 723101, WEST BENGAL.
PROPRIETOR OF CAPITAL ELECTRONICS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
LED LIGHT.
3867723   22/06/2018
MUHAMED ABSHAD
trading as ;SANTX INTERNATIONAL
DOOR.NO.48/499, 500,501,502 GROUND FLOOR, BAVA COMPLEX CONOR VAYAL THALASSEY-670 101 KANNUR DIST, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE BUSINESS CATALYST
POST BOX NO.18 NANDANAM ERA-38 NAER MENAMKULAM GOVT. LPS KAZHAKUTTOM POST TRIVANDRUM-695582 KERALA, SOUTH INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATION, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
MAGICGOLD

3867881  22/06/2018

YOGESH L. JAIN PROPRIETOR OF MAGIC TRADING CO.
ROOM NO. 7 RANE NIVAS, TOLARAM NAGAR, R.C.MARG, CHEMBUR CAMP, MUMBAI -400074

PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor, 22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar, Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Bath installations; Bath fittings; Shower baths; Bathroom sinks; Bath plumbing fixtures; Bath linings, fitted; Shower bath installations; Sauna bath installations; Heaters for baths; Bathtubs for sitz baths; Bath tubs; Waste pipes for bathtubs; Waste pipes for bathtubs; Flexible pipes being parts of bath plumbing installations; Mixer taps for water pipes; Mixer faucets for water pipes; Pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; Flexible pipes being parts of sink plumbing installations; Flexible pipes being parts of basin plumbing installations; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Flexible pipes being parts of wash-hand basin plumbing installations; Safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; Regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; Water intake apparatus; Water supply installations; Water-saving shower heads; Shower fittings; Drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings];
AQUABIGGUARD
3867894  22/06/2018

SIMTA KUMARI
M/S SIMTA ENTERPRISES, D/O.: KAMESHWAR GUPTA, HOUSE NO.: 1792 / D, JANATA COLONY, SAFEDA COLONY, NAYAGAON, ROOPNAGAR, MOHALI, PUNJAB, PIN - 160103 INDIA

A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FORM (SIMTA ENTERPRISES)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TSIP WORLDWIDE
G-1, Shyam Kishori Homes, Behind: Hotel Rajasthan, Frazer Road, Patna, Bihar, PIN - 800001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Domestic Water Purification Machine, R.O. System
3867963  22/06/2018
SHAFEEQ A P
KAVALATHAMPARAMBU, VALAYANADU, KOMMERY PO, KOZHIKODE (MCP), MANKAVU, KOZHIKODE DT, KERALA-673007
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHYARA, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673004
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SANITARY EQUIPMENTS AND FITTINGS; EQUIPMENTS FOR HEATING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 11
3868207   22/06/2018
LUMOTIVE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
B/101, GARIB NIWAS, VASIST VIHAR COLONY, ANISABAD, PATNA - 800002, BIHAR, INDIA

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Used Since: 17/11/2017

KOLKATA
3868213    22/06/2018
JAI DURGA ELECTRICALS.
WZ-250-B, STREET NO.-8, SADH NAGAR, PALAM COLONY, NEW DELHI-110045.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
3868409  23/06/2018
SUIJIT RATILAL PADARIYA TRADING AS MARUTI ENTERPRISE
Middle Point Industrial, Opp.Audi Showroom, Ahemdabad Highway, Navagam, Rajkot
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Gas burners.
POLAR SPRIGHT

3868471 23/06/2018

VINSA ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, THE LEGACY, 25A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700017

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

POLAR PROLIFIC

3868473  23/06/2018
VINSA ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, THE LEGACY, 25A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700017
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
POLAR MARBELLA

3868475   23/06/2018
VINSA ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, THE LEGACY, 25A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700017

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

**Proposed to be Used**

KOLKATA
POLAR VINDURA

3868477  23/06/2018
VINSA ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, THE LEGACY, 25A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700017
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
3868631    23/06/2018

MR. SHARAD PATIL, S/O.- SHAMGONDA PATIL
M/s.- DIGITEK AGRO SYSTEMS,G 1-2, SHRI VINAYAK SAH NIVAS, NEAR M.K. ATHAVAL VIDHYA MANDIR, RAJWADA,
SANGLI - 416416, MAHARASHTRA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVIDNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)474009

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Automatic watering installations for use in agriculture, Sprinkler apparatus [automatic] for agricultural irrigation, Sprinkler
installations [automatic] for agricultural purposes being included in class -11
3869314  25/06/2018
WALKALINE SOLUTION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
HNO: 18-39, MES COLONY, ALWAL, TRIMULGHERRY PO, SECUNDERABAD - 500015
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
SHREETRON

3869652  25/06/2018

SHREETRON INDIA LIMITED (AN UNDERTAKING OF U.P. GOVERNMENT)
C-5, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITE-4, SAHIBABAD, DISTT. GHAZIABAD, U.P. - 201010
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus, LED luminaires, LED light bulbs, LED light machines, LED lighting installations, Fans for ventilating, Ceiling fans, Table fans, Portable electric fans, Air conditioning fans, Ventilating fans for industrial use, Ventilating fans for household use, Ventilating fans for commercial use, Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification apparatus; Electric fans for personal use
3869693  25/06/2018
OYSTER BATH CONCEPTS P. LTD
D - 73, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - 1, NEW DELHI - 110020
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1297339
DELHI
SANITARY WARE AND BATHROOM FITTINGS, BATHROOM PRODUCTS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER PANELS, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, SAUNA HEATER, STEAM GENERATOR, WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM, SHOWER CUBICLES
3869752  25/06/2018
MANISH J. PATEL PROPRIETOR OF ANGEL MARKETING
51, VRUNDAVAN INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR RAMOL TOLL TEX, RAMOL GAM, AHMEDABAD-382443, GUJARAT-INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GAS GEYSER, AIR COOLER, ELECTRIC WATER HEATER, STORAGE WATER HEATER IN CLASS - 11.
3869753    25/06/2018
MANISH J. PATEL PROPRIETOR OF ANGEL MARKETING
51, VRUNDAVAN INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR RAMOL TOLL TEX, RAMOL GAM, AHMEDABAD-382443, GUJARAT-INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GAS GEYSER, AIR COOLER, ELECTRIC WATER HEATER, STORAGE WATER HEATER IN CLASS - 11.
3869806    25/06/2018
RAJ ENTERPRISE
PURUSATTAMPUR, P.O.+P.S. - EGRA, DIST. - PURBA MEDINIPUR, PIN - 721429
An Indian Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUMANTO GUPTA
38A, NARSINGHA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700 074
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Kitchen Chimney and water purifier
LIVEFIT

3870083  25/06/2018
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
3870219  26/06/2018
DEEPANSHU JAIN
3266/30, HHND FLOOR, KAMLA DEVI MARKET, GALI RAJA WALI, PEEPAL MAHADEV, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-06
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
C.P BATHROOM FITTINGS AND SANITARY ITEMS IN CLASS 11
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861 , 06/08/2018  Class 11

Sunglan
3870647  26/06/2018
HARISH TEJWANI, PROPRIETOR, POPULAR AGENCIES
Shop No. 1, Hotel Diwaker Complex, Opposite Jumerati Post Office –Bhopal-01 (M.P.)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cooker Hoods, Apparatus and Installations under class 11.
3870830  26/06/2018
FUJIAN SANAN SINO-SCIENCE PHOTOBIO TECH CO., LTD
Optoelectronics Industry Park, Hengshan Village, Hutou Town, Anxi County, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, China
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Lamps; Lamp casings; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Luminous tubes for lighting; Laboratory lamps;
Chandeliers; Lighting apparatus and installations; Light bulbs; Ceiling lights; Lamp shades
3871553  27/06/2018
SINGH UDYOG.
B-21, RAJDHANI PARK, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI-110041.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
LPG PRESSURE REGULATOR AND PRESSURE CONTROLLERS (REGULATORS) FOR GAS PIPE AND SPARE PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3871576  27/06/2018
DARHRATH SANKALCHAND PATEL
Survey no. 393, 307 Vaidh no Khancho, Vadigam, Dariyapur Ahmedabad - 380001, Gujarat India
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PALMER & PALMER
49/B, St. Rohidas Nagar, Nr. Christian Colony, Behrampura Ahmedabad - 380022
Used Since :09/09/2017

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for Bathroom Sanitary fittings, Pipes and their fittings for water supply, tap and cocks being the goods included in class 11.
SHENZHEN SHENGQI LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
209 Bldg.C, 1970 Cultural Creative Park, Ping’an Rd., Minzhi St., Longhua, Shenzhen, China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Lighting installations for air vehicles; Light bulbs; Lights for vehicles; Lamps; Bicycle lights; Electric torches; Motorcycle lights; Light diffusers; Sockets for electric lights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Safety lamps; Searchlights; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Automobile lights; Aquarium lights; Diving lights; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Stage lighting apparatus; Electric pocket torches; Pocket searchlights; Spotlights;
AJAY AWADH SHROFF
trading as PRATHAM FILTER INDUSTRIES
J106, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI- 400 072
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FILTERS- PARTS OF INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION (FOR AIR, LIQUID AND GASES).
3871664   27/06/2018
AJAY AWADH SHROFF
J 106, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI- 400 072 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 FILTERS- PARTS OF INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION FOR AIR, LIQUID AND GASES.
KITMAN

3871762  27/06/2018
MR. VINOD KISHAN CHAND KHANDWANI
Plot No. 222, Ruikar Colony, Kolhapur - 416005
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES COOKING UTENSILS ELECTRIC, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES, FANS, DRYERS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES, OVENS, GAS BURNERS LIGHTERS LAMPS SCRUBBING APPARATUS, KETTLES ELECTRIC, MULTICOOKER, BARBECUES, TAPS AND BATH FITTINGS.
3872559  28/06/2018
KANTALOOP COMMUNICATIONS
8, Khatriyan Street, Kashipur, U.S. Nagar, Uttarakhand.
A Proprietorship firm whose proprietor is Khushboo Sachdev

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3865699

DELHI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
AUTONSENSE
3872917 28/06/2018
KOHLER CO.
444 Highland Drive, Kohler, Wisconsin, United States of America.
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Baths; bathtubs; showers and shower installations; sinks; sink pedestals; taps; faucets; touchless faucets; thermostatically, infrared, radar or electronically controlled faucets; thermostatic valves and trim for baths, showers, faucets and sinks; sanitary apparatus and installations; water supply apparatus and sanitaryware; in Class 11.
GCM GOLD
3872939  28/06/2018
HARPREET SINGH MATTA
trading as ;KANWAL IMPEX
RA-24A, GALI NO.10, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
LED LIGHTS, LUMINAIRS LED LIGHTING CHAINS.
ECON

1942351  26/03/2010
HONDA MOTOR CO.LTD.
trading as : HONDA MOTOR CO.LTD.
1-1,2-CHOME,MINAMI-AOYAMA,MINATO-KU,TOKYO,JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/TRADERS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE
AFOREMENTIONED GOODS.
KIMSON

2329666  10/05/2012

DEEPAK KUMAR

trading as ;ASHISH AUTO TRADERS

2093/38, 3rd Floor, Naiwala, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005

MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHESH KUMAR MIGLANI

Prop. Worldwide Registration Bureau 60/30, New Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005

Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI

Non-Electric Wires & Cables, Control Cables and other parts & Fitting of Motor Land Vehicles.
OCTANE

Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 85/732595 ;United States of America
2409480  10/10/2012

POLARIS INDUSTRIES INC.,
2100 HIGHWAY 55, MEDINA MINNESOTA 55340-9770 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTORCYCLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR
2493108    11/03/2013
SENIOR RUBBER PVT. LTD
403, PRAGATI TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/1986
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTING FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
2524929  03/05/2013
GARIMA BOUTIQUE PVT. LTD.
202,JESSORE ROAD,KOLKATA 700089
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader,
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SB LEGAL PARTNERS
TARA ARCADIA, 14 HARE STREET, ROOM NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2526556 07/05/2013
PARISH SANTOKSINH LAXMINARAYAN
trading as: M/S. KANAIYA DUMPER
KANAIYA COMPLEX, CHAR RASTA, MAHETAPURA, HIMMATNAGAR-383001, DIST: SABARKANTHA, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND MARKETER
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since: 26/01/1984
AHMEDABAD
AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE CHASIS AND AUTOMOBILE HOODS.
2541632  31/05/2013
SH. RAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;JYOTI INDUSTRIES
1277, STREET NO-2, PREET NAGAR, LINK ROAD, LUDHIANA, PB
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
AUTO PARTS.
SALUJA
2563510  12/07/2013
MAHESH CHANDER SALUJA
trading as ;SALUJA & CO.
182/1-F, NEW KARTAR NAGAR GALI NO-12, BACKSIDE ATAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA-141003, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :10/06/1977

DELHI
PARTS & FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
WINHERE

2592131  05/09/2013
YANTAI WINHERE AUTO-PART MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD.
trading as ;YANTAI WINHERE AUTO-PART MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD.
Yantai Economic Technical Development Area Of Shandong,China
Merchants & Manufactures
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of PEOPLE-S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHAR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Air pumps [vehicle accessories]; Reduction gears for land vehicles; Wheel hubs (Bands for-); Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Brake linings for vehicles; Brake shoes for vehicles; Automobile Chassis; Brake segments for vehicles; Clutches for land vehicles; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Reduction gears for land vehicles; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Gear boxes for land vehicles; Gearing for land vehicles; Motors, electric, for land vehicles; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Transmission chains for land vehicles; Anti-theft alarms for vehicles
2593183 09/09/2013
SANJEEV KUMAR
trading as : UNIALINER AUTO EQUIPMENTS COMPANY
144, HAGIRATHI APARTMENTS, SECTOR 9, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY AGGARWAL ADVOCATE
A-II, 2ND FLOOR RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI-27
Used Since : 01/04/2013
DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
2596277    13/09/2013
ASHISH MAINI
BG-5A/31C, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :26/08/2013
DELHI
CAR ACCESSORIES LIKE AMPLIFIERS, WOOFER, SPEAKER, PARKING SENSORS ,CAR CAMERA INCLUDED IN CLASS-12
ADMIRAL

2611352  11/10/2013

DINESH NARANG

trading as : DINAR INTERNATIONAL

536/12D, STATION ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, OPPOSITE DHANDARI RAILWAY STATION, LUDHIANA-14 (PUNJAB)

Mercants & Manufacturers

Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAHUL RAJPUT.

B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since :07/10/2013

DELHI

BICYCLES & BICYCLES PARTS
2619726  28/10/2013
RUSHIKESH J. PAREKH
trading as ;AKSHAR ENTERPRISE
9-A, Manahar Plot, Bhagat STD Street, Mangala Road, RAJKOT-360 002. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :15/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF CRANK, CONNECTING ROAD, AUTO ENGINE PARTS, AUTO PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2626277    12/11/2013

TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
trading as: TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
NO.77, NUNGAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 034, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since: 04/07/2012

CHENNAI
TRACTORS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY; RELATED PARTS AND FITTINGS.
2635988  02/12/2013
MR. LALMANI BHARDWAJ
trading as : SHIVEX PLAST ENGINEERING
G-234 BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA SEC-3 NEW DELHI 110039
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 01/04/2011
DELHI
DOOR VISORS, SIDE HEADINGS, ROOF RAIL, SPOILERS, WHEAL COVERS, BLINKING MIRROR COVERS, SEAT COVERS;
AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS
ASO

2650751 27/12/2013

HOSHIAR SINGH ARORA

trading as : ARORA MANUFACTURING CO.

P-71, KH NO. 21/27, GALI NO-4, SAMAY PUR, BADLI, DELHI-110042

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI

CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PADS, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
HTX- hydrogen
2651233  30/12/2013
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 BASANT LOK, VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI-110057
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTOR CYCLES, SCOOTERS, MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FALLING IN
CLASS 12.
NSC
2652238 31/12/2013
SH. DHARAMVIR
trading as ;VIKASH BEARING TRADERS
WS-164 PHASE-II MAYAPURI NEW DELHI 110064
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
2653487  02/01/2014
JASWANT SINGH.
PARAMJIT KAUR.
ASHMEET SINGH.
trading as ;DASHMESH EXPORTS
881-82 TILAK GARI KASHMERE GATE DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING GEAR PARTS, CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2653488  02/01/2014
JASWANT SINGH.
PARAMJIT KAUR.
ASHMEET SINGH.
trading as ;DASHMESH EXPORTS
881-82 TILAK GALI KASHMERE GATE DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING GEAR PARTS, CLUTCH
PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD,
BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET OIL SEAL,
BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND
SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS,
SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOITS, CENTER BOLTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018
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2653950 03/01/2014

HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
SPANCER
2655743  07/01/2014
SH. JITENDER WADHWA
trading as ;WADHWA INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
31-S-1-A GALI NO -4D INDUSTRIAL AREA ANAND PARBAT NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING SHEET METALS PARTS.
KVG
2655843 07/01/2014
VARUN GARG
trading as : V.K. CORPORATION
558/38, NATIONAL BEARING MARKET, HAMILTON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 10/04/2006
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING BEARINGS.
SimplEcity
2657016  09/01/2014
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
LS460L

2658813  13/01/2014

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
trading as ;TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION
1 TOYOTO CHO TOYOTA SHI AICHI KEN JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTOMOBILES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF.
RECTON STAR
2662482  20/01/2014
SITA RAM
trading as ;S.R. AUTO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 1/4, 50/16-B, GALI NO. 1, INDUSTRIAL AREA, ANAND PARBAT, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, NEAR KUNDAN RESTAURANT, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 12.
2672994  05/02/2014
SURJEET SINGH ANAND
trading as ;S.P UDYOG
B-9 G.T. KARNAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI 110033
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007
To be associated with:
2045232
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES (EXCEPT BICYCLE PARTS).
2673738  06/02/2014
JSG INNOTECH PVT.LTD
PLOT NO 63 SEC-53 PHASE-V HSIIDC KUNDLI INDUSTRIAL AREA SONIPAT HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING CLUTCH PLATE,
PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD,
FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS,
CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION
COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SHEET COVER, SPRING LEAFS,
SPRING FINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
2673739  06/02/2014
JSG INNOTECH PVT.LTD
PLOT NO 63 SEC-53 PHASE-V HSIIDC KUNDLI INDUSTRIAL AREA SONIPAT HARYANA
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SHEET COVER, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
2676341  11/02/2014
GULSHAN G. AGRAWAL
GOVINDLAL S. AGRAWAL
MS. MANJUDEVI G. AGRAWAL
trading as ;SWASTIK PRODUCTS
NEAR GANDHI STATUE, GONDIA-441601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
BICYCLE SPARES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
JGSPARKO
2686016 25/02/2014
SH. AMAN GARG
trading as ;R.G. ENTERPRISES
230-A, GALI NO. 12, SAMAY PUR, BADLI, DELHI-110042
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :11/10/2007
DELHI
CLUTCH PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CAR MATTING, AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS OF MOTOR LAND AUTOMOBILE RUBBER PARTS, IMPORTED SPARES, CAR PARTS, AGRICULTURAL PARTS, TRUCKS PARTS, HEAVY & LIGHT VEHICLE PARTS, AUTO PARTS, REPLACEMENT PARTS, MOTOR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN ALL TYPES OF VEHICLES THERE FOR (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES).
2686027  25/02/2014

PANKAJ ARORA

trading as ;SHAURYA AUTOMOBILES

945/3, NAIWALA KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SURABHI
2686030  25/02/2014
RAJESH BEHL.
trading as ;SURABHI AUTOMOTIVE INTERNATIONAL.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2000
To be associated with:
1174145
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
FDI

2691490  04/03/2014

CHETAN KALRA
trading as; SACHIN AUTOMOBILES
PLTO NO. C-35, SECTOR B-2, TRONICA CITY INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, UP
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI

PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
e POWER

2691493  04/03/2014

E POWER VEHICLES PVT LTD.
1530, 1531, MIE PART-B, BHADURGARH, HARYANA

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI

AUTO ELECTRIC RICKSHAW AND PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
eSHAKTI
2692610 06/03/2014
SH. KULVINDER SINGH
B5/15, 3RD FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
AUTO ELECTRIC RICKSHAW AND PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
2694479  07/03/2014
ASHWANI TAHILIANI
trading as M/S AUTOFIELD (INDIA)
52, CENTRAL AVENUE, NAGAPUR-440018. MAHARASHTRA-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :20/02/2014
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES PARTS.
SPYNEX

2695713  10/03/2014

SAPNA PURI

trading as : NANAK ENTERPRISES

A-35, JANTA COLONY, SHIVAJI VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110027

MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI

AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING CONTROL CABLES IN CLASS 12.
2697724  12/03/2014
AVON CYCLES LIMITED
G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :31/10/2013
DELHI
CYCLES OF VARIOUS MODELS, BICYCLES, CYCLE RICKSHAWS, SCOOTER, MOPEDS, ELECTRONIC BIKE AND
ELECTRONIC SCOOTER, CYCLE ACCESSORIES AND CYCLE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
JAMRIT
2699812  14/03/2014
BALWANT SINGH
trading as ;J & J AUTO
4/28 GOPI NATH BAZAR DELHI CANTT NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
BIKEPEDIA

2708175  27/03/2014

HERO CYCLES LTD
HERO NAGAR G.T. ROAD LUDHIANA- 141003 PB
Manufacturer & Merchant
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bicycles, tricycles, Bikes, Scooters, Motorcycles, Mopeds, parts, fittings and accessories thereof, tyres, tubes, flaps therefore.
2713392  07/04/2014
AVON CYCLES LIMITED
trading as :AVON CYCLES LIMITED
G. T. ROAD, LUDHIANA, (PB.).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :20/06/2012
DELHI
CYCLES OF VARIOUS MODELS, BICYCLES, CYCLE RICKSHAWS, SCOOTER, MOPEDS, ELECTRONIC BIKE AND
ELECTRONIC SCOOTER, CYCLE ACCESSORIES AND CYCLE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..833116..
SHRINATH

2714964   09/04/2014

YOGESH KUMAR BAHU

trading as ;SHRINATH AUTOMOTIVES

SHOP NO 5, GF-1/783 NICHOLSON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE DELHI 110006

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI

PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN AUTOS MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AND TRACTORS GUN

METAL BUSHES BEING PART OF DIESEL OIL ENGINE FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING CLUTCH

PLATES AND BRAKE SHOES FOR USE IN AUTOS
NUMACCO
2715453  09/04/2014
SH. YOGESH KUMAR BHUTANI
trading as ;MACCO ENTERPRISES
21, NICHOLSON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDING IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES, TRACTOR PARTS AND
AUTOMOBILES PARTS IN CLASS 12.
2738783  17/05/2014
KASID DINKAR DATTU
A/P MANGALE, TAL.- SHIROL, DIST.- SANGLI - 415412, MAHARSHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :07/01/1999
MUMBAI
TWO AND THREE WHEELER TRACTORS TRAILER; TRAILERS [VEHICLES]; TROLLEYS; HITCHES FOR VEHICLES.
LUNA
2752252  07/06/2014
MAHINDRA TWO WHEELERS LTD.
MAHINDRA TOWERS, P.K. KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/01/1972
To be associated with:
2752143
MUMBAI
ASVehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, motors and engines for land vehicles, motor land vehicles, namely, Two Wheelers, motorcycles, racing bikes, mopeds, scooters and motorbikes; parts and accessories EXCLUDING AUTOMOTIVE TYRES & TUBES thereof all included in Class 12.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2752143.
2800526  29/08/2014
SHOKINBHAI GAFFURBHAI SANKHALA
trading as ;SANKHALA ENTERPRISES
1728/E/5, NEAR GUJARAT SAMACHAR, J. P. CHOWK, KHANPUR, AHMEDABAD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :31/12/1988
To be associated with:
659933
AHMEDABAD
CLUTCH PLATES BEING PARTS OF AUTOMOBILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
STERLING SOLID TYRES (P) LTD.,
trading as :STERLING SOLID TYRES (P) LTD.,
NO.10E, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, PUDUKOTTAI - 622 002,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A K ASSOCIATE
#2, GROUND FLOOR, M.G.ROAD, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600041.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOLID TYRES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2834956  31/10/2014

PRICOL LIMITED
trading as :PRICOL LIMITED
CPM TOWERS, 109, RACE COURSE, COIMBATORE- 641018, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since :06/11/2002

To be associated with:

1895715

CHENNAI
MOTOR VEHICLE POWER LOCKS; ANTI-THEFT DEVICES FOR VEHICLES; ANTI-THEFT AUTOMOTIVE ALARMS; REAR VIEW MIRROR FOR VEHICLES; ELECTRIC CIGARETTE LIGHTERS FOR LAND VEHICLES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1769683.
ADITYARAM PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ADITYARAM PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.50, EAST COAST ROAD, ADITYARAM NAGAR, PANAYUR CHENNAI-600119
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER;
HISPIN
2847942  22/11/2014
MEHUL ARVINDBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S.RADO INDUSTRIES
23, VISHRANTI PARK SOCIETY, JAIN TEMPLE ROAD, NIZAM PURA, BARODA, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/07/2002
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF BEARINGS USED IN AUTOMOBILES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 12
2877587    06/01/2015
FALGUNI DHARMESH TRIVEDI
trading as : PRADAKO MECHANICALS AND ENGINEERING WORKS
13, AGARWAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, S.V. ROAD, DAHISAR, (EAST), MUMBAI-400068
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :02/04/1968

MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILES COMPONENTS, AUTOMOBILE FASTENERS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
BURLY BRAND

2913760  02/03/2015
 PERFORMANCE MACHINE, LLC
 trading as ; Performance Machine, LLC
 6892 Marlin Circle, La Palma, California 90623, United States of America
 Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders.
 A company existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, coil springs, shock absorbers, and suspension lowering blocks; suspension drop kits for motorcycles, namely, kits consisting of suspension drop kits consist of rear shock/springs and front fork springs for lowering the height of a motorcycle suspension; coil spring kits for motorcycles; cable and line kits for motorcycles comprising brake lines, clutch cables, throttle cables and wiring; motorcycle handlebars; motorcycle handlebar clamps; motorcycle clutch kits

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MAXSMART  
Priority claimed from 09/09/2014; Application No. : 86/389,142 ;United States of America
2917468  09/03/2015
MAXION WHEELS U.S.A. LLC
39500 ORCHARD HILL PLACE,SUITE 500,NOVI,MICHIGAN 48375,US
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders
A company incorporated under the laws of US
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Wheels, wheel rims, and structural parts therefore for land vehicles.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
D Fi Logic
2921448  13/03/2015
SUNDARAM - CLAYTON LIMITED,
trading as SUNDARAM - CLAYTON LIMITED,
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NEW NO. 29 (OLD NO. 8), HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TREE WHEELERS, TOW WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIA., MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS,
SCOOTERS, SCOOTERETTES, PARTS OF THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
JULIA
2921982  16/03/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO
WHEELERS, CARS, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, TRACTORS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES
AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
QUIK DRAW
Priority claimed from 04/03/2015; Application No. : 86/552,878 ;United States of America
2939301  09/04/2015
AMSTED RAIL COMPANY, INC. (A DELAWARE CORPORATION)
311 S. Wacker, Suite 5300, Chicago Illinois 60606
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cushioning devices for railcars, namely, draft gears, buffer springs, housings and components thereof.
2944068   17/04/2015
KMS COACH BUILDERS PVT LTD
trading as ;KMS COACH BUILDERS PVT LTD
#129/1B, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KENGERI, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560060
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :23/04/2007

CHENNAI
CUSTOMIZATION AND BUILDING THE BODIES FOR BUSES AND TRUCKS ACCORDING TO THE CUSTOMER SPECIFICATION, MANUFACTURER OF APPARATUS WHICH IS USED FOR BUILDING THE BODY OF BUSES AND TRUCKS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
RADOOG
2972562   27/05/2015
S.R.PALANI
trading as ;AMMAN WHEELS
NO.311/C ANNA STREET, GANDHI NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM, COIMBATORE - 25.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALLOY WHEELS FOR AUTOMOBILES
AIRTEX
2982057 11/06/2015
THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
trading as; THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
36-11, SHINBASHI 5-CHOME, MINATO-KU, TOKYO 105-8685, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A JAPANESE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AUTOMOBILE TIRES, INNER TUBES FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRES, INNER LINERS FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRES
2982685   11/06/2015
SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES,NO.29,(OLD NO. 8), HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :03/06/2014
CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERRETTES, PARTS THEREOF, AND FITTINGS THEREOF
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2982686  11/06/2015
SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as:SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES,29,(OLD NO. 8), HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ.,MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREOF.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
XL JIGER
2984522   15/06/2015
SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as: SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO. 29, HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERRETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
TVS XL 100R

2984523   15/06/2015
SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES,NO. 29, HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
372867, 629111, 667766, 667767, 770007, 1576570

CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
XL RAIDER
2984527    15/06/2015
SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as SUNDARAM CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO. 29, HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERRETTEs, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
MACH CITY IBIKE

2987021  17/06/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED.
trading as TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED.
"DARE HOUSE", 4TH FLOOR, 234, N.S.C.BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001 STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2824716, 2987019, 2987020

CHENNAI
"BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES".
Subject to association with 2824716 and 2987020.
CLEO

3000622  06/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234 N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CYCLES
CINDY
3000623  06/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ; TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234 N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CYCLES
BRUT

3000624   06/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as; TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234 N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CYCLES
HANNIBAL

3000627  06/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR,234, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CYCLES
MADDOX

3000629  06/07/2015

TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

trading as ; TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEEROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CYCLES
A 100

3000630  06/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ; TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CYCLES
No separate claim except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
HT A150

3000632  06/07/2015

TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 243, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.

CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CYCLES
3007815  14/07/2015
ASTARC MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.
ASTARC HOUSE, 76/79, TAKPADA, MAKAWANA LANE, OFF. ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400059.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :30/06/2015
MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
TractorMaster

3009807   14/07/2015
CONTINENTAL REIFEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH (A GERMAN COMPANY)
Vahrenwalder Str. 9, 30165 Hannover, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Tires, solid rubber tires, tubes for tires.
DumperMaster
3009809  14/07/2015
CONTINENTAL REIFEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH (A GERMAN COMPANY)
Vahrenwalder Str. 9, 30165 Hannover, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Tires, solid rubber tires, tubes for tires.
CraneMaster

3009811  14/07/2015
CONTINENTAL REIFEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH (A GERMAN COMPANY)
Vahrenwalder Str. 9, 30165 Hannover, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Tires, solid rubber tires, tubes for tires.
MACH CITY MUNICH
3011106  17/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ; TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, N. S. C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001 STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2824716
CHENNAI
'BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES
Subject to association with 2824716.
MACH CITY MONTREAL

3011107  17/07/2015

TRADE MARKS OF INDIA LIMITED

trading as : TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234, N. S. C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India / Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.

CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2824716

CHENNAI

"BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES".

Subject to association with 2824716.
HERCULES ROADEO A500 PRO

3011108 17/07/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234, N. S. C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001 STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2162819, 2162820, 2162821, 2558921, 2558922, 2558923, 2558924, 2662708, 2679333, 2679334, 2679335, 2679336, 2758769, 2758770, 2758771, 2758772

CHENNAI
‘BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES. SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES’.

Subject to association with 2558921.
3018690  28/07/2015
SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM- CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES,NO.29, HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MOTORIZED VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELER VIZ. MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREOF
3020514 29/07/2015
AKSHAY PARMAR
22, SATYAM APARTMENT, 68, RUNGTHA LANE, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI-400006, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/06/2015
MUMBAI
Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land and parts thereof, gears for land vehicle
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3020543    30/07/2015

HEMA
trading as : LAXMI AUTO CENTRE
NO.55, 3RD CROSS, JOURNALIST COLONY, J.C. ROAD, BANGALORE - 560002, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/04/2011

CHENNAI
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS

no exclusive right over the descriptive matter.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 12

3026725 07/08/2015
RISHIT R. BANSAL,
trading as; REGA
193, GROUND FLOOR, GURUAMRUT CHS, FLAT NO.2, SECTOR-28, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :08/07/2015
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILE, AUTOMOBILE TYPES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
VELODRIVE TECHNOLOGY

3038983  24/08/2015

TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES,
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON -MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3044833 01/09/2015

EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
trading as :EICHER MOTORS LIMITED
P. O. BOX NO. 5284, THIRUVOTTIYUR HIGH ROAD, THIRUVOTTIYUR, CHENNAI - 600 019, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :20/11/2006

CHENNAI
MOTORCYCLE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3044834.
3063410  25/09/2015
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LTD.
trading as : TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LTD.
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, 234, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORIZED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TYRES, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR BICYCLES
TVS QUBE

3070962 06/10/2015
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, 29, HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
766851, 766854, 766855, 766856, 766857, 766858, 766859, 770006, 770007, 809214, 809215, 2733055

CHENNAI
MOTORIZED VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE TOW WHEELERS, VIZ. MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERRETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
QUTE
3071276  06/10/2015
BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED
trading as ;BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED
2ND AND 3RD FLOOR, KHIVRAJ BUILDING, NO.616, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI - 600 006, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :10/12/2013
CHENNAI
LAND VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES, FOUR WHEELERS, THREE WHEELERS, TWO WHEELERS, PASSENGER
VEHICLES, SCOOTERS, GOODS CARRIERS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR
VEHICLES, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3385938.
3086283  27/10/2015

JAYA HIND INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, AKURDI, PUNE-411035.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since: 01/04/2000

MUMBAI
CASTING CARS, CASTING CARRIAGES, CASTERS FOR TROLLEYS (VEHICLES), PRESSURE DIE-CASTING FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES, AUTO COMPONENTS, LAND VEHICLES, TRACTORS, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND AND POWER DRIVEN LAND VEHICLES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3086279.
3086284  27/10/2015

JAYA HIND MONTUPET PRIVATE LIMITED.
MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, AKURDI, PUNE-411035.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since :01/11/2013

To be associated with:
3086279, 3086283

MUMBAI

ALL TYPES OF CYLINDER HEAD GASKETS AND PARTS OR FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 12, AUTO COMPONENTS, LAND VEHICLES, TRACTORS, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND AND POWER DRIVEN LAND VEHICLES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3086279,3086283..
3091802 03/11/2015
SHEETAL ADINATH KETKALE trading as; SANMATTI GROUP
PLOT NO. 109/111, SECTOR A, SHRI LAXMI SAHAKARI AOUOY, VASAHAT LTD HATKANANGLE, MAHARASHTRA-416 109
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :01/01/1997
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND AUTO COMPONENTS PARTS
SAFAR
3094887 05/11/2015
KINETIC GREEN ENERGY AND POWER SOLUTIONS LIMITED
trading as ; KINETIC GREEN ENERGY AND POWER SOLUTIONS LIMITED

Kinetic innovation Park, D-1 Block, Plot No. 18/2, MIDC, Chinchwad, Pune-411 019.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BATTERY OPERATED 3 WHEELER VEHICLES AND E- RICKSHAWS.

2883
BLACKFOOT
3103731 23/11/2015
SUNDARAM INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.180, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI-600006
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT , 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
OFF HIGHWAY SOLID AND PNEUMATIC TYRES, WHEELS AND ASSEMBLIES.
GLOSTER
3762625  23/02/2018
MG MOTOR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
1501-1503, 15th Floor, Tower-A, Signature Towers, Sector-29, Gurugram
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAURYA MITRA TOMAR
Universal Legal A-2, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLES; AUTOMOBILES AND SPARE PARTS THEREOF; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR AND WATER; AND RELATED PRODUCTS UNDER CLASS 12.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 12

3776939 13/03/2018
HARISH KUMAR RAHEJA
13/14, GEETA COLONY, GANDHI NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110031
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAVEEN SHREE PANDEY
709, 7TH FLOOR, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTOR CYCLES, SCOOTERS, MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDING PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
3790239    27/03/2018
FAIR DEAL (PROP NAKUL SALUJA)
48A U/S/F, KH.NO. 33/21, GURU NANAK VIHAR, NILOTHI EXTENSION, West Delhi, Delhi, 110041
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
vehicle seat covers for all vehicles as covered under the class 12.
3809881   18/04/2018
SALUJA HARPREETSINGH
22, GOMTIPUR, PATEL SOCIETY, CHHIKNIWALA ESTATE, GOMTIPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380021
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YASH HINESHKUMAR MEHTA
19, CHINUBHAI TOWER, BESIDES H.K. COLLEGE, OPP.HANDLOOM HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Transport carriages, Transport bogies, Wheeled containers for the transport of goods, Go-kart transport trucks, Road vehicles [for transportation].
ANJUL

3818336  27/04/2018
MR. SURAJ PAL SINGH TRADING AS ANJUL ELECTRONICS.
PLOT NO.-381, UDYOG KENDRA-1, ECOTECH-III, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, U.P.-201310, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Parts And Fittings For Vehicles Included In Class 12 For Use In Motor Land Vehicles And Automobiles.
TA JONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 556 Chung Cheng Rd., Yung Kang Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
A Company of Taiwan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI,
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Bicycles; Electric Bicycles; Structural Parts for Bicycles; Bicycles Fork Sleeves; Freewheels for Bicycles; Bicycle Pumps; Bicycle Frames; Bicycle Tyres; Carts; Baby Strollers; Shopping Trolleys
3859925   14/06/2018
JASPAL KAUR SAHNI
Amardeep Cycles, Navprabhat Chambers, Ranade Road, Dadar West, Mumbai – 400028, Maharashtra
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
3862477    18/06/2018
GROMAX AGRI EQUIPMENT LIMITED
VISHWAMITRI, NR. RAILWAY OVERBRIDGE, VADODARA 390011.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :24/08/2017

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for locomotion by land air or water including motorland vehicles, utility vehicles, automobiles, scooters, motorcycles, bicycles, tricycles, tractors; engines, parts, fittings & accessories thereof including implements, parts used in assembling of motorland vehicles, tyres and tubes.
RMC
3863134 18/06/2018
AKSHIT TALUKA
M-4/14, MODEL TOWN 3, DELHI-110009
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPONENTS FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY MIRRORS, AUTO MIRROR ACCESSORIES, AUTO DIMMING REARVIEW MIRROR, AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, SENSORS, DETECTORS, ALARMS, LIGHTING CONTROLS, LIGHTS, INTERIOR APPLIANCE CONTROLS, EXTERIOR APPLIANCE CONTROLS, NAVIGATION DEVICES AND PARTS THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
SHAKTIPRO

3864155   19/06/2018

MAYANK AGGARWAL TRADING AS SHAKTI RUBBER INDUSTRIES
D-42, FOCAL POINT, BYE PASS, G.T. ROAD, JALANDHAR-144004 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/06/2015

DELHI

Tyres, Inner Tubes & Flaps for use in Bicycles & Autos.
ZAPPLUS

3864156  19/06/2018
MAYANK AGGARWAL TRADING AS SHAKTI RUBBER INDUSTRIES
D-42, FOCAL POINT, BYE PASS, G.T. ROAD, JALANDHAR-144004 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/06/2015

DELHI
Tyres, Inner Tubes & Flaps for use in Bicycles & Autos.
3864190 19/06/2018
ABHINAV SAREEN
95 TILAK ROAD, RISHIKESH-249201
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
GOOD TO GO

3864374  19/06/2018

WICKED RIDE ADVENTURE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 1705, II and III floor, East End A main road, Jayanagar 9th block, Bangalore 560069

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH VELLAKKAT
Fox Mandal & Associates Solicitors & Advocates FM House, 6/12, Primrose Road Bangalore 560 025 ,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Car, bikes and other automobiles etc.,
3864685  20/06/2018
PANIKKAPARAMBIL ASOKAN AJESH
PANIKKAPARAMBIL HOUSE, ERAVU.P.O, THRISUR, KERALA-680620
PROPRIETORS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 12

SHIRDI TRADECOMM PRIVATE LIMITED
"Diamond Plaza", P.O.- Chingual, P.S.- Kharagpur (2) Paschim Medinipur Midnapore WB-721301

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
3865187  20/06/2018
RAJ SARDANA TRADING AS RAJA AUTO PARTS.
1536/28, GROUND FLOOR, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTO PARTS AND FITTINGS.
SOFT SEAL

3865442   20/06/2018

ABHAY KUMAR SHARMA, TRADING AS - AUTOMOBILE PARTS ENTERPRISE
31/A PULIN KHATICK ROAD, KOLKATA - 700015, WEST BENGAL
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY, KOLKATA-700008

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS
3865820    20/06/2018
BROYAD AUTO WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
14, AMRAPALI BIHAR RAI BARELLY ROAD LUCKNOW Lucknow UP 226025 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL AWASTHI ADV.,
178/116 HAIDER MIRZA ROAD GOLAGANJ, LUCKNOW (NEAR DR. SAFIA HOSPITAL)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
manufacture E-bike
3865897   20/06/2018
INDIA FUTURISTIC MARINE PRIVATE LIMITED.
F-7 (B) First Floor, STP -III Building, Software Technology Park Complex, Verna Industrial Estate, Verna Salcete Goa – 403 722 India.
A Company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dredgers (boats); apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water being goods included in class 12.
SUMMIT ONLINE TRADE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
401, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, G. M. ROAD, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, CHEMBUR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 089, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
KYW

3866055  21/06/2018
SHRI KRISHAN KUMAR GOYAL PROP M/S GOYAL MOTORS
1149, Prem Gali, Bara Bazar, Kashmir Gate, Delhi-110006,
SHRI KRISHAN KUMAR GOYAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AXLE, SUSPENSION, SHOCKER, MOTOR PARTS, AUTOMOBILE PARTS, TRACTOR PARTS AND PARTS & FITTINGS
ROLFIN

3866664  21/06/2018

VIKASH RUNGTA
RAJJU SAH LANE HARISHABHA CHOWK, MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR - 842001, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

INNER TUBES FOR MOTORCYCLES & VEHICLE WHEELS, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR VEHICLES, STRUCTURAL PARTS, BRAKE PEDALS, FRONT SPACERS, HANDLE BAR CONTROL LEVERS, BRAKE CABLES, CLUTCH CABLES, HEADLIGHT MOUNTS, SPROCKETS, FORKS, CHAINS, HANDLEBARS, GEAR WHEELS, DRIVE TRAINS, SEAT POSTS, MOTORCYCLE ENGINES, KICKSTANDS, SADDLES, MUDGUARDS, BELLS, RIMS, PANIERS, FOR MOTORCYCLE.
SURGANGA

3866900    21/06/2018
HARMINDER SINGH TRADING AS BAWEJA ENTERPRISES
2495/A, ST. NO-3, PREET NAGAR, LINK ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2018

DELHI
Parts & Fittings included in Class-12 for use in Motor Land Vehicles including Break Cables for Vehicles.
UAG GOLD

3866901  21/06/2018

HARMINDER SINGH TRADING AS BAWEJA ENTERPRISES
2495/A, ST. NO-3, PREET NAGAR, LINK ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/06/2015

DELHI

Parts & Fittings included in Class-12 for use in Motor Land Vehicles including Break Cables for Vehicles.
WGS

3866907  21/06/2018
ANKIT GARG TRADING AS GARG INTERNATIONAL
106, FORST FLOOR, ASHA BHAWAN SHARDHANAND MARG, BEHIND G.B. ROAD, DELHI-110006
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZ POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAIZ, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
3866932  21/06/2018
SANJEEV AGGARWAL TRADING AS SUNRISE INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
67, AMAR GARDEN, AMAN NAGAR, BACK SIDE RICE SHELLER, JALANDHAR CITY (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Tyres & Inner Tubes for use in Bicycles, Autos, Tractors & Motor Land Vehicles.
3866969  21/06/2018
MR. MANISH GOYAL PROPRIETOR OF TECHNO IMPEX
C-37, AMBEY GARDEN, KH. NO. 24/4 & 11/24, LIBASPUR, DELHI-110042.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR VEHICLES, WHEEL BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AXLE BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE CHAINS, VEHICLE BRAKE SHOES, DISC BRAKE PADS FOR LAND VEHICLES.
3867248  22/06/2018
INDERPREET SINGH SAHNI TRADING AS DASHMESH INDUSTRIES.
KHASRA NO.-1676, 1677, 1678, PART-B, MIE, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Parts And Fittings For Vehicles Included In Class 12 For Use In Motor Land Vehicles And Automobiles.
3867493   22/06/2018
EKLAVYA TAKSHAK
trading as : EKLAVYA TAKSHAK
H.NO. 1339 SEC-3 ROHTAK HARYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLE.
MRS. VANEET KHANNA PROPRIETOR OF M/S YR TRADE LINKS
57B, Near Atam Public School, Atam Nagar, Miller Ganj, Ludhiana-141003. (Punjab)
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :20/06/2018
DELHI
Automobiles and Structural parts therefor and Motor Land Vehicles
3868208   22/06/2018
LUMOTIVE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
B/101, GARIB NIWAS, VASIST VIHAR COLONY, ANISABAD, PATNA - 800002, BIHAR, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :17/11/2017

KOLKATA
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water and their accessories
GRIPWAY

3868578  23/06/2018

HARIRAM, SOLELY TRADING AS SONAJI INDUSTRIES
Plot No: 100 E/2, Uleti Village, Hosur Taluk, Krishnagiri District - 635 117, Tamilnadu, India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Tyres & tubes and spares for use in Automobiles
ASHOK PANDEY PROPRIETOR OF APCL INSTRUMENTATION
D27/25, MOLARBAND EXTN. BADARPUR
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Parts and Fittings of Automobiles
Bhagawati – Patwa Automotive

3869297   25/06/2018
BHAGAWATI ELITE MOTORS
A-1 Royal Residency, near Shahpura Thana, Bhopal (M.P.) 462016
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PAAWAN PURSWANI
M-32, APASARA COMPLEX, SECTOR-A, INDRAPURI, BHOPAL

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3810642
MUMBAI
LMV Automobile for Mahindra & Mahindra
SESH
3869552  25/06/2018
SACHIN KUMAR JAGGI
Shop No. 03, Plot No. 801, Shalimar Garden Extension 1, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh 201 005
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
R.K. DEWAN & CO. 1271 & 1272, 12th Floor, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza - II, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi - 110 034, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors and engines for land vehicles; couplings and transmission components for land vehicles; parts of vehicles.
MADIBA

3870054    25/06/2018

P.K.MURUGESAN
NO.28, ARUL JOTHI LAYOUT, ANCHUGAM NAGAR, CHINNAVEDAMPATTI, COIMBATORE - 641 049, COIMBATORE DIST, TAMILNADU.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Cycles, Bicycle wheels, Bicycle wheel rims and Frames for bicycles.
LIVEFIT

3870084    25/06/2018
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPIALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
BEING LITTLE

3870162    25/06/2018

SALMAN KHAN.
3 Galaxy Apartments, B J Road, Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Prams, strollers, cycles & tri-cycles, car seats, Infants’ carriages, carriage covers, vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water being goods included in class 12.
3870234    26/06/2018
VIVEK HEBBAL SHARANAPPA
No.157, Ground Floor, 4th Main, 3rd Stage, 3rd Block, Basaveshwarnagar, Bangalore – 560079, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/05/2018

CHENNAI

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, MOBILITY SCOOTERS
DHE BEST

3870378   26/06/2018

KRISHNA VENI

trading as : KNV GROUP

22/198, BLOCK 22, TRILOKPURI, NEW DELHI-110091

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3685353

DELHI

VEHICLES AND ITS COMPONENTS (SPARE PARTS)
TRUSTWAY
3870381  26/06/2018
KAMAKSHI NATHAN
trading as ;NR GROUPS
22/198, BLOCK 22 TRILOK PURI, TRILOK PURI-110091.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLES AND ITS COMPONENTS (SPARE PARTS)
3870910  26/06/2018
ANKIT KAPOOR TRADING AS ARC INDUSTRIES
A-124, 2ND FLOOR, VISHAL ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110027
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM DAHIYA
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Components of motor vehicles meant for land, air and water
3871170  26/06/2018
HANCHUAN MEI LI BAO CHILDREN PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
No.150, Huocheng Avenue, Beiqiao Industry Zone, Hanchuan, Hubei, China
Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pushchairs; hand cars; roll cage trolleys; two-wheeled trolleys; prams; shopping trolleys; wheelbarrows; pushchair hoods; baby carriages; casters for trolleys [vehicles].
3871382  27/06/2018
TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI – 110026 (INDIA)
Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; Bicycles and parts thereof and fittings, motorized bicycles, e-bicycles, Cycle components, tubes for cycles, accessories and spare parts, fitting for cycles being included in class 12.
CEART
3871567  27/06/2018
AMJAD KHAN; TRADING AS: BHARATH TRADERS
# NO. 143, NAWAB HYDER ALI KHAN ROAD, KALASIPALYAM, BANGALORE- 560 002.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Vehicle's inner tubes
ROSEFIELD
3873109  28/06/2018
ROSEFIELD DAA INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANCY LLP
306 to 308, Bonanza, Sahar Plaza Complex, Nr. Kohinoor Hotel, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Mumbai 400059, Maharashtra, India
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :05/08/2015
MUMBAI
LIVEFIT

3870085    25/06/2018
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Firearms; Ammunition and projectiles; Explosives; Fireworks.
2384208   23/08/2012
NISHANT WIRMANI
R-36 RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY
2418237  26/10/2012
AXIS TRENDZ
AANCHAL
TARUN KHETARPAL
G-26, CROWN INTERIORZ MALL, SECTOR-35, FARIDABAD
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 09/10/2012

DELHI
JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-14

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2433512   27/11/2012
CIEMME ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LTD.
TOWER C OFFICE NO. CC-6011-6TH FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA-EAST-
MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Used Since :01/01/1974

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2522426   30/04/2013
SHARAD KUMAR AGRAWAL
trading as ;S.R. JEWELLERS
G-108, MUKESH PALACE, KINARI BAZAR AGRA-282001 (U.P)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL.
M/S SHAURYA REGISTRATION CO., 30-A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA 281001. (U.P.)
Used Since :12/06/2003
DELHI
SILVER PAYALS, SILVER AND GOLD ORNAMENTS, DIAMOND JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS SAND NON PRECIOUS METALS AND ARTICLE GEMS, IMITATION JEWELLERY
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2500564,2498803.
2524931  03/05/2013
GARIMA BOUTIQUE PVT. LTD.
202, JESSORE ROAD, KOLKATA 700089
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SB LEGAL PARTNERS
TARA ARCADIA, 14 HARE STREET, ROOM NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
KINDER MODE

2573529    31/07/2013

SACHIN KHANEJA
J-147, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110092

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

NOVELTIES AND GIFT ITEMS LIKE WATCH CHAINS, WATCH BAND, THREADS OF PRECIOUS METALS, ATOMIC CLOCK, BADGES OF PRECIOUS METALS, BRACELETS, CLIFFS, AND BEADS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
2597222    17/09/2013
PADAM JAIN
trading as ;JAWAHAR SHAH KUNDAN LAL
5137-38/3, MAIN RUI MANDI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2007
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH (EXCEPT CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS) JEWELLERY PRECIOUS STONES, HARDOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CHORSA AND SILVER PIECES, AND PARTS THEREFROM, SILVER BARS, SILVER MEDALS, SILVER GOLD, SILVER CHORSA AND SILVER PIECES, WALL CLOCKS, DESK CLOCKS, BANGLES NON PRECIOUS METALS , DIAMONDS STONES (PRECIOUS SEMI-PRECIOUS AND IMITATION) AND BULLION AND ARTICLES MADE THEREFROM ELECTRONIC WATCHES AND PARTS THEREOF, GLASS PEARLS (IMITATION JEWELLERY) ARTIFICAI STONES, REAL JARI, GOLD JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY, GEM JEWELLERY & OTHER KINDS OF JEWELLERY GOODS
2640333    10/12/2013

ANIL PRASAD
trading as : PRASAD JEWELLERS
OPPOSITE OLD TAXI STAND, MAIN ROAD, ROURKELA - 769 001, ODISHA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, Shyam Nagar, Khyala Road, Subhash Nagar, New Delhi- 110 018
Used Since :03/10/1970

KOLKATA
PRECIOUS METALS AND JEWELLERY STONES RAGE as per Class 14
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF ODISHA BY
FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-M..
RAVI CHADHA
trading as; RAVI SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES
14 U.A. JAWAHAR NAGAR, OPPOSITE POST OFFICE, DELHI-110007
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
WATCHES, STOP WATCHES CLOCKS AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SVISS BELLS

2656485  08/01/2014

MR. PRANAV SAXENA
1537, SECTOR 5, VASUNDHARA, GHAZIABAD, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, GOLD JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL
JEWELLERY, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, JUMKA, BRACELETS, CHAINS, EAR TOPS, EAR RINGS, BANGLES, PENDANTS,
WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIE CLIPS, TIE PINS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS
14.
R.S. KING JEWELLERS
578, 1ST FLOOR, KASHI NATH KI GALI, GOPAL JI KA RASTA, JOHARI BAZAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
GOLD JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, GOLD AND SILVERWARES, GOLD THREAD, JEWEL CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, PRECIOUS STONES, BIRTH STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
11, GURU GORAKH COLONY, NEAR NAGAR NIGAM STADIUM, SANGANER, JAIPUR - 302029 - RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 07/05/2012

AHMEDABAD
GOLD JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, GOLD AND SILVERWARES, GOLD THREAD, JEWEL CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, PRECIOUS STONES, BIRTH STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16. restriction of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only by way of filing TM- M.,
2660110 15/01/2014
DIPESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as N.D. MARKETING
418/15 2ND FLOOR CYCLE MARKET ESPLANDE ROAD DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
WRIST WATCHES AND CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY
2681669  18/02/2014
GOVIND PRASAD AGARWAL
trading as ;BHAGYA SHREE JEWELLERS
GALI DALU, MANDI RAMDAS, MATHURA, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2001
DELHI
CHAIN, PAYALS AND ORNAMENTS MADE-UP OF PRECIOUS METALS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-14.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (SHREE).
2687449  26/02/2014
MR. PRAKAT TRONGTRONG
175/10 RONGMUANG SOI 4, RONGMUANG ROAD, RONGMUANG SUB-DISTRICT PATHUMWAN DISTRICT, BANGKOK 10330 THAILAND
MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY, FINE JEWELLERY, Imitation JEWELLERY AND COSTUME JEWELLERY; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; RINGS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, CHOKERS, BRACELETS, BROOCHES, PINS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS AND STONES, CLOCKS AND WATCHES; CUFF LINKS; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH (EXCEPT CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS); ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 14

2688557  27/02/2014
SHRI BHAGWAN SHARMA
trading as ;MASTER JEWELLERS
Chaubay Ji Ka Fatak, Kinari Bazar, Agra-282004
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
Used Since :01/12/1991

DELHI
Silver & Silver Ornaments, articles made of silver
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2691632  05/03/2014
NIRMAL KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;M/S JAIN ABHUSHAN BHANDAR
5/449, KATRA ITWARI KHAN, NAI KI MANDI, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :04/01/1995

DELHI
JEWELLERY / ORNAMENTS INCLUDING CHAINS AND PAYALS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (SHREE).
2694180 07/03/2014
KRISHAN VISHNU BHARWANI
SHEEMA BHARWANI
trading as :SETH SUNDERDAS ENTERPRISES
S-66, GOLE MARKET, MAHANAGAR, LUCKNOW-226 006, UP
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMOND ORNAMENTS, BULLIAN, COINS OF SILVER, GOLD AND UTENSILES, ALL TYPE OF
JEWELLERY, IMMITATION JEWELLERY, ELECTROFRAME JEWELLERY, GEMS AND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS
AND THEIR ALLOWYS, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH , PRECIOUS STONES,
HOROLOGICAL & OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CLOCKS, WRIST WATCHES, FASHION CLOCKS, BEING
GOODS
ANIL Bhai Churi Wala
2704042  24/03/2014
SH. Anil Aggarwal
trading as ;ANIL Bhai CHURI WALA
2320/9, 10, TOTA RAM BAZAR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
IMITATION AND GOLD JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS, BANGLES AND BANGLE BOXES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 14.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CHURIWALA.
2778441  22/07/2014
SONAL MAKIN trading as ;SONAL MAKIN
FLAT NO.D2, W1 BUILDING, FERNHILL GARDENS, HSR LAYOUT, SECTOR 6, BANGALORE-560104, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
LexOrbis,Unit No.606-607,6th Floor,Gamma Block,Sigma Soft Tech Park,No.7 Whitefield Main Rd.,Ramagondanahalli Village,Varthur Hobli,Bangalore-560066

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
JEWELLARY
2796236  24/08/2014
M. ABDUL KAREEM
trading as ;ROSHAN TIMES
SHOP NO.33, KUMBHAN COMPLEX,29, RATTAN BAZAAR,CHENNAI 600 003
Manufacturer/Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARMENIAN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.
Used Since :16/05/2007
CHENNAI
WATCHES, CLOCKS, CASES FOR WATCHES, WATCH CHAINS, CLOCKS AND WATCHES, ELECTRIC, WATCH SPRINGS, WATCH STRAPS, WATCH BANDS, WATCH CHAINS, WATCH GLASSES, AND WRISTWATCHES
2818064  29/09/2014
SHRADDHA ANAND THORAT
trading as ;NILAY ENTERPRISES
9-B WING, 302, ARUNODAYA CHSL, TILAK NAGAR, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400089
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
WRISTWATCHES, WALL CLOCK, DIAMOND, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, IMITATION JEWELLERY
EntRainment
2825990 14/10/2014
INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION PVT. LTD.,
NO.3, 3RD CROSS ROAD, R.A.PURAM, CHENNAI 600028
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :11/11/2013
CHENNAI
JEWELRY-NAMELY, PINS, BADGES, NECKLACES AND BRACELETS; GEMS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMS; COMMEMORATIVE COINS; DOLLAR, PENDANTS, CHAINS
2860015    10/12/2014
SUMONA COUTURE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SUMONA COUTURE PVT. LTD.
FLAT 3C,ASHOKA TOWERS,11/A,PALM AVENUE,KOLKATA 700019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANS ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES
26 J.L. NEHRU ROAD,3RD FLOOR,SUITE NO.20,KOLKATA 700 087,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2860011
KOLKATA
TAG MADE OF CLOTH FOR JEWELLERY.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ARJUN KUMAR PUROHIT
trading as: RRJ GOLD FORMING
NO: 121/5, SIDDANNA LANE, NAGARATHPET, BANGALORE - 560 002, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since: 22/12/2012

CHENNAI
IMITATION JEWELLERY, GOLD FORMING JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE JEWELLERY AND DIAMOND STUDDED JEWELLERY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 14

ADHIRA
2951775 27/04/2015
KUSUM BHADADA
trading as ;KUSUM COLLECTION
A128, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING, NEAR BARKAT ALI NAKA, WADALA EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400037
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN SHREE PANDEY
IPR Smith 709, 7th Floor, Vikram Tower, Rajendra Place, New Delhi - 110008
Used Since :31/12/2011

MUMBAI
JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR
COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC
INSTRUMENTS, FASHION AND ETHNIC JEWELLERY
Mili

2968971 21/05/2015

PRINCE GOLD AND DIAMONDS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
No. 3, Nana Street, T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017, Tamil Nadu, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Silver jewellery.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 14

3007817  14/07/2015
ASTARC MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.
ASTARC HOUSE, 76/79, TAKPADA, MAKAWANA LANE, OFF. ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400059.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :30/06/2015

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3017080  25/07/2015
SABAH KAPADIA
trading as ;M/s. VVALIANT
F-50/51, 2nd Floor, Trident Hotel, Shopping Arcade, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments
PADAMCHAND SACHETI
SACHETI SONS TRADING PVT. LTD
AJMER TRADING PVT. LTD.
trading as : JAIPUR GEMS
SHOP NO. 2, DHARAM PALACE, HUGHES ROAD, 100/103, N.S. PATKAR MARG, MUMBAI-400007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Mumbai
JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3017493  27/07/2015
PADAMCHAND SACHETI
SACHETI SONS TRADING PVT. LTD
AJMER TRADING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;JAIPUR GEMS
SHOP NO. 2, DHARAM PALACE, HUGHES ROAD, 100/103, N.S. PATKAR MARG, MUMBAI-400007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :11/07/2015
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3017495   27/07/2015
ANIL SINGH EE
205 NIRMAN IND. ESTATE, CHINCHOLI LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400 064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2014
To be associated with:
2481361, 2481365
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2481361.
3017496   27/07/2015
ANIL SINGHEE
205 NIRMAN IND. ESTATE, CHINCHOLI LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400 064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2008
To be associated with:
2481361, 2481365, 3017495
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2481361.
3027776  10/08/2015
SANTOSH B. CHOUDHARY
trading as ;SURAJ NOVELTY
C/O. SAGAR PROVISION STORE, VIJAY NIWAS, VAISHET PADA NO.1, KURAR VILLAGE, MALAD (EAST) MUMBAI-400097
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2015
To be associated with:
2081313
MUMBAI
IMITATION BANGLES INCLUDED CLASS 14
3027777  10/08/2015
SANTOSH B. CHOUDHARY
trading as ;SURAJ NOVELTY
C/O. SAGAR PROVISION STORE, VIJAY NIWAS, VAISHET PADA NO.1, KURAR VILLAGE, MALAD (EAST) MUMBAI-400097
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :10/12/2010
MUMBAI
IMITATION BANGLES INCLUDED CLASS 14
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
3041451  25/08/2015
RAMESH S. BULCHANDANI
trading as ; Ramesh S. Bulchandani
1 B, Bhagwat Niwas, Peddar Road, Mumbai - 400026
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Adult Indian inhabitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since : 01/10/2014

MUMBAI
Precious metals; unrefined gold; Unrefined Platinum; Palladium; and their alloys And goods made in precious metals and non-precious metals or coated or plated or claded therewith; jewellery and imitation jewellery; Cufflinks decorative charms for cell phones; trophies and medals; diamonds; pearls; emeralds; sapphires; rubies and all kinds of precious and semi-precious stones; Writing pens; key chains; buttons; buckles; bullion; biscuits; coins; ingots; Ornamental pins; photo frames; broaches; Horological watches and clocks
SUNITA GUPTA
3043370 28/08/2015
SUNITA GUPTA trading as ;M/s. SUNITA GUPTA JEWELLERY SHOP
Rain Basera, 3rd Floor, Plot-12, Gulmohar Road-1, Next to Pitambari Sarees, Juhu Scheme, Mumbai - 400049, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :06/07/2009
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; imitation jewellery, jewellery, precious stones
3054282  14/09/2015
RAJNI CHANDAK
trading as :GLITTERATI
NO: 39, 71ST CROSS, 5TH BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 010, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :04/09/2015
CHENNAI
FASHION JEWELLERY AND IMITATION JEWELLERY
3062072    22/09/2015
KAILASHBEN NAVNEET PATEL
trading as ;PATEL JEWELLERS
Shop No. 34, Sahyog Nagar, Joshi Ali, Panvel, Raigarh - 410206, Maharashtra
MERCHANTS & DEALERS
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :06/02/1998
To be associated with:
2876688
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, imitation jewellery, precious stones.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1392648.

Trade Mark: PATEL JEWELLERS
3074833 08/10/2015
T.M. ABDUL RAHOOF
T.M. KUNHAMMED
T.M. ABDUL RAHIMAN

trading as; SULTHAN GOLD INTERNATIONAL
KMC XI/423B, M.G.ROAD, KASARAGOD - 671121, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Used Since: 01/08/2015

To be associated with:
2815296

CHENNAI
WATCHES
JEMMAA JEWELS

3093823    04/11/2015

VIRAL B MEHTA

trading as ;M/s. JEMMAA JEWELS

203, Tadmor, Skyline Oasis Complex, Premier Road, Vidyavihar (W), Mumbai - 400086, Maharashtra

TRADERS, MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :24/11/2011

MUMBAI

Jewellery, precious stones, wrist watches
3093827  04/11/2015
VIRAL B MEHTA
trading as : M/s. JEMMAA JEWELS
203, Tadmor, Skyline Oasis Complex, Premier Road, Vidyavihar (W), Mumbai - 400086, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 24/11/2011
To be associated with:
3093823
MUMBAI
Jewellery, precious stones, wrist watches
3101059   19/11/2015
MANJUNATH.H.R
KIRAN .N
HARINATH.K
trading as :AAKRUTHI JEWELLERY
HONAPPA COMPLEX, GROUND FLOOR, SY.NO. 239/1, HONAPPA LAYOUT, OLD MADRAS ROAD, HOSKOTE, BANGALORE RURAL DISTRICT - 562114
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :27/02/2015

CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH, NOT INCLUDED IN THEIR CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
3781917  19/03/2018
DWARKA DAS SONI S/O. SHRI POKAR DAS SONI
trading as :DWARIKA ORNAMENTS
LODHA JI KI POLE, NARSINGH DHARDA, JODHPUR (RAJ)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARAD AGRAWAL.
OUTSIDE SOJATI GATE, JODHPUR - 342 002. (RAJASTHAN).
Used Since :06/04/2017
AHMEDABAD
SILVER AND GOLD-DIAMOND ORNAMENTS, GOLD-SILVER COINS AND IDOLS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES.
MUSE
3811556  20/04/2018
CONZUMEX INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
IITM Incubation Cell, 03 A2, Third Floor, IIT Madras Research Park, Kanagam Roam, Taramani, Chennai, TN 600113 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHIDH PATEL
C/201, Sarjan Residency, Near Uma Party Plot, Motera, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 382424.
Used Since :21/04/2015
CHENNAI
Watches, Clocks, Timepieces, Time instruments, Watch parts, Clock parts, Watch bands, Watchstraps, Watch faces, Watch dials, Watch boxes, Clock boxes, Watch bracelets, Parts and fittings for watches, Component parts for clocks and watches
3812154   20/04/2018
DIAMOND TRADEX COMPANY LIMITED
2656, 2ND FLOOR BANK STREET AJMAL KHAN ROAD KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments, Jewellery
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 14

3815118 24/04/2018
MR. ASHOK KUMAR GOENKA.
120, BANGUR AVENUE, BLOCK-C, KOLKATA-700055, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Precious Metals and Their Alloys, Jewellery, Precious and Semi-Precious Stones, Horological and Chronometric Instruments.
HSTYLE

3817532  26/04/2018
HANDU E-COMMERCE GROUP
ROOM 906, 9TH FLOOR, BUILDING 2, AOSHEONG MANSION, NO.1166 XINLUO AVENUE, HIGH-TECH DISTRICT, JINAN CITY 250000, SHANDONG PROVINCE, CHINA
A Company existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALLOYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY BOXES; BRACELETS [JEWELRY]; PRECIOUS STONES; SILVER ARTS AND CRAFTS; AGATES; JEWELRY; NECKLACES [JEWELRY]; CLOCKS; WRISTWATCHES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018  Class 14

3854459 07/06/2018
OM JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
Shop No.2,3,4 & 5, Shangrilla Apt.,L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai- 400 092.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/01/2013

MUMBAI
Jewellery; diamond, silver & platinum jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gold & diamond studded jewellery; cufflinks; watches; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; watches; key rings and key chains, and charms; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof being goods included in class 14.
3862423  17/06/2018
M/S NANCY PAYAL
F-1 & 2, 1ST FLOOR, ROSHAN LAL PLAZA, NAMAK KI MANDI, AGRA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
GOLD, SILVER & OTHER PRECIOUS METAL, PAYAL, CHAINS, BRASLETS, LEGCHAINS, JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD,
SILVER AND PRECIOUSMETAL, PRECIOUS STONE JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS.
ADPAYAL
3862424  17/06/2018
SHRI RAJEEV KUMAR GUPRA S/O LATE SHRI KANCHAN LAL GUPTA
ANUPAM OMARION HEIGHTS, FLAT NO. 409, MUGHAL ROAD, KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since : 01/04/2014
DELHI
PAYAL & CHAINS
3863259   18/06/2018
NIRMAL D. KHANCHANDANI
8/26,2ND FLOOR,2ND CROSS STREET,LAKE AREA,NUNGAMBANKAM,CHENNAI-600034

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Diamonds, Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments, Jewellery, Jewellery boxes, Jewellery cases, Gold jewellery, Pearl jewellery, Platinum jewellery, Sterling silver jewellery, Lapel pins [jewellery], Imitation jewelry, Key holders [trinkets or fobs] of precious metal, Jewelry charms, Jewellery plated with precious metals, Shoe jewellery, Cuff links, Wooden jewellery boxes.
3863494   19/06/2018
UJJVAL CHANDRAKANT PATEL
B-1102, Vaishnodevi Blue Bell, Opp. Vaishnodevi Township, Nr. BR Park, Vanakala, Jahangirpura, Surat-395005, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
JEWELLERY INCLUDING SILVER, GOLD, ARTIFICIAL AND COSTUME JEWELLERY, CLOCKS AND WATCHES, SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES, BEADS FOR MAKING JEWELLERY, PEARLS, CUFF LINKS, TIE PINS, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 14.
WEGEM

3864106  19/06/2018
PUNAMCHAND SETHIA
204, Shri Hari Complex, Jada Khadi, Mahidharpura, Surat 395003

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRASHANT KOMAL KUMAR KULSHRESTHA
2014, Trade House Ring Road, Surat-395002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

GEMS AND JEWELLERY, GOLD, SILVER, IMITATION JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, PRECIOUS STONES INCLUDING DIAMONDS AND THEIR JEWELLERY, GOLD BULLION COINS AND SILVER BULLION COINS, GOLD BULLION BARS AND SILVER BULLION BARS, GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
3864380   19/06/2018
JAGPREET SINGH NARANG
B-49, Radhey Krishna Lane, Kaushambi, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh-201010
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
3864470  19/06/2018
Mehreen Clock & Gift Manufacturers
5, Latí Plot, Main Road, Morbi 363641, GUJARAT
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Watches, Clocks, Quartz, Spares and Parts thereof
3864585  20/06/2018
SANJEEV KUMAR TALLA S/O SHRI VIJAY KUMAR TALLA
107, SECTOR -6, CHANNI HIMMAT, JAMMU (J&K) - 180012 (INDIA)
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
3685/17 BEHIND KRISHAN KIRPA MANDIR, UTTAM NAGAR, HANSI, DISTRICT - HISAR, HARYANA (INDIA) - 125033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GOLD JEWELLERY, GOLD AND SILVER COINS, GOLD BULLION COINS, SILVER JEWELLERY, SILVER ARTICLES, ALL
PRECIOUS JEMS STONES, DIAMOND, UNCUET DIAMOND, JEWELLERY INCORPORATING DIAMOND AS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 14.
3864906  20/06/2018
DOMJUR JEWELLERY SILPOMONDIR PVT. LTD.
DOMJUR, MAJHERPARA, OPP.- KALI TEMPLE, P.O.- & P.S.- DOMJUR, HOWRAH-711405
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :23/03/2018
KOLKATA
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
L.D. SONS
3865125  20/06/2018
L.D. SONS JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
1382, MAIN ROAD, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since : 24/06/1975
To be associated with:
2218590
DELHI
GOLD & DIAMONDS JEWELLERY.
ROMWE
3865392  20/06/2018
ZOETOP BUSINESS CO LIMITED
trading as :ZOETOP BUSINESS CO LIMITED
KH NO.28/4, OLD DELHI GURGAON ROAD NEAR KAPSHERA, SAMALKA NEW DELHI NEW DELHI DL 110037 IN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOVAYYA & CO
THE ESTATE, LEVEL FOUR, 121 DICKENSON ROAD.BANGALORE-560042
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
(I) PRECIOUS METALS, UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT, (II) JEWELLERY, (III) JEWELLERY FINDINGS, (IV) JEWELLERY BOXES, (V) NECKLACES [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)], (IV) JEWELLERY CHARMS, (VII) ALARM CLOCKS, (VIII) WATCHES, (IX) SPLIT RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR KEYS
3865622  20/06/2018
AGRIM BANSAL
B - 82, Phase 1, Ashok Vihar, Delhi - 52
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery articles, Earrings, Finger rings, Bangles, Necklaces, Bracelets, Imitation jewellery, Imitation stones for making jewellery.
MadSwag

3865971  20/06/2018
MOHIT ARORA TRADING AS M/S GADGET DEALS
S-11, D-1 (BASEMENT), PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI - 110092.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
WATCHES, WRIST WATCH, CLOCK, WALL CLOCK, TIME PIECE, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY.
SLN RETAIL
3867004  21/06/2018
MR. ADHIKAM SRIDHAR GOUD, PROPRIETOR OF M/S SRI LAKSHMI NARAYANA TRADERS
3-4-26/61/A, PLOT NO 61/A, RAILWAY EMPLOYEES HOUSING SOCIETY, PHASE 1, BOLARUM, HYDERABAD - 500010, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
KEY CHAINS, KEY RINGS; WATCHES; JEWELLERY.
SACHIN TRADING AS M/S SACH ENTERPRISES
AB-87, AMAR PURI NABI KARIM, PAHAR GANJ, DELHI.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

WATCHES, WRIST WATCH, CLOCKS, WALL CLOCKS, TIME PIECE, JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY.
YELLOW PETAL

3867259   22/06/2018
SHIVANGI Moolchandani
E-32, Medical College Ke Samne, Sadul Ganj, Bikaner - 334001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NKRANGA
DAGA CHOWK NEAR NARSHING TEMPLE BIKANER

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

watches, watch boxes, watch straps, watch bands, jewelry, precious stones, horological and other chronometric
instrument, artificial jewelry, embroidery, watch dials, precious metal and their alloys, watch glasses, watch crystals,
itimulation jewelry, artificial jewelry, fancy jewelry & watch, game stones, jewelry boxes, key ring, & key chain, and charms,
thereof, artificial Bengals, artificial neckless and same kind of product in class 14
3867451  22/06/2018
TRIANGLE TECHNOLOGY (HK) CO., LIMITED
FLAT/RM 1105 HUA QIN INTERNATIONAL BUILDING 340 QUEEN'S ROAD CENTRAL HK

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chains [jewellery]; chains [jewelry]; hat jewellery; hat jewelry; shoe jewellery; shoe jewelry; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; key chains [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; presentation boxes for jewellery; presentation boxes for jewelry; coins; jewellery rolls; jewelry rolls; works of art of precious metal; earrings; rings [jewellery]; rings [jewelry].
3867664  22/06/2018
VUMMIDI BANGARU JEWELLERS
RANI SEETHAI HALL, No. 603, Anna Salai, Chennai - 600 006.
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since: 03/02/2018
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES.
VUMMIDI BANGARU JEWELLERS
RANI SEETHAI HALL, No. 603, Anna Salai, Chennai - 600 006.
An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since: 01/02/2017

CHENNAI

PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES.
3867666   22/06/2018
VUMMIDI BANGARU JEWELLERS
RANI SEETHAI HALL, No. 603, Anna Salai, Chennai - 600 006.
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :01/09/2016

CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES.
COINMAN

3867738  22/06/2018

RAJEEV JAIN
152,Bhagwati kunj,Baghapat road,Kamla nagar
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT KESARWANI & CO.
C-123, GANGA NAGAR, MAWANA ROAD, MEERUT(UP)-250001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

GOLD COIN, GOLD BULLION, GOLD JEWELLERY, GOLD ORNAMENTS, GOLD THREAD, SILVER, JEWELLERY MADE FROM SILVER, SILVER BULLION, SILVER THREAD AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14 ITSELF.
3868195  22/06/2018
NBA PROPERTIES, INC.
Olympic Tower-645 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10022 United States of America
New York Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS  
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments; Jewelry; costume jewelry; beaded jewelry; rubber or silicon wristbands in the nature of a bracelet, beaded necklaces; beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; earrings, necklaces being jewelry, rings being jewelry, bracelets, cuff links, pendants, charms for collar jewelry and bracelets; clocks; watches; watch bands and watch straps, watch cases being parts of watches, watch fobs; jewelry boxes, tie clips; medallions; non-monetary coins of precious metal; precious metals and their alloys; key chains; key rings; decorative key fobs; figures and figurines of precious metal; trophies of precious metals.
3868318   22/06/2018
M/S. ATLAS GOLD SUPERMARKETS PRIVATE LIMITED
Ram mohan Road, Kozhikode District, Pin - 673004, Kerala, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Gold Jewellery; Jewellery made of precious metals and thier alloys; Imitation Jewellery
JAY JAYKAR ENTERPRISE
6/1469, AMRUTKUNJ, KANSARA SHERI, MAHIDHARPURA, SURAT- 395003, GUJARAT.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :21/12/2005
AHMEDABAD
ROUGH DIAMOND, CUT DIAMONDS AND DIAMONDS.
3869163   25/06/2018
MOHD. NAIM TRADING AS M/S BIGSALE786
6657, GALI BERI WALI, AHATA KIDARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110006.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WATCH, WRIST WATCH, CLOCK, WALL CLOCK, TIME PIECE, JEWELLERY & ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY.
IKSHA
3869568  25/06/2018

SAMPADA KAJI
E-120, Ansa Industrial Estate Saki Vihar road, Chandivali, Mumbai 400072, Maharashtra

Sole Proprietress

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

INVICTUS IP
62, 2nd Floor, Raghuleela Arcade, Sector 30A, Opp Vashi Station, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400703, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Jewellery including imitation jewellery; Jewellery of precious metals, pearls and stones; beads for making jewellery; gold thread jewellery; silver thread jewellery; pearls jewellery; platinum jewellery; semi-precious stones; jewellery boxes.
pärl $eda
3869636 25/06/2018
SHUBHAM GARG
G-2, 106 SECTOR 16 ROHINI DELHI-89
TRADING OF JEWELLERY AND STATUES
PROPRIETOR OF RUHI ENTERPRISES
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PEARL JEWELLERY
FASTRUN

3869794    25/06/2018
FAIYAZ ALAM (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SANJIDA ENTERPRISES
Shop No.49, Rangoli Times Complex, Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar Road, Opposite Premier Cinema, Parel (E), Mumbai - 400012,
Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments
Homtime
3870110  25/06/2018
KANUPRIYA GAHLOT
186-L, Model Town, Panipat-132103, Haryana.
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOCKS, ALARM CLOCKS & DIGITAL CLOCKS.
3870143  25/06/2018

SALMAN KHAN.
3 Galaxy Apartments, B J Road, Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400 050.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Jewellery, fashion jewellery, watches, clocks, time pieces, table clocks, wall clocks, cuff links; key rings (trinkets or fobs); precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments, jewellery fashioned from bronze being goods included in class 14.
DAMIT

3870223   26/06/2018

AS FASHION (PROPRIETOR NAME - ANKIT MAHENDRABHAI BHALODIYA)
GR Floor, Plot No.137, Sarita Vihar Society - 2, I. H Road, Surat – 395006, Gujarat
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, WRISTWATCHES
HULK
3872071  27/06/2018
MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, California 91521, U.S.A.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys; Precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments; Alarm clocks; Belt Buckles Of Precious Metal (For Clothing); Bolo Ties With Precious Metal Tips; Bracelets; Busts Of Precious Metal; Candle Snuffers Of Precious Metal; Candlesticks Of Precious Metal; Charms; Clocks; Earrings; Jewelry; Jewelry Cases Of Precious Metal; Jewelry Boxes Not Of Precious Metal; Jewelry Chains; Key Rings Of Precious Metal; Lapel Pins; Letter Openers Of Precious Metal; Neck Chains; Necklaces; Necktie Fasteners; Non-Monetary Coins; Ornamental Pins; Pendants; Rings; Slides For Bolo Ties; Stop Watches; Tie Clips; Tie Fasteners; Tie Tacks; Wall Clocks; Watch Bands; Watch Cases; Watch Chains; Watch Straps; Watches; Wedding Bands; Wristwatches.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1861, 06/08/2018 Class 14

3889316  16/07/2018
NEHA GARG
M-133, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAN VIHAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Watchbands; Watchstraps; Watch boxes; Watch crowns; Watch crystals; Watch bracelets; Digital watches; Jewellery watches; Jewellery, clocks and watches FALLING IN CLASS 14
GARIMA BOUTIQUE PVT. LTD.
202, JESSORE ROAD, KOLKATA 700089
Manufacture(s), Merchant(s) Traders(s)
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SB LEGAL PARTNERS
TARA ARCADIA, 14 HARE STREET, ROOM NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3021347  31/07/2015
TUNE WORLD PRIVATE LIMITED
3, OM SAI EKTA CHS LTD, PLOT NO 216, GILBERT HILL ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI -400058
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CD/DVD
mark to be used as substantially applied..
3050191 07/09/2015
DAILY NEEDS ENTERPRISES
Plot No.35-36, Neelkanth Bhuvan, Sector -18, Nerul (w), Navi Mumbai - 400706, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :13/11/2003
MUMBAI
Musical instruments
3861951  16/06/2018
DR. SHARAD GANDHI
407, MANGALDEEP COMPLEX, HIRA BAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT -395006, GUJARAT
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
Musical instruments
3861963   16/06/2018
DR. SHARAD GANDHI
407, MANGALDEEP COMPLEX, HIRA BAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT -395006, GUJARAT
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antohill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/05/2014

AHMEDABAD
Musical instruments
3861965  16/06/2018
DR. SHARAD GANDHI
407, MANGALDEEP COMPLEX, HIRA BAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT -395006, GUJARAT
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
Musical instruments
RENE
3863580  19/06/2018
RENE IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. S - 59, PHASE - III, KASBA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2006031
KOLKATA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
THE LALIT ENTERPRISES
C-94/3, GALI NO. 2, BHAJANPURA, SHAHDARA, North East Delhi, Delhi, 110053
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM DAHIYA
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Musical Instruments
LIVEFIT
3870087  25/06/2018
PANTALJI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Musical instruments